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Friction of polymer/steel gear pairs

Róbert KERESZTES, László ZSIDAI, Gábor KALÁCSKA
Szent Istvan University, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Patrick DE BAETS
University Gent, Department of Mechanical Construction and Production

Abstract

Engineering plastics are often applied in tribological systems, where moving parts are subjected to severe friction and wear processes. Compared to metals, engineering plastics are used because of their good friction and wear properties together with increased corrosion resistance and vibration damping ability. There are many sorts of technical polymers available of which sliding elements can be produced. To choose proper polymers for a given tribological application is not a simple task owing to many different parameters influencing the performance of a polymer sliding element.
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1. Introduction

In many cases investigations on rigs in laboratory have to be used to reveal the tribological properties of different polymer/metal pairs. In our institutes also many investigations on the tribological properties of technical polymer/steel pairs were performed using different tribometers. It was stated that the ranking of polymer/steel pairs alters according to the friction and wear measured on different tribometers, therefore it would be difficult to choose the best polymer/steel pair to make a polymer gear for a given application. We started to approach of gear mesh with a real gear tests. We concluded that the change of the coefficient of friction during the meshing and the misalignment of gears made difficult to evaluate the actual friction coefficient between the teeth of polymer/steel gears. This problem was solved with the following test system.

2. Survey of formulations

The common normal to the tooth profile at the point of contact must always pass through a fixed point called the pitch point in order to maintain a constant angular velocity ratio of the two gears. The involute curve satisfied the law of gearing and is most commonly used for gear teeth profiles in the practice. Data of connecting involute profile gears:
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- tooth number: \( z_1 = z_2 = 12 \)
- module: \( m = 10 \text{ mm} \)
- pressure angle: \( \alpha = 20 \degree \)
- face width: \( b = 5 \text{ mm} \) (at polymer segment gear)

We can see from the data, that the used gears are undercut. We chose these gears with large module, because we can measure clearly the changing of force through line of connection. The forces arising from sliding and rolling tooth connection. Therefore we had to modify the addendum circle diameter. The value of maximal addendum circle diameter \((d_{f_{\text{max}}})\):

\[
d_{f_{\text{max}}} = 2 \cdot \sqrt{(a_w \cdot \sin \alpha)^2 + \left(\frac{d_o}{2} \cdot \cos \alpha\right)^2} \quad [\text{mm}]
\]

where:
- \( a_w \) – applied center distance \([\text{mm}]\)
- \( d_o \) – pitch circle diameter \([\text{mm}]\)
- \( \alpha \) – pressure angle \([\degree]\)

The calculated engagement factor \((\varepsilon)\) with modified addendum circle diameter:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{\overline{AE}}{p_w \cdot \cos \alpha}
\]

where:
- \( \overline{AE} \) – length of connection section (A - the first, E - the last connection point) \([\text{mm}]\)
- \( p_w \) – base pitch \([\text{mm}]\)

\[
\overline{AE} = \rho_{a1} + \rho_{a2} - a_w \cdot \sin \alpha
\]

where:
- \( \rho_{a1} \) – radius of involute curvature of drive gear at E point \([\text{mm}]\)
- \( \rho_{a2} \) – radius of involute curvature of driven gear at A point \([\text{mm}]\)
- \( a_w \) – applied center distance \([\text{mm}]\)

\[
p_w = \pi \cdot m
\]

where:
- \( m \) – module \([\text{mm}]\)

\[
\rho_a = \sqrt{r_f^2 - r_a^2}
\]
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The allowable tangential force $F_{\text{tmax}}$ (N) at the pitch circle of polyamide spur gear can be obtained from the Lewis formula. However, the basic equations used are applicable to all other plastic materials if the appropriate values for the factors are applied.

$$F_{\text{tmax}} = m \cdot y \cdot b \cdot \sigma_b \cdot K_v \quad [N] \quad (6)$$

where:
- $m$ – module [mm]
- $y$ – form factor at pitch point
- $b$ – face width [mm]
- $\sigma_b$ – allowable bending stress [N/mm²]
- $K_v$ – speed factor

The values of different factors can be found in the tables.

The surface strength using Hertz contact stress, $\sigma_H$, is calculated by this equation

$$\sigma_H = \sqrt{\frac{F_{\text{to}}}{b \cdot d_o} \cdot \frac{i + 1}{i} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1.4}{\left(\frac{1}{E_1} + \frac{1}{E_2}\right) \cdot \sin 2\alpha}}} \quad [N/mm²] \quad (7)$$

where:
- $F_{\text{to}}$ – tangential force on surface [N]
- $i$ – gear ratio
- $E_1, E_2$ – modulus of elasticity of material [N/mm²]
- $\alpha$ – pressure angle [°]

The arising sliding velocity between contact teeth is difference of the tangential velocities ($v_t$).

The $v_s$ sliding velocity:

$$v_s = v_{t1} - v_{t2} \text{ or } v_s = s \cdot (\omega_1 + \omega_2) \quad (8)$$

where:
- $s$ – distance between pitch point and contact point on line of action [mm]
- $\omega_1, \omega_2$ – angular velocity [rad/s]

Kozma earlier studied the friction phenomena between the gears and found that the forces and torque during the connection changed due to the friction. He distinguished two cases: the change of the teeth-force and torque in case of constant drive torque, and the change of teeth-force and torque in case of

3
constant driven torque. The latter can be seen in Fig. 1. In his theoretical studies he took constant friction between the surfaces, however we know from our previous research projects and from the literature that the friction between a polymer and steel surfaces was nearly never constant.

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1. The theoretical change of teeth-force and torque during the connection line in case of constant driven torque and constant friction.

3. The test systems

We made a new gear connection test rig. The new test method (Fig. 2.) using large teeth was developed to measure the influence of friction on the tooth forces. In this method the rotation is limited; the variation of forces is measured during only one meshing cycle of a tooth pair. The three-teethed segments were made of the investigated polymers, but the mating steel gear must be prepared in full size due to balancing reasons.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. Drawing of test rig
**Measured and calculated forces**

The forces on the axe 1 of steel gear \((F_x, F_y)\) were measured with strain gauges, as it is shown in *Fig. 2*. The normal force \((F_N)\) was equal the applied load force \((F_g)\), because each line of forces were same.

If we consider the effect of friction along the connection section, it’s clear that the direction of friction force changes at the pitch point (*Fig. 3.*).

![Figure 3. Influence of friction](image)

The value of friction force is altering during tooth connection. We can evaluate it using the following phenomena. The value of normal force is equal to load force divided by two in the two teeth connection sections (AB and DE sections) \(F_n = F_g/2\) [N]. The arising friction forces \((F_s)\) are in both connecting point (*Fig. 4.*) but having opposed directions, so, they cause a torque breaking the rolling movement. This torque can not be measured correctly with our technical system.

![Figure 4. The arising forces at two teeth connection](image)
There are two different section under one tooth connection. The pitch point (C) is in the center position. The value of normal force is equal to load force $F_n=F_g$ [N]. There is a relationship between the friction force and the measured axle force (Fig. 5). The axle force increasing until pitch point and decreasing after it. We can evaluate their relationship using the following equations:

in BD connection section:

$$F_x = F_s \cdot \cos \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where:

$F_x$ – measured axel force [N]

$F_s$ – friction force [N]

$\alpha$ – pressure angle [°]

$$F_s = \frac{F_x}{\cos \alpha} \text{ [N]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

In this system we define a coefficient of friction between contact teeth. It is calculated by this equation.

$$\mu = \frac{F_s}{F_n} = \frac{F_x}{F_n \cdot \cos \alpha}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Figure 5. The arising forces at one tooth connection

At the table 1. we show the testing conditions.
Table 1. Parameters of the tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Tooth connection model tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>load, M [Nm]</td>
<td>1.1 / 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angular velocity, $\omega$ [1/s]</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test time, cycle</td>
<td>1 / 100 / 500 / 1000 / 2000 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ambient temperature, T [°C]</td>
<td>24 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity, RH [%]</td>
<td>50 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tested materials

The properties of the investigated polymers are presented in the Table 2. The gear mating with polymer gears was made of structural steel S355 with a surface finish (CLA) $R_a$ 2.5 $\mu$m.

Table 2. Properties of investigated polymers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Elongation at rupture A (%)</th>
<th>Young modulus E (MPa)</th>
<th>Rockwell M hardness</th>
<th>Tensile strength $R_m$ (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA 6G-Mg</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 6G-Na</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 66 GF30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM C</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETP /PTFE</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakelite</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and discussion

Because of the large number of experiments and continuous monitoring of gear mesh friction many different graphs can be drawn about teeth surface processes.

As we have explained earlier in the test system the motion of the measurements were reciprocating (towards – upload, backwards – download) between the mating teeth and from each cycle the upload process under „one-tooth” connection was grabbed to evaluate.

Figure 6. Friction forces during the first test cycle
Fig. 6. shows a summary about the measured friction force during the first cycle of drive in case of six different polymer materials meshing with S355 structural steels. The role of pitch point is very spectacular.

At the beginning of the measurements the POM-C performed the lowest friction and PA 66 GF30 gave relatively high friction force. If we compare the two cast polyamide versions - Na and Mg catalytic types – essential difference can be realized. The Mg catalytic cast polyamide 6 material is better performing much lower friction force.

In Fig. 7. the calculated friction coefficients are shown. The main difference between the curves plotted in Fig 6. and Fig. 7. is the domain. While friction forces are drawn as continuous functions along action line, curves of friction coefficients are interrupted at pitch point and its transition zone. The reason is the origin of friction movement. At pitch point and its transition zone the dominant form of friction is rolling instead of sliding. Before and after pitch point zone the friction is generated mainly from sliding, the rolling friction effect is much lower.

That means along the action line the friction form can be split to:

I. – sliding zone before pitch point with decreasing sliding speed to reach pitch zone
II. – pitch transition zone with mainly rolling movement
III. – sliding zone after pitch point with increasing sliding speed leaving pitch zone

For further evaluation of gear mesh friction coefficient curves we introduce more values according to Fig. 8.

As an example of the evaluations Fig. 9. shows the change with cycle numbers of local maximum friction coefficient values for the different polymer materials.
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Figure 8. The calculated friction coefficients during the first test cycle 

\[ \mu_{\text{a-bp}}: \text{average friction coefficient before pitch zone}, \]

\[ \mu_{\text{max-bp}}: \text{local maximum of friction before pitch zone}, \]

\[ \mu_{\text{max-ap}}: \text{local maximum of friction after pitch zone}, \]

\[ \mu_{\text{a-ap}}: \text{average friction coefficient after pitch zone} \]

Figure 9. Local maximum values of friction before pitch point under different cycle numbers

If we follow the different behaviour of friction values in the function running distance (number test cycles) we can distinguish four different groups.

1. Materials performing basin-like curves or columns (PA 6G, PETP/PTFE, PA 66 GF30, in Fig 9.): with increasing meshing time the friction first decreasing but after a certain running cycle it starts to elevate.

2. Material with continuously increasing friction with increasing meshing time (POM C in Fig 9.): according to the test condition (load and speed)
the function of friction increasing with different slopes during the gear mesh.

3. Material with low difference increasing tendency (PA 6G Mg)

4. Stochastic-like friction results with large differences in friction coefficients (bakelite)

Regarding the absolute values of friction coefficient in Fig 9, we can find POM C and PETP/PTFE the best ones. Comparing the two cast polyamide types we can state that the Na catalytic cast Pa (PA 6 G) performed higher friction than PA 6 G Mg.

5. Conclusions

- The developed test method is useful to study the friction process along the action line under „one-tooth” connection phase between polymer/steel gears.
- The theoretical friction can be discovered more in depth and described with a given friction pairs.
- The friction changes along the action line.
- The trends also change in the function of load and meshing time (test cycles)
- Different changing trends of friction means different change of efficiency of polymer/gear drive. In our database we set these trends.
- Pitch point rolling effect in the practice means pitch zone. The width of the pitch zone is different with different friction pairs due to the different adhesion and deformation.
- The comparison of local maximum friction and average sliding friction values gives information about „even” or „un-even” running of mesh, the sensitivity for „stick-slip” behaviour of gear drive. Where we find local maximum friction to be much higher to average friction values, that means potential „stick-slip” danger. That is typical for PA 6G under light load.
- Based on our new research method we discovered more material- and system-specific phenomena with polymer/steel gear pair friction and our new database can help to design and maintain such a kind of gear drives.
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Modelling of Carbon Nanotube Junctions

Ibolya ZSOLDOS, Gyula KAKUK
Szent Istvan University, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

Abstract

Theoretical calculations prove that carbon nanotube junctions having optional number, type (zigzag or armchair), length and diameter of tubes are stable. The most characteristic examples (Y, T, X, tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral junctions) are studied in this work.

Keywords
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1. Introduction

The straight carbon nanotubes have excited worldwide interest since their discovery in 1991 because of their exceptional mechanical and electrical properties. The straight carbon nanotubes consist of two basic groups: single-wall and multiwall nanotubes. The straight single-wall carbon nanotube is a configuration created by the perfect cylindrical rolling of a single atom-thick graphite-layer (graphene). The single-wall carbon nanotubes are the strongest of all materials presently known. The multiwall carbon nanotube is made up of multiple singlewall tubes placed concentrically into one another. Singlewall carbon nanotubes can be grouped into three categories depending on the mode of their graphite-layer rolling: armchair, zigzag and chiral nanotubes. The mode of rolling influences the electrical properties of singlewall nanotubes: all armchair configuration nanotubes have metallic attributes, only every third of the zigzag nanotubes has metallic attributes while others have semiconductor ones. Shortly after the discovery of straight nanotubes it was shown that further nanostructures can be built if pentagons and heptagons are also built into the hexagonal graphite structure: nanotube Y-junctions, bends, T-junctions, toruses and coils. First multiwall and then singlewall carbon nanotube coils were studied experimentally, and then were followed by various symmetrical and asymmetrical Y-junctions. Metallic and semiconductor nanotubes can be connected into one another by forming a bend which results in nanometric-sized diodes. The existence of the characteristic double or manifold nanospirals resembling the structure of DNS was also proved.

The rolling mode and the properties of various formations consisting of pentagons, hexagons and heptagons have been surveyed in the same way as to the straight nanotubes rolling from a planar hexagonal formation. The tube
structures consisting of pentagonal, hexagonal and heptagonal – so called haeckelite or azulenoid – units can form different configurations.

One of the most interesting tasks in the production of carbon nanotubes is making junctions. One possible method of producing junctions is the connection of carbon nanotubes by chemical reactions. It has been shown that during the necessary cleaning at the time of their production, different functional groups containing oxygen appear at the ends of the opened nanotubes. The various T, Y, X-junctions are connected with these functional groups and with the functional groups produced on the nanotube casing by chemical reactions.

In this study we prove that carbon nanotube junctions having optional number, type (armchair or zigzag), length and diameter of tubes are stable.

2. Most typical junctions

In a previous work we demonstrated that carbon nanotube junctions consisting of optional number, type (zigzag and/or armchair) length and diameter of tubes can exist. A method for the geometric construction of their models has been shown. In this paper we show DTMM models and numerical results in the cases of the most characteristic examples (T, Y, X, tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral junctions).

In the DTMM (Desktop Molecular Modeller) system models of stable molecules can be created. The modelling method is based on molecular dynamics. In Figure 1 the DTMM models of T, Y, X, tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral junctions (with closed tube-ends) can be seen. The carton models (with opened ends) are displayed near the DTMM models.

In Figure 2 the cohesive energy of the modelled junctions can be seen. The values of the cohesive energy were computed using the Stillinger-Weber potential \[29\]. In the case of the larger junctions (tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral) the value of the cohesive energy is between the values of the stable fullerene (C60) and graphene structures. In the case of the smaller junctions (X, T and Y) the value of the cohesive energy is a bit higher than the value of C60.

3. Conclusions

Molecular dynamic and energetic calculations prove that a set of new carbon nanostructures (the carbon nanotube junctions) are stable. The measured diode-like behaviour on a definite tubular structure \[17\] reassure us to expect other electronic devices based on the set of the new carbon nanotube junctions in the nanoscale range.

4. Acknowledgements
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Figure 1. a: Carton and DTMM models of T, Y and X junctions. b: From left to right: carton model of a tetrahedral junction having two zigzag and two armchair type tubes, DTMM model of the same junction and DTMM model of a tetrahedral junction having larger diameter of tubes. c: Carton and DTMM models of an octahedral junction having four zigzag and four armchair type tubes. d: Carton and DTMM models of an icosahedral junction having ten zigzag and ten armchair type tubes.
Figure 2. Cohesive energy of several carbon nanostructures: JX: X junction (Fig. 1a), JT: T junction (Fig. 1a), JY: Y junction (Fig. 1a), Jocta: octahedral junction (Fig. 1c), Jtetra: tetrahedral junction (Fig. 1b), Jicosa: Icosahedral junction (Fig. 1d), Jtetra(large): tetrahedral junction having larger diameter of tubes (Fig. 1b).
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Tribotesting of large-scale specimens: the necessity of proper design

Wouter OST, Patrick DE BAETS, Stijn VAN AUTRÈVE, Jeroen VAN WITTENBERGHE, University Gent, Department of Mechanical Construction and Production
László ZSIDAI, Gábor KALÁCSKA Szent Istvan University, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

Abstract

Tribological tests have always been difficult and expensive to run, as the tests should as closely as possible mimic the application (Czichos, 1982). This has a number of implications: the tests cannot be sped up by applying higher contact pressure and/or velocity and the geometry and the environment of the test should match those of the application. Nonetheless most of the tribological tests are performed at small scale to minimize the cost of testing. This paper elaborates on the reasons why small scale testing, done on the cheap, often results in expensive mistakes.

Keywords

Large scale, testing, tribology, bearing, radial bearing, polymer

1. Introduction

There are a solid number of reasons to prefer small scale testing in tribology. Small scale testing is easier, test-rigs are cheaper, specimens are cheaper, handling of specimens and mounting is easier, tests can be performed faster and so on. Large scale testing is cumbersome and expensive. Nonetheless this paper will show that for a multitude of reasons it is a necessary bother as many effects in tribology cannot be scaled down.

This paper focuses on large scale civil and marine applications in which lubricating tribological contacts is often impossible or impractical. For these applications a number of self-lubricating materials are currently available, which provide benefits as low cost, no pollution due to lubricants and low maintenance. The traditional materials for these applications are bronze sintered with solid lubricant and bronze with holes in the surface filled with a solid lubricant (pockets). Nowadays more and more fibre (glass, carbon, polyester) reinforced polymer bearings are used, because they exhibit a lower coefficient of friction, are resistant to corrosion and are less sensitive to edge stresses resulting from misalignment of the bearing.
2. Maeslantkering (Netherlands)

The Maeslantkering which is the final part in a series of locks, gates bridges and dams built in the Netherlands which started after the breach of a number of dikes during spring tide in 1953. The Maeslantkering (commissioned in 1997) on the Nieuwe Waterweg (connecting the port of Rotterdam to the North Sea) is the last in this series.

![Aerial view of the Maeslantkering](image)

Figure 1. Aerial view of the maeslantkering (size indicated)

Figure 1 shows an aerial view of the Maeslantkering, which consists of two circular walls connected by pylons to the abutments. When the lockgate is closed the walls are floated out into the channel and sunk. This implies that the connection of the pylons to the abutments should allow for two degrees of freedom in rotation.

The joint at the end of the pylons was designed as a large ball in socket joint (diameter 10 meters), in which a cast steel ball slides in a faceted cast steel socket. Both the ball and the socket were covered with a lacquer containing solid lubricant, to prevent steel to steel contact and adhesive wear. During test closings of the lock gate it was noticed however that steel on steel contact (and large adhesive wear and cold welding) occurred. So a new material choice was necessary. The requirements for the new material were stringent. As the new material could only be implemented as circular pads in round pockets, the contact pressure for the new design would be 150 MPa (original design pressure 30 MPa). Secondly the coefficient of friction should preferably be below 0.15 (absolute limit 0.25). In light of these requirements the best solution would be to select a polymer or a polymer composite with low coefficient of friction, but to provide for reinforcement features as the compressive strength of polymers and composites is normal below or far below 150 MPa.
After a number of static tests the following design was proposed for the pads: a UHMWPE disc with a diameter of 300 mm, fixed in a wound carbon fibre reinforcement ring to prevent sideways plastic flow of the UHMWPE. For these pads the coefficient of friction and the wear rate had to be determined. Due to the large contact pressure of 150 MPa and the combination of tribological material with reinforcement features this was next to impossible to test on small scale. A small scale test with a surface of 10 x 10 mm would imply a normal force of 15kN which is far beyond the capabilities of most small scale test-rigs. Moreover the speed at which the lock gate is moving amounts to only 2.75 mm/s. So in this case large scale testing was, although cumbersome, necessary.

The testing was carried out at the Laboratory Soete, which has a test-rig capable of producing 6500 kN normal load, 2500 kN friction load, 400 mm stroke and 5 mm/s velocity. Preliminary testing indicated that the carbon fibre ring of the pad design in figure 2 came into contact with the counterface, which produced higher coefficient of friction than expected and scratching of the counterplates due to the abrasive action of the carbon fibres. The design was changed in such way that a lip of UHMWPE covered the carbon fibre ring, lowering the coefficient of friction and preventing damage to the counterfaces.

Table 1. Coefficients of friction tested at large scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact Pressure</th>
<th>UHMWPE/Steel</th>
<th>UHMWPE/Painted Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu_{\text{stat}}$ [-]</td>
<td>$\mu_{\text{dyn}}$ [-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 shows the coefficient of friction as measured on the large scale flat tribometer. From these results it is clear that the coefficient of friction is lower than the desired value, as the high contact pressure produces consistently low coefficients of friction. While this effect is already known from literature, the models for this effect taken from literature were found to be inaccurate, as they were fitted to data at much lower contact pressures.

3. Edge effects and heat input

The application presented in the previous section is somewhat special due to the extreme contact pressure. However, even for lower values of contact pressure small scale test results cannot be extrapolated to large scale applications. One of the reasons for this is the fact that the effect of the edges of the specimen (different mechanical properties, different contact pressure) is more pronounced for small scale specimens. This can be easily understood as follows. For a square with sides of length \( a \) the surface is equal to \( a^2 \), while the circumference is equal to \( 4a \). The ratio of circumference to area is therefore equal to \( 4/a \). This means that for small specimens the effect of the edges of the specimen is very much larger than for large scale tests. As an illustration a large scale specimen of a fibre reinforced composite of 150 x 150 mm is shown in figure 3. While the leading and trailing edges have disintegrated over 10 - 15 mm, the specimens is still functional. If this would have been tested at small scale (say 10 x 10 mm) the whole friction surface would have been damaged.

![Figure 3. Edge disintegration of a reinforced polymer specimen after large scale friction test.](image)

A third reason why large scale testing is often necessary is that even though care is taken to perform small scale tests at the same PV value as a large scale application, the wear rates and coefficients of friction taken form small scale test cannot be used for large scale applications. Table 2 shows typical values for contact pressure and velocity for a small scale test rig (commercially available plint TE77 is taken as an example) and a large scale application.
Table 2. Typical values for contact pressure and velocity for small scale tests and large scale applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Small-scale testing</th>
<th>Large scale application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact surface [mm²]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal force [N]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact pressure [MPa]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity [mm/s]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.v [MPa m/s]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even when a correction is made for the fact heat transport is scale dependant (by using the dimensionless Peclet number) and for the differences in the relation between the geometry of the specimens and the sliding area (by using the dimensionless parameter G which is equal to the ratio of contact area to the circumference multiplied by the sliding stroke), small scale test testing is unable to accurately predict the wear rate and the coefficient of friction for large scale applications. This is illustrated in figure 4, in which the wear rate and coefficient of friction for small-scale and large scale are compared (bottom fitted line is in both cases large-scale). The coefficient of friction obtained from small scale testing does in no case match the coefficient of friction measured at large scale. As long as only mild wear is happening, the wear rates found at small scale correspond with the wear rates at large scale, but once softening of the polymer occurs this correspondence is lost.

4. Oscillating radial bearing

For radial bearings under oscillating motion the location and the size of the sliding contact is not only dependent on the coefficient of friction, but also on the clearance of the bearing and the stiffness of the bearing material, all of which are to a large extent dominated by the size of the bearing. An overview of the forces acting on a radial bearing is shown in figure 5. The effect of clearance can be demonstrated as follows. When the shaft rotates around its own centre line it makes contact (a line contact is assumed for the calculations) with the bearing material at either $\theta = -\alpha$ and $\alpha$, depending on the direction of motion of the shaft. At the reversal of motion the shaft solely rolls against the bearing, without slipping. The bearing will shift position (horizontal and vertical displacement) relative to the stationary shaft. When the angle position $\alpha$ or $-\alpha$ (which corresponds with a shaft rotation of $\varphi_\alpha$ or $\varphi_{-\alpha}$ according to equation 1) is reached, slip occurs over a certain slip length.

$$\varphi_{2\alpha} = 2\alpha \cdot \left( \frac{R_s - R_b}{R_s} \right) = 2\alpha \frac{\text{clearance}}{\text{diameter}}$$ (1)
As a consequence wear will be unevenly distributed and will happen at the positions $\theta = -\alpha$ and $\alpha$, while the rolling in between these positions will not result in wear. Due to the finite stiffness of the bearing, two contact zones will be formed at $\theta = -\alpha$ and $\alpha$.

Figure 4. Effect of heat input on coefficient of friction and wear rate of POM.

The friction force when sliding of the shaft vs. the bearing material occurs can be calculated according to equation 2.

$$\mu = \frac{F_T}{F_N} = \tan \alpha = \frac{1}{\sin^2 \alpha} \left( \frac{1}{1 - \sin \alpha} \right)$$

$$\sin \alpha = \frac{R_L}{R_B} \frac{F_L}{F_P + F_L}.$$
At the Laboratory Soete a test-rig is available which allows to test radial bearings at large scale. A schematic overview of this test rig is given in Figure 6. The test bearing (1) is fixed in a bushing (2) by means of a back-up ring (15). A lever arm (7) connects the bushing to a load-cell (8). These five components are all stationary and are not driven in any way during the conducted tests. Flanges can be fitted at the sides of the bushing to create an internal reservoir which can be filled with a test medium.

A counter face (14) is attached on the main shaft (3) which follows the reciprocating movement of the centre trunnion hydraulic cylinder (5) through a lever arm (6) and slides against the stationary test bearing. The trunnion pins of the hydraulic cylinder are carried by needle roller bearings, allowing the cylinder to pivot, following the motion of the lever arm while the actuator’s displacement is changing. The main shaft is carried by two self-aligning double row spherical roller bearings which are each part of a stationary support (4), fixed to the ground.

The radial load on the test bearing is applied by a vertical hydraulic actuator (9) via a load transmission trolley (11) and is measured with a load-cell (10). A spherical pressure plate (13) allows small misalignments of the vertical hydraulic actuator and ensures that the load is transmitted in the radial direction to the bushing. To pull the trolley back up a threaded flange (12) is screwed on the load-cell threads and bolted to the trolley. The vertical actuator is connected to a stationary supporting frame. Limit switches are placed around the cylinder of the vertical actuator to ensure its vertical alignment.

Figure 6. Large scale radial bearing test-rig.
   a) isometric view b) section view.
Figure 7 shows the measured values of the displacement of the piston (saw tooth curve), force on the load arm ($F_L$) and horizontal displacement of the bearing, together with the calculated friction force $F_F$, normal force $F_N$ and horizontal displacement of the bearing (for a measured unloaded bearing play of 1.1 mm). As can be observed in Figure 7.b the measured total bearing play differs from the theoretical predicted value due to the elastic deformation under load. The latter can be corrected by taking into account the measured additional bearing play under load.

Figure 8.a gives an example of a friction-displacement characteristic (wherein the arrows indicate the time evolution of the cycles) used to calculate the static and dynamic COF. Because of the build up of the saw tooth displacement of the piston at the beginning of the test, the friction-displacement characteristic starts with a smaller cycle and then evolves to cycles with a shaft rotation amplitude of almost $0.26^\circ$. Figure 8.b shows the calculated COF and displacement of the drive piston versus time. At the moment the rotation of the shaft reverses the calculated value of the COF drops to a low value (rolling instead of sliding).

![Figure 7. a) Displacement of the drive piston, friction force $F_F$ and normal force $F_N$, b) displacement of the drive piston, $F_L$ and horizontal displacement of the bearing (measured and calculated).](image-url)
5. Conclusions

There is a multitude of reasons that make large scale testing, although expensive, slow and cumbersome a necessity. The first reason is geometrical features such as reinforcements, grooves, solid lubricant pockets which cannot be scaled down. A second reason is the influence of the edges (different material properties, different contact pressure). This is less pronounced at large scale, while a small scale specimen is basically all edges.

A third reason can be found in the fact that while testing at small scale and large scale can be done for the same $P.v$ values, the absolute values for pressure and the absolute value for the velocity is often different for large and small scale testing. This results in different contact pressures and different wear rates.

A fourth reason is the effect clearance and stiffness have on the tribological and kinematic behaviour of radial bearings. In the case of radial bearings it is shown that as the tribological behaviour and the kinematic behaviour influence each other it is impossible to scale down test for radial bearings.
All this does not make tribological testing any easier, but full scale testing on large specimens is a luxury that cannot be dispensed with for large scale applications.
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Abstract

This paper presents an overview of the issues regarding the development of designs for the machinery family for cleaning and maintenance of sewage system. It presents a design approach based on parametric modelling and design, with the result of decreased, short product assimilation period, with the possibility of concept and design error observation prior to the implementation of the product. In addition, we discuss the structure and the functions of these machines for cleaning and maintenance of sewage system.
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1. Introduction

The emptying systems have the function to clean and maintain sewage systems, to remove alluvia, sediments from clogged channels, to empty and maintain septic tanks, to clean the drinking water wells. For easy access and quick intervention, the emptying system, as superstructure, is installed on a chassis, which will provide energy necessary for the drives of different elements of the superstructure (pumps, engines, pistons, electrical systems etc.).

It can be said about the existing sewage system in Romania that it has to be re-designed to avoid intense physical damage, and to maintain its proper operating parameters.

The sewage system clogs and blocks up, leading to overcharge. To remove damage, periodic maintenance is required.

To realize this, depending on the real situation on the field, specialized technological systems have to be used. These are divided into 3 major groups of specialized equipment for sewage and transport:

1. Sewer cleaning machines,
2. Suction machines,
3. Combined machines.
2. The structuring of special machinery for sewer system cleaning

The block scheme of such machines has the form shown in fig. 1. The superstructure, composed of subassemblies, which meet the requirements of the client by their operation, is positioned on a proper chassis.

![Figure 1. The structuring of special machinery for sewage system cleaning](image)

General functions that must be satisfied by such machinery are:
- washing and clearing the sewage pipes
- absorption of solids from the sewage system
- the transport of extracted solids to the WWTP
- the transport of water necessary for clearing the sewage system.

The function of washing and clearing, serves for cleaning of sewage pipes by pressurized water yet. The water pressure and the water flow rate are provided by a high-pressure water pump.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Specific subassemblies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function of washing and clearing</td>
<td>Washing system</td>
<td>Water pressure Water flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- High pressure water pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Safety valves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Water tank etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The high pressure pump is driven by a rim or cardan drive from the chassis gearbox via PTO (Power Take Off). The pump is supplied with water from the water tank of the machinery, creating a washing pressure of approx. 200 bars. The high-pressure pump is provided with protection systems to prevent its destruction. With washing hose, wrapped around a drum located generally on the rear part of the machinery, the pipe and channel clearing is realized. At the end,
the hose is provided with different washing heads, which secures the movement of the hose in the channel and removes the encountered blockages. Depending on the character of the blockages, a proper washing head must be used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Specific subassemblies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function of</td>
<td>Air flow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Vacuum pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Safety valves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Vacuum tank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The absorption function is to extract the solids and the aqueous matter from the sewage system. This is done with absorption hoses, connected to the vacuum tank, in which depressurization is realized by a vacuum pump. The vacuum pump is driven by rim or cardan drive from the chassis gearbox via PTO. For high parameter operation and maximal safety, the absorption system contains a number of components having the role of protecting the service personnel, the machinery and provides a series of information regarding equipment operation.

The vacuum system can also be used for emptying the sludge tank by reversing the air circulation direction through the system. In this case, pressure is created inside the tank, which will force its content to evacuate through a discharge nozzle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Specific subassemblies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport function</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Wheelbase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- GVW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Engine and the power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Tank design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Tank volume define</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>by his diameter and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>length</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The transport function is based on the chassis, on which the tank specific superstructure was built, within which the material is transported. A very important characteristic of the tank is that of sealing, because the transported material is liquid or watery mixture.
3. Equipment structuring in accord with the functions of the machinery

To obtain a high performance equipment to satisfy all user needs, you have to realize a harmonious mixture of components so that the functions of the machinery will be balanced. By balancing the functions I mean, that none of the components is undersized to foster an unjustified increase of a component to obtain machinery with false high performance. (For ex.: To increase the capacity of the tank on a chassis with a given weight and engine power, you mount an undersized, but very light pump, which will not meet the demands, or the basic working time will increase significantly. It will result machinery having low functional characteristics with a big tank, which may mislead the clients with less knowledge and experience. It may lead to bankrupt a newly started business.)

4. The structure of the design process of sewage system cleaning machinery

Taking into consideration the facts presented above, prior to a purchase investment of one or some sewage system cleaning machinery, one should consider the possibilities and needs of the business and the situation on the field. These requirements are converted in ENTRIES for the design of such machinery. The synthetic scheme of emptying machinery design is presented in fig. 2.

As EXITS from the system, we can consider the functions satisfied by the design. These functions are modified until a consensus is achieved between the client and the machinery manufacturer, due to the feedback obtained by the designer from the project management (decision-making forum), respective from the client via project management.

The entries in the design system are the ones presented by the client, needs, which have to be filtered and clarified to obtain clear and precise entries.

![Figure 2. Synthetic scheme of sewage system cleaning machinery design](image-url)
To launch the design act for a sewage clearing, one has to set the group of equipment and operating conditions and its destination, in concordance with identifying the client’s needs.

The operating conditions can be grouped as it follows:
- sewage diameter
- the type of material the sewage is made of
- the type, character of clogging
- maximal depths of the cleaning system
- distances between manholes
- the configuration of access ways

To realize the parametric design of these technological systems, first the common components and subassemblies will be identified, respective the ones, obtained from the specialist companies producing only subassemblies (pumps, hydraulic equipments, etc.) To settle the design problem, the solution is parametric design and modelling. The components of machineries are modelled. These equipments are common in proportion of 75-80%, being identical for the machinery. The rest, in proportion of 20-25%, represents connection elements, necessary to form different systems. By connecting subassemblies, the machinery model is obtained. (fig. 3.)

The documentation about subassemblies, which form the machinery’s vertebra, depending on the manufacturer, can be a 3D model or 2D drawings in CAD form or just paper form. In case the subassembly’s documentation is 2D, it has to be transformed in 3D model, Table 1.
Table 1. Modelling levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing documentation</th>
<th>3D model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Existing documentation image]</td>
<td>![3D model image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Machinery completion stages

Documentation of performance

Parametric model

The product
After completion of parametric models of designed, respective purchased subassemblies, the machinery’s model is formed, the construction documentation is worked out and the designed machinery is manufactured. (fig. 4.)

Using the parametric model of the machinery, the followings can be realized:
– the survey of equipment prior to its launching into design implementation and certification
– the work out of construction documentation (overall and construction drawings)
– management and marketing aspects.

5. Conclusions

The parametric design and 3D models lead to high accuracy construction documentation of the design.

By this type of design:
– construction flexibility is provided
– scraps and disturbances are reduced by over 70%
– the assimilation period of the product is very short
– the 3D modelling is used for design control and certification
– the gauges, possible collisions are verified, respective movement, construction simulations can be made, using rapid prototyping processes, it may even form the base of graphical presentation of the product, even before its manufacture.
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Abstract

In this work we show the results of our experiments in which we investigated the effect of different factors of the cooling system – the lubricant, the dosage of the lubricants and several complementary cooling factors as the spontaneously, the induced emission and the Doppler-cooling – for the demand of energy of the cutting. We have found that numerous variations of the different factors can decrease the demand of energy. The effects for the grain structure of the active volume of the cutting have been investigated, as well.
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1. Introduction

The energy imported into the cut and the changes occurring of its effect belong to the domain of the macro-physics and over this, the friction process - which gives the basis of the detachment of chip – belongs to the domain of the macro-physics, from this fact the development trend of this work was deduced.

The development of the elements in the machine-tool – tool – lubricant – work-piece system is not even. The improvement of one element forces the development of the others thus resulting in the progress of the whole system. The researchers have established that the application of the liquid coolants-lubricants is inevitable in the case of certain machining technologies therefore they have proven the necessity, the thrift and the realization of the MQL (Minimum Quantity of Lubricant) with experiments. This process aided the development of the machine-tools and the technologies.

2. The short presentation of the research and development works

The objectives of the research are:
The interpretation of some theoretic issues of the energy conversion proceeding in the course of the cutting process putting on new theoretical bases and to explain several theoretical questions, to search several possibilities in the transitional section between the wet and dry machining which:
The effect of the molecule manipulation on the lifetime of the product

- reduce the energy needs of the sliver detachment,
- approach the use of the liquid coolants-lubricants to zero,
- relieve the cutting factories of the preparation of the emulsions, their treatment during the operation process, the storage and the demolition,
- insure the surface quality and the faith to form of the product, hinder the crystallite-changes in the surface nearly layers.

The research work is carrying out in the frame of a Ph.D. work entitled by „The increase of the efficiency and the mode of action in the MQL applied in cutting”.

3. The presentation of the experimental circumstances

Figure 1 demonstrates research program.

**Figure 1.** The experimental program

**Pilot data**
- Normal climate DIN50014 and ISO554-1970
- Tool: HC/TiN, a DIN/ISO 513, CNMG 1204 08 PF 4015
- Workpiece: 42CrMo4 (1.7225)
- The machine-tool: C11A –single- spindle
- System of minimal lubrication: Cobra 2000

**Technological data**
- step over: \( f(h) = 0,25 \) mm
- step over: \( f(h) = 0,067 \) mm
- step over: \( f(h) = 1 \) mm
- step depth: \( a(h) = 1 \) mm
- measured spindle speed: \( n = 1730 \) min\(^{-1}\)
The effect of the molecule manipulation on the lifetime of the product

The measuring sets and places

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring instruments</th>
<th>Measured data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>traditional micrometer (measuring range: 50 - 75mm and 75-100mm)</td>
<td>The measuring places signed by ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traditional caliper (1/20 – 150mm)</td>
<td>(D_1) [mm], (D_2) [mm], (D_3) [mm],</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metal microscope (Zeits Axi imager 1M, and Axiovision 4.7)</td>
<td>(R_s) [(\mu)m], (R_p) [(\mu)m], (R_a) [(\mu)m], (R_y) [(\mu)m],</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA33 (TYP PRLTA13) scale (accuracy: 0,001g) for measuring of the insert mass</td>
<td>(n) [min(^{-1})], (F_c) [N], (T) [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inductive odometer for measuring cutting force (type: TR102)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revolution counter for measuring revolution (own construction)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measuring-data collector (spider8 control)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGA 300 infra thermometer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitutoyo SJ 201P diamond headed surface profilimeter.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instruments generating photon electrons: photo-emission with visible light, laser cooling (laser: 1 mW, (\lambda) = 630-680 nm): either the Doppler-cooling or side-strip cooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculated data

- \(D_a\) [mm], \(v_c\) [m/min], \(s\) [m], \(V_f\) [mm\(^3\)/s], \(V_B\) [mm], \(P_c\) [kW]

We took into consideration the shaping period of the tool from the start to the end of the step and the average value was calculated by the mathematical function of the Excel 2003 program. We fixed the result received so in the table. We prepared the following functions based on these table data then \(Ra – V_f\) (the average surface roughness – quantity of detached sliver), \(VB – s\) (the measure of back abrasion – length of tool path), \(VB – V_f\) (the measure of back abrasion - quantity of detached sliver). We determined the stability of the diameters and the specific cutting force from measured cutting forces which are drawn in diagrams, as well. We examined the different effects in MQL lubrication circumstances of 50 g/h and 30 g/h of oil use. We examined the effect of the viscosity, the molecular structure and the dopes of the oils in manipulated and not manipulated molecular circumstances.
4. Results

The largest part of the chipping energy is needed for the balancing of the exceptionally complicated deformation and the tensile state, the smaller part 3% is needed for the crystal modification. From the prepared polished samples we present the modifications in the grain structure with the application of the following method.

The description of the examinational method:

Step 1. The cutting of the sample from the workpiece with metallographic rapid chopping under water cooling

Step 2. The embedding of the piece (with warm embedding, into a substance having bakelite basis– 3 min, 160 °C -)

Step 3. Preparation
– polishing (wet polishing with SiC basis mixture with water cooling)
– polishing with diamond suspension (9μm, 3μm and 1μm)
– in the end with colloid silica of 0,05μm

Step 4. Etching (with alcoholic nitric acid –NITAL- having concentration of 3-5 %)

Step 5. Microscopic examination (with an objective with own magnification of 20x, 50x and 100x).

The patterns of the samples having measure of 50 μm are presented in the following figures. A darker domains show the ground layers, the clearer domains show the layer where the effect of the shaping is observable.

Figure 2 shows the case when we applied emulsion of 5 % as lubrication and spontaneous emission to cool the workpiece. The size of the grains is big, the grains at the transition are deformed, the translational plane is visible in small rate.

In Figure 3 the workpiece was cooled with dry lubrication and spontaneous emission. The size of the grains is big, the grains at the transition are deformed, the translational plane is visible good.

In Figure 4. the sample of the experiment made with dry lubrication and with induced emission can be seen. The size of the grains is big, however high deformation at the transition cannot be seen, the translational plane is not visible.

In Figure 5 the sample of the experiment made with dry lubrication and Doppler cooling can be seen. The size of the grains is smaller than it was in the case of the induced emission, however the size of the grains at the transition is smaller and deformations are smaller, the translational plane cannot be seen.

We used MQL lubrication with spontaneous emission in the case of a market product which is shown in Figure 6. The size of the grains is big, deformation at the transition can not be seen, but the translational plane can be seen well.

Figure 7. shows the sample of the experiment where we used MQL lubrication with the solution prepared by us, with induced emission. The use of the lubricant was 50 g/h. The size of the grains is smaller, high deformation can be observed at the transition. The translational plane is visible mildly. In terms of a friction and abrasion the structure is favourable.
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Figure 2. 5% emulsion

Figure 3. Dry-lubrication

Figure 4. Dry-lubrication (induced emission)
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Figure 5. Dry-lubrication (Doppler-cooling)

Figure 6. MOL-lubrication (50 g/h)

Figure 7. MOL-lubrication (M2-2, induced emission, 50 g/h)
Figure 2, 3 and 6 the translation plane is visible and the deformation of the grains is considerable at the transition. But when we carried out the molecule manipulation with induced emission or Doppler-cooling (Figure 4, 5 and 7), the grain structure is smoother, the translational plane is not or only narrowly visible and the deformation of the grains at the transition is small.

The crystal modifications during the chipping are not unconditional harmful, as it is known, that in the case of a directed strain a very good grain structure having good friction properties and effect which decreases the abrasion develops.

In cases, when the grain modification is rough and the dislocation develops at the maximum value of the tensile \((\tau = 0.47 \cdot a)\), the fatigue time starting from the surface – which appearances as the so called pitting – decreases.

In the case of a chill, if the depth of the chilled layer is the same as the plane of the maximum \(\tau\), the fatigue speeds up and in certain cases, after 5-6 hours, total destruction of the surface can occur.

The deleterious effects of the modifications in the substance can be avoided with optimal technological parameters with MQL lubrication.

The most important result of the research and development work is the recognition, that it is not enough to study the sliver detachment process in the level of a phenomenon, but it is necessary to analyse the process in molecular level in parallel, as well. We may claim that a new theory was born, which is exact, rightfully and complements the earlier sliver detachment theory and which constitutes uniform whole one with it. We proved that the enormous energy reserves of the chipping are in the regulation of the energy conversion process. The revealed theory gives a safe method for the specialists dealing with MQL lubrication, and it offers a method for the treatment wet and dry transitional section. The research works continue according to a program, we inform the representatives of the trade about the results continuously.

5. Summary

The development of the elements in the machine-tool – tool – lubricant – work-piece system is not even. The improvement of one element forces the development of the others thus resulting in the progress of the whole system. The aim of the present paper is to shed light on the facts that the lubrication technologies used today are inefficient and pollute the environment. Therefore development of this area is inevitable. Among the present-day developmental trends MQL (Minimum Quantity of Lubricant) is one that promises immediate results. Hopefully, it will also bring about the total paradigm shift in the machine manufacture technology.
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Abstract

Shore-D hardness gives additional help for tribological analysis of engineering polymers and their composites. On the basis of the tested samples it was determined that additives below 10% do not have significant effect on hardness of the samples. However with softening additives between 10 and 25%, hardness decreases in great extent. A particular rate of rigidity decrease can be advantageous as the particle embedding ability of friction surface arises in abrasive wear systems.
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1. Introduction

One of the advantageous field of the material developments is the friction and wear materials. Its importance is given by the fact that the wear and different friction phenomena in the long run can cause huge losses during the operation. Energy and wear losses can be reduced directly with materials of lower friction coefficient, but in long-term use in contaminated area the abrasion resistance is also very important. Tribological processes are complex due to many acting operational factors (mating material parts, surface macro and micro geometry, third-body behaviour, sliding speed, contact pressure, ambient temperature etc). For better understanding the tribological test results of different polymer composites, there is a need for other examinations. For plastics one of those examinations is the Shore-D hardness measurement. With Shore D hardness measurement it is possible to approach the embedding ability – how the polymer surface react against moving hard particle on it -, which has basic importance in abrasive friction systems. The hardness of plastic surface also plays important role in evaluating of wear volume and wear mechanism in case of hard mating surface, too.

This article gives a brief review about the results of Shore-D measurements by magnesium catalyzed polyamide 6 composites having different additives.
2. Base materials

PA6 is a strategic engineering plastic, which has quite good mechanical and tribological characteristics, and is used on several fields of engineering life. The material developing process, composite research, is supported by industrial company, thus, the selected base matrix is the magnesium catalyzed cast polyamide 6. This material is produced by Quattroplast Kft. under the name of DOCAMID 6G-H.

The basic raw material of the natural product is caprolactame (C_6H_{11}NO), which is available among chemical products.

In Germany PA6 was first produced in 1938. This is a polycondensational procedure, during water exit (Kalácska 2007). Natrium-catalyzed PA6 was developed only later, but it did not fulfil the requirements. It was not appropriate for fibre production but it was excellent for block casting. The use of the magnesium catalyzer did not solve the problem of the fiber production, it only modified the characteristics of PA6. The Quattroplast Kft. produces cast PA6 with an unique production technology in the world, in industrial volumes. It takes the advantage of ring opening polymerisation without water exit (Macskási 1996). The natural cast material perform in average a tensile strength of 85 MPa, Charpy impact strength of 8 kJ/m^2, and Shore-D hardness of 83. In the present stage of the composite development, different quantity of montmorillonite, graphite and TA52 softening materials are added to the base matrix.

One of the new additive materials to achieve better fire-safe composite is the montmorillonite (Pál 2006). Montmorillonite is a clay mineral, which is modified in a way that the layers in the clay are extended so that the polymers are able to diffuse between them. If the distance is increased further, the contact between the layers ceases to exist and they are dissolved in a homogeneous way in the base matrix. It was shown several times that during the burning process it decreases HRR (Heat Release Rate kW/m^2).

Graphite was several times used as additive to increase the conductive ability of plastics. Novák (2004) found out on the basis of his measurements that by adding graphite independently from the base matrix (polyurethane and epoxy resin), antistatics can be reached with the addiction of more than 20%.

TA52 is used originally for polyurethane production, in our case its role to increase the toughness and abrasive wear resistance. With TA52 application the molecule chain consists of 3 elements (A-B-A). The original aim of the additives was to increase the toughness and impact strength.

3. Shore-D hardness measurement

Shore-D hardness measurement is standardized in MSZ EN ISO 868:2003 [Plastics and ebonite. Determination of indentation hardness by means of a durometer (Shore hardness)]. The principle of the method is simply: pushing a needle into the material with given force for a given time, and the deepness of
the indentation is measured. The value of the indentation hardness is in inverse proportion to the intrusion and highly depended on the form of the pushing needle. For the measurements, in accordance with the recommendation, the D type needle was selected. The measurements were carried out on samples in accordance with the standard, applying 9 measurement points. The results - 1 second after the intrusion of the needle – were recorded (according to the standard, 2nd indication technique). The hardness durometer were made with Zwick/Roell HO4 3150 type equipment (Fig. 1).

![Shore-D hardness durometer](image)

**Figure 1.** Shore-D hardness durometer

### 4. Measurement results

The results of the Shore-D hardness measurements are affected by the humidity content of the sample. Therefore the measurements were made with dry samples, which were worked out from the same location of the cast blocks. The outrageous faults were excluded from the results. The results were between 40 and 90 Shore-D hardness, therefore on the diagram this range is shown.

![Shore-D hardness of montmorillonite containing samples](image)

**Figure 2.** Shore-D hardness of montmorillonite containing samples
In case of montmorillonite and graphite containing samples the additive was below 10 %, and in this range it is not possible to show any tendencies between the additive content and hardness (results are shown in the Fig. 2 and 3). The value of the hardness is nearly the same as the base material has. On the basis of this, it can be expected that in the tribological systems their embedding ability will be similar to the base material’s ability. (This expectation is going to be tested during the research project later.) The additives can modify the tribological systems in case of not abrasive-type wear processes, too. (Graphite is often used as lubricant).

![Shore-D hardness of graphite containing samples](image1)

**Figure 3.** Shore-D hardness of graphite containing samples

In case of adding the TA52 softening material rigidity has changed significantly. On figure 4 it can be seen how TA52 influences the hardness of the cast PA 6 composites.

![Shore-D hardness of TA52 containing samples](image2)

**Figure 4.** Shore-D hardness of TA52 containing samples
It can be seen that higher content of the TA52 softening material can decrease the hardness continuously. Between 0 -10% of TA52 additive the change of hardness is about 4 %, but over 10 % additive the decrease of the hardness is more progressive. In case of 25 % additive the hardness is only 50% of the natural version. Based on former experiments it can be considered advantageous in some abrasive circumstances due to the probably increased embedding property (this statements is going to be controlled with further measurements in the project). Extreme decrease of surface hardness of polymers can be disadvantageous in normal sliding systems due to the decreased load-carrying capacity and higher strain. The transition rate, the limit of additive percentage should be clarified by not abrasive wear tests. Also important to clarify the resulting effects of the toughness and hardness on friction and wear.

5. Summary

For safety and economical use of machines it is important to decrease different types of losses. One possible solution is the specialized materials for different applications. In plastic industry the composite developments can offer many advantageous new materials fit to challenges. Cast polyamide 6 as strategic, general engineering polymer has unique casting technology with magnesium catalyser. We launched a broad project to develop some special composites on that material to achieve better tribological, electrical (antistatics, ESd) and fire retardant versions. To evaluate the tribological behaviour in abrasive and adhesive sliding systems some other properties have to known. Among them the Shore-D hardness of composites has highlighted importance due to embedding ability. That feature is essential in abrasive systems. After getting to know the different hardness values the control tribological tests are going to be launched.
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Experimental investigation of the friction behaviour of engineering plastics on a rotating pin-on-disc type tribotester
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Abstract

Engineering plastics are increasingly used as bearing materials in applications demanding high contact loads and low sliding velocities. In these circumstances low and stable friction behaviour is desirable. In the present paper the frictional behaviour of some basic types of engineering plastics (PA6-G, POM and PET-P) and the influence of load and lubricant impregnation thereupon is experimentally investigated using a pin-on-disc type tribotester.

It is found that POM-C internal lubricated with a solid lubricant shows the most favourable friction behaviour in comparison with the other tested materials. Adding internal lubrication may stabilize the friction behaviour but is not always the case.
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1. Introduction

Bearing units in large-scale systems which require accurate positioning such as cranes or lock gates used in the civil as well as the off-shore industry mainly operate under relatively high contact pressures and low sliding velocities. Under these conditions and combined with the relative low stiffness of the large-scale positioning system, the friction between the mating bearing materials can give rise to friction-induced vibrations (i.e. stick-slip). This has a negative influence on the functioning of the positioning system and can lead to damage of the constructions to be positioned or even the bearing itself.

Bulk polymers (e.g. PA, POM, etc.) are normally used as bearing material because of their low cost. Nowadays, self-lubricating engineering plastics are increasingly used in order to have lower friction. Unfortunately, data concerning their stick-slip behaviour is scarce which makes it difficult to make a valid prediction of the friction behaviour at certain operating conditions. Experiments
on adequate testing equipment are needed in order to quantify their suitability for applications such as described above.

In the present study a number of engineering plastics (different types of PA6-G, POM and PET-P) are tested and their behaviour with respect to frictional stability (stick-slip) as well as the influence of some mechanical (load) and tribological parameters (lubricant im pregnation) thereupon is investigated. Experiments are performed on a pin-on-ring type tribotester on which low speeds and high contact pressures can be applied.

In earlier studies already a series of experiments with engineering plastics were conducted on reciprocating large-scale and small-scale test setups (De Baets et al., 2000; Zsidai L. et al., 2002). Although it is not evident to compare results of different testing scales (this may result in important errors and many effects are scale dependent such as pocket distribution, misalignment...), small-scale test results can provide a ranking of the materials.

The main objective of the paper is to be helpful to the selection of a proper material which can operate optimal in comparison with other engineering plastics for the given operating conditions as described above.

2. Experimental

Description of the test-setup

A schematic view of the pin-on-disc test apparatus is given in Figure 1. The main components of interest are numbered.

Two symmetrical opposed sliding shoes (specimen holders) (5) which contain the specimens (engineering plastics) (5) are mounted in a rotating arm (4) which is fixed on the one end with low stiffness to the frame (6) by means of a leaf spring. The sliding shoes are pressed against a steel ring (3) by means of a
loading pin (2). The loading pins slide in linear bearings affixed to the rotating arm. This guide mechanism allows the loading pin to slide up and down the linear bearings without play. Calibrated dead weights provide the normal force which is transmitted, for each sliding shoe, onto the loading pins. The angular deflection (i.e. vibrations) of the arm is measured with a laser measurement device (1). The steel ring is driven by an electric motor of which the rotational speed is controlled by an inverter. The electric motor is part of a larger drive mechanism which is not shown in Figure 1. The rotating arm is on the other end connected to an external hydraulic damping unit (7). The latter was not used for the purpose of the present study while earlier studies showed that damping is compulsory to avoid vibrations (Van De Velde F., 1998; Ost W. 2006).

The test-rig described above can be modelled as an equivalent linear one degree of freedom mechanical model as shown in Figure 2. Only the tangential system motion of the system is described by this model. It is generally used in literature to investigate the occurrence of friction-induced vibrations (Van De Velde F., 1998; Ost W. 2006). The model corresponds to the following equation of motion:

\[ m\ddot{x}(t) + c\dot{x}(t) + kx(t) = F = 2F_N\mu(t) \tag{1} \]

In equation 1, \( F \) represents the tangential friction force, \( F_N \) the normal force on one sliding shoe (the factor 2 in equation 1 originates from the fact that there are two sliding shoes as can be seen in Figure 1.a), \( \mu \) the friction coefficient, \( x \) the equivalent linear deflection of the arm, \( \dot{x} \) the velocity, \( \ddot{x} \) the acceleration, \( m \) the equivalent linear mass of the system, \( c \) the damping coefficient, \( k \) the equivalent linear stiffness of the system and \( t \) the time. Since the damping unit of the friction tester was not used in the experiments described in the present paper, the second term on the left side of equation 1 is negligible.

![Figure 2. Linear mechanical (mass-spring-damper) model of the rotating pin-on-disc tribotester](image)

Some main and specific characteristics used in the present study are gathered in Table 1.
Table 1. Some characteristics of the test-rig

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electric AC motor</th>
<th>Power: 1.5 kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used stiffness for leaf spring</td>
<td>± 65 N/mm (values vary slightly with each new mounting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used normal loads</td>
<td>150, 500 N per sliding shoe (max 1 kN applicable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotating ring</td>
<td>Average radius: 100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear speed range: 0.2 - 1940 mm/s (at 100 mm radius)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser measurement device</td>
<td>Range: ± 20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy: ± 0.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding shoe and specimen</td>
<td>Diameter frictional surface specimen: 6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radius centreline: 100 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Used test specimens

An example of the used test materials is given in Figure 3.

Specimens used are polyethylene terephthalate (PET-P), acetal polyoxymethylene (POM) Copolymer and Homopolymer and cast nylon grade 6 (PA6-G) with and without internal lubrication (solid lubricant and/or oil). All polymers mentioned above are thermoplastic, semi-crystalline polyesters with high strength and stiffness.

In Figure 3.a below we can see that the top of the specimen has a smaller diameter than the bottom, which is fitted in the sliding shoes (shown above Figure 3.a). The top diameter determines the mean apparent contact pressure.

The rotating ring as shown in Figure 3.b is made of machine construction steel according to German "Werkstoff Nr." 1.5217; composition: 0.16 - 0.22 % C, 0.10 - 0.50 % Si, 1.3 - 1.7 % Mn, P ≤ 0.035%, S ≤ 0.035%, 0.10 - 0.20% V. The two lateral faces of the ring were machined to an average surface roughness of 2.5 – 3 μm, perpendicular to the machining grooves), in such a manner that the machining grooves are perpendicular to the sliding direction. The roughness is measured along the sliding direction.

![Figure 3. Specimens and siding shoe (a), rotating steel ring (b)](image-url)
**Test procedure**

The tests are performed under dry conditions (no external lubrication was added). The used test conditions are gathered in Table 2.

The tangential friction between the specimens and the rotating ring originates from the relative motion between the bath with ring and the specimen holders, which are held up by the rotational arm and the leaf spring. When the equivalent linear spring stiffness \( k \) and the equivalent linear mass \( m \) are known, the friction force (more precisely the coefficient of friction) between the steel ring and the specimens can be obtained by means of equation 1 from the measured angular deflection/acceleration of the arm which is converted in a linear equivalent unit \( (x \text{ and } \ddot{x}) \).

Tests were performed with two different normal loads: 150 and 500 N. For each load, two different linear disc velocities were imposed (see Table 2) resulting in two main test conditions (C1 and C2 in Table 2).

The test was started according to condition C1 imposing a linear disc speed of 51 mm/s. The coefficient of friction was measured after 5’, after 2h and after 3.5h. The speed of the pin-on-disc tribotester was then reduced to 5 mm/s and the coefficient of friction was measured after 5’ and after 30’.

After testing at condition C1 the friction tester was stopped, the weights and speed were adjusted and the test was started again to continue according to condition C2 with an imposed linear disc speed of 164 mm/s. The coefficient of friction was measured after 5’ and after 1h. After this the speed was again reduced to 5 mm/s and the coefficient of friction was determined after 5’ and after 30’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Test conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONDITION C1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_N = 17.7 \text{ MPa} ) (500 N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v = 51 \text{ mm/s} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONDITION C2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_N = 5.3 \text{ MPa} ) (150 N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v = 168 \text{ mm/s} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3. Results and discussion**

The most important results of the conducted tests as described above are summarized in Table 3 showing the influence of normal load and internal lubrication. The values in the table are those taken at test condition C1 for an imposed disc velocity of 5 mm/s and after 30 minutes of testing.

Materials for which stick-slip is observed only show this behavior at the lowest imposed linear disc velocity of 5 mm/s. An example for PET-P with and without internal lubrication is given in Figure 4. It shows the angular displacement in function of time and the coefficient of friction in function of the
relative sliding velocity ($v_{rel} = v - \dot{x}$). Typical stick-slip curves can be observed as during the stick-phase the relative sliding velocity remains zero and the friction coefficient increases in time until the recalling spring force of the leaf spring becomes larger than the static friction force. From that moment on, the slip-phase starts and the specimen will accelerate at first until the moment the reacting spring force will slow down the slip movement of the specimen and starts to decelerate. From the moment the relative sliding velocity between specimen and rotating ring reaches zero again, a new stick-episode begins.

**Table 3.** Test results summarized

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>material</th>
<th>Bulk*</th>
<th>Solid lubrication*</th>
<th>Oil lubrication*</th>
<th>$\nu$ and $p_N$ ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS $\mu_b$</td>
<td>SS $\mu_s$</td>
<td>SS $\mu_o$</td>
<td>SS $\mu_b$ $\mu_s$ $\mu_o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA6-G</td>
<td>Yes 0.21</td>
<td>Yes 0.089</td>
<td>Yes 0.12</td>
<td>↓ 0.35 0.081 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM-C</td>
<td>No 0.20</td>
<td>No 0.086</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- 0.25 0.121 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM-H</td>
<td>No 0.20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- 0.31 - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET-P</td>
<td>Yes 0.11</td>
<td>Yes 0.073</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↓ 0.14 - -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Conditions: $\nu = 5$ mm/s, $p_N = 17.35$ MPa and test time = 30‘

We can see in Figure 4 that the stick-slip amplitude increases with a percentage of approximately 84 % ($\Delta_b \rightarrow \Delta_l$) when PET-P is internal lubricated with solid lubricant additives. This is an opposite effect as was observed in earlier studies (Zsidai et al., 2002; De Baets et al., 2000) which state that addition of polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) lowers the (average coefficient of friction) and reduces the chance of the material to be prone to stick-slip. The former can be confirmed (see Table 3), while the latter is in contrast with what is observed in Figure 4.

Impregnation of PA6-G with oil or a solid lubricant lowers the coefficient of friction. In the case of impregnation with oil a higher coefficient of friction is obtained in comparison with the case of impregnation with a solid lubricant. This can be due to the fact that oil escapes more easily from the sliding area than in the case when the material is impregnated with a solid lubricant.

For all types of POM (-C, -H and lubricated) no stick-slip behaviour was observed for all test conditions. POM-C impregnated with a solid lubricant shows the lowest coefficient of friction in comparison with the other tested materials.

There are two main mechanisms that can contribute to the friction force between a thermoplastic and steel: adhesion (more pronounced on smooth surfaces) in the contact zone and deformation (more pronounced on rough surfaces) of the polymer (Zsidai et al., 2002). In the present study a rotating ring with rough surface is used for which we can say that the friction component resulting from deformation increases. Zsidai et al. stated that the influence of adhesion decreases with increasing load and surface roughness.
As can be seen in Table 2 the coefficient of friction decreases for almost all materials when the normal load (or apparent contact pressure) increases. This is also observed in (Zsidai et al., 2002; Van De Velde and De Baets P., 1997). For PA6-G impregnated with a solid lubricant the coefficient of friction increases little with an increase of the normal load, while impregnated with oil the coefficient of friction remains approximately the same for both normal loads. This can be due to the high rigidity of PA6-G resulting in little deformation at higher normal loads. Result is that less lubricant is squeezed out of the bulk while more lubricant is squeezed out of the sliding contact. The latter has a higher influence on oil than on the solid lubricant.

4. Conclusions

In general, lowering the contact pressure tends to increase the coefficient of friction, while adding internal lubrication to the material tends to decrease it. Stick-slip was found to occur only at the lowest velocity (5 mm/s), but not for all materials. It is known from literature (Van De Velde F. and De Baets P., 1997) that PA6-G is sensitive to stick-slip motion which is also verified during the present study. The same conclusion can be made for PET-P. For all types of POM (-C, -H and with solid lubricant) no stick-slip behaviour is observed for all test conditions.
Impregnation of PET-P with a solid lubricant has a destabilizing effect on the stick-slip behaviour as has been observed above. No immediate and conclusive explanation could be found for this phenomenon as in (De Baets P. et al., 2000) the addition of PTFE had a stabilizing effect on stick-slip motion of pure PET-P.

POM-C impregnated with a solid lubricant is found to perform best under the chosen test conditions, showing the lowest average coefficient of friction in comparison with all the other tested materials and stable frictional behaviour at low velocity. This makes the material most suitable to use in applications operating under high contact loads and low sliding velocities.

5. Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pN</td>
<td>mean apparent contact pressure</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>linear sliding velocity of steel ring</td>
<td>mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_rel</td>
<td>relative sliding velocity</td>
<td>mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>equivalent linear deflection arm</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ẋ</td>
<td>equivalent linear velocity arm</td>
<td>mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x¨</td>
<td>equivalent linear acceleration arm</td>
<td>mm/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>equivalent linear stiffness of system</td>
<td>N/mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>equivalent linear mass of system</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>average coefficient of friction</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>amplitude of angular deflection vibration</td>
<td>[°]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek letters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>average coefficient of friction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>bulk material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>internally lubricated with solid lubricant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>internally lubricated with oil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>stick-slip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Plastic machine parts of small airplane: application and failure

Rajmund LEFÁNTI, József JANIK, Gábor KALÁCSKA
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Abstract

Our daily life is strongly connected to the modern materials e.g. polymers and composites. These materials play more and more important role in airplane and aviation technologies. Not only the common places but load-carrying machine elements are produced of light-weight and wear resistant plastics as well. In the aviation the machine reliability especially is important, so, the good friction and wear properties together with increased corrosion resistance and vibration damping ability, as well low mass features are essential. There are many sorts of technical polymers available of which sliding and load-carrying elements can be produced. To choose proper polymers for a given tribological application is not a simple task owing to many different parameters influencing the performance of a polymer sliding element.
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1. Plastic applications in the aviation engineering

Plastic machine elements are often used in the aviation engineering. A special segment of the engineering activity at that field is the maintenance of single-engined- or small aircrafts having some critical elements.
The figure 1. and figure 2. shows a new single-engined polymer aircraft, which is a designed and built on different composite polymer. The previous releases of such a kind of planes are considered as transitions between the traditional metal-based constructions and the new composite models. That means in the age between 20 – 30 years of a small aircraft we can already find some hardwearing, strongly loaded polymers elements.

Figure 2. Polymer aircraft

2. Plastic machine elements are in small plane

Based on the list of the elements produced in the 1960-70-years regarding the commonly used CESSNA family, we can classify the plastic applications.

- Average contact pressure (10 – 50 MPa) applications (e.g. cable sheaves coming from the civil and mechanical engineering). Mainly tough polyamides are applied for that. (fig.2. aileron, side and depth rudder plate moving rope disc)
- High contact pressure moving surfaces: typical the rolling or rolling/sliding polymer surfaces mainly mating with steels. (fig.3., fig. 4.)

Figure 3. Polymer rope disc
– Pure sliding surfaces subjected to severe dynamic impacts (e.g. slide bearings and linear supports of landing-gear leg silent block)
– Covers and housing elements (PP, PE). Typically they are not mechanically loaded but light-weight is essential for them.

It is a fact that many of the small airplanes between 20 – 30 years are still in use worldwide. Comparing the engineering materials built in those old aircrafts to the new design versions shown in figure 1, we can find some typical engineering places to be resolved or redesigned during the maintenance.

3. Landing-gear leg support

Studying the register of the maintenance activities a weak point can be found at CESSNA 172 aircraft. As time goes by the reliability of the landing-gear leg support (fig.5 and fig.6) becomes critical and after a certain number of friction load the original support pad craks and wears extremely fast. This part is considered to be important aviation safety point, nowadays we a good engineering possibility to renew the old structure with better and higher performance engineering polymers.
The figure 6. and figure 7. show the landing-gear leg support.

![Figure 6. Landing-gear leg support in the aircraft](image)

Figure 6. Landing-gear leg support in the aircraft

![Figure 7. The failed PUR component](image)

Figure 7. The failed PUR component
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Aspects regarding the simulation and the application of the finite element analysis in the designing process of the resistance structure of the adipur waste water treatment plants
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North University of Baia Mare, Faculty of Engineering

Abstract

This paper presents the benefits of the parametric design in the process of ADIPUR waste water treatment systems design made by ADISS company, and the finite element analysis application on their resistance structures behaviour.

Keywords

parametric design, FEM, waste water, treatment

1. Description of the waste water treatment system – adipur

The compact waste water ADIPUR treatment plants – are treating domestic wastewater for schools, camps, camping, hotels, cottages, houses, also for towns up to 6000 people, these plants being built by four basic modules, which, associated reach the maximum capacity.

The waste water treatment plant is designed with continuous supply and advanced filtering. It consists of the following components (see Figure 1):
– The homogenization modulus and the pumping station for waste water;
– ADIPUR cleaning equipment;
– Sludge storage tank.

The homogenization modulus and the pumping station for waste water, consist of:
– Homogenization tank – which is a stainless confection of steel metal underground mounted;
– Manual cleaning grate with 10 mm slots;
– Wastewater pumping station with chopper and steadily low;
– Mixing with air.

ADIPUR cleaning equipment consists of:
Figure 1. ADIPUR cleaning system

- Technological modulus equipment – overhead heat insulating metallic confection - which comprises: precipitation dosage installation, blowers station and disinfection equipment to purify water;
- Modular system of mechanical-biological treatment plant (overhead metallic confection metallic heat insulating) composed of: primary decanter, activated sludge tank with nitrification/ denitrification, secondary decanter and blowers station;
- Measuring Tools - discharge-meter and spectrophotometer;
- Control and automation modulus.

2. The benefits of the parametric design of biological modulus resistance structure

“The elimination of physical prototypes, through virtual prototyping” is the only way to reduce costs and manufacturing time (Wayne Hamman – Manufacturing and Production Manager FORD – Computer Integrated Manufacture and Engineering, in December/January 1995). From the previously quoted, the paper presents some considerations on equipment modelling, simulation and optimization, based on virtual prototypes created on the computer.
The virtual prototypes parameters establish, reduce considerably the modification time needed or even the basic concept replacement.

In addition to other CAD applications as: Autodesk Inventor, SolidWorks, Unigraphics, Pro-Engineering, the Catia V5 product from Dassault System, is considered to be one of the most complete software regarding designing, analysis, 2D documentation preparation and product data management.

Due to the large number of components of this system of purification, we chose to design CAD software Catia V5. Thus, from the basic idea of cleaning was created virtual prototype then were analyzed the assembly and disassembly component parts. In order to verify the behaviour of structures given by the working of the whole biological modulus, the finite element analysis was used.

![Figure 2. Stages of the designing process of the waste water systems](image)

In this paper it is studied the behaviour in service of the homogenization tank elements when it is filled with water. The achievement of this study was carried out using finite element applications of CATIA V5 R16 and ANSYS Workbench software.

The parametric design of the waste water system allows the resistance structure analysis in terms of the components assembly method. Thus in this paper we will analyze the behaviour of the resistance structure and tank tightening- an essential part of the biological tank (Figure 2).
We consider two cases regarding the tank assembly components: the resistance structure consisting of an OL37 pipes network of 100x100x5 mm².

The two cases of assembling components parts of the basin are:

A. Between the welded tubes structure and the interior basin sheets which are welded tightening, there does not exist relative movement (they are welded between them) (Figure 4 a);

B. Between the welded tubes structure and the interior basin sheets which are welded tightening, exist relative movement – friction (Figure 4 b).

Figure 3. The tank components parametric design

Figure 4. The tubes structure and the interior sheets assembly
In the case B, for the welds is necessary that the material for the tubes structure and for the sheets has to be the same. The chosen material for these 3D models is stainless steel with the characteristics presented in table 1. These characteristics are used by the ANSYS calculation algorithm.

Table 1. Mechanical characteristics of stainless steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stainless Steel – X5CrNi18-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young Modul [Pa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density [Kg/m3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Yield Strength [Pa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive Strength [Pa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Ultimate Strength [Pa]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows the initial conditions applied to the parametric model. On the tank walls which is fixed on its base, it acts, as can be seen in figure, a hydrostatic pressure of approximately 28 MPa - on the bottom of the tank, but on the top, its value dropping to zero. These conditions are identical for the two situations: in which the sheet and the tube is welded, and the other – in which between the two there is relative motion.

Figure 5. The initial conditions applied to the tank
In Figure 6 are graphically indicated the results obtained from finite element analysis of the tank structure, where, between the tubes and sheets exists welding. It can be noted that the area with the largest deformation is concentrated in the upper tank although the maximum pressure is on the base.

These strains occur due to lack of support points at the top.

Figure 6. The strains and stress state within the tank structure

In Figure 7 are shown graphically the results obtained from finite element analysis of tank structure, where, between the tubes and the sheets there is a relative motion.

The reason for using this method of assembly is the economical one (materials used may be different).

Figure 7. The strains and stress state within the tank structure

Due to relative movement between the two parts of the tank, we have observed a double increase of deformation, and a tensions increase with about 25 MPa.
Regarding the stress distribution, this is concentrated at the bottom of the tank, in the second case, by contrast, we have a better distribution in the first case of tension (Table 2).

Table 2. The maximum strains and stresses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembly type</th>
<th>A. By welding</th>
<th>B. Relative motion between parts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum strain</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum displacement</td>
<td>1.28 mm</td>
<td>2.36 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum stresses</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress maximum value</td>
<td>75.1 MPa</td>
<td>101 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the graphical representation is amplified by 200%.

Following the two situations analysis of the tank components, result that the assembly manner of the two components of the tank is particularly important in terms of strains and stresses occurring in them.

Since the finite element analysis is a part of the whole process of designing and using 3D parametric models, we can optimize the structure in parallel both minimize strains and tensions, and economic factor in terms of consumption and type of the material used.

3. Conclusions

1. Using parametric design and virtual prototypes, has a great influence on the time and on the budget to develop a product.
2. Using the finite element analysis in the equipment design for waste water treatment is useful because it allows the designer to analyze and determine the component benchmarks in terms of space and the environment they work in a minimum time interval.

3. The influence of the assembling ways of the resistance structure components, on the strains and stresses is evident, and these results may be adapted with minimal resources and other components of such equipment.

4. As direction of research using the parametric design in conjunction with finite element analysis, we can study too, other dimensions of the resistance structures of different technological equipment.
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Special algorithm of the Potts-model for the reconstruction of liquid foam structure
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Abstract

In the case of the liquid foams the MRI imaging method has a problem: only the edges can be seen and the surfaces of the bubbles are not visible in the images. The problem is solved by a special reconstruction algorithm of the Potts model in 2-D case where the vertexes are known from an MRI image and the edges of the cells have to be reconstructed. We have shown that the similar special algorithm of the Potts model has an applicability limit in general 3-D froths because of the existence of the so called unfavourable growth directions. However the algorithm has to work well in the case of real liquid foams where the Plateau law is valid for the angles at meeting surfaces and edges in the cell system.
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1. Introduction

Investigation of the foam structures is very interesting research field because the foams show a very interesting dynamical behaviour. To solve the laws of this dynamical behaviour motivates a lot of researcher. For example the liquid foams exhibit a complex dynamics in which gas passes from bubbles of higher pressure to lower pressure bubbles. Since smaller bubbles tend to have higher pressures because of geometric constraints, bubbles gradually disappear and the pattern coarsens. The same general phenomena with additional complications occur in metallic polycrystals, sintered ceramics, ferromagnets, micelles, ferrofluids and biological tissues and organs. Domain growth is a common feature of most of these patterns, though the time scales differ depending on the diffusion mechanisms controlling boundary motion. If the initial conditions are reasonably homogeneous, most of these materials develop geometrically similar structures. Thus, understanding the kinetics and geometry of a coarsening foam can provide information a broad class of important materials.

Investigating the three-dimensional structure and dynamics of foams remains an important problem. Foam rules e.g. the relationship between a bubble’s shape and its rate of growth or shrinkage (its growth law) are not known exactly today,
chiefly because determining the three-dimensional structure of a foam is difficult. The naked eye cannot observe foam structure and dynamics because foams scatter light extremely effectively and most experimental techniques do not give enough information to reconstruct the real three-dimensional structure. Optical tomography is only possible for very dry foams, in which the Plateau borders but not the faces are visible. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can also reveal a foam’s three-dimensional structure. MRI measures the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signal from protons in the hydrogen in the water present in the sample. However, since foams contain very little water, which mostly concentrates in the Plateau borders, the MRI signal is very weak elsewhere so we obtain an image of the Plateau borders, a skeleton of the foam.

The raw image is missing crucial information, e.g., the bubble volumes, because of the absence of the bubble walls (films). The same problem of 3-D image segmentation can occur in confocal microscopy of cells, CT, MRI and ultrasound imaging of tissues and X-ray and neutron imaging of solids. An added difficulty is that the signal-to-noise ratio of such images is often close to one.

Vasconcelos et.al. have created a semi-empirical method to reconstruct foam structure in 2-D. They started from 2-D MRI images of foams where only the vertexes were visible and they reconstructed the missing edges with their algorithm based on the Potts model. In this paper we report about the first experiences of the 3-D reconstruction algorithm where the missing surfaces have to be reconstructed.

2. The 3-D algorithm

The 3-D reconstruction algorithm is built similar to the 2-D case. It is based on the Potts model which works with the minimization of a special case of the Hamiltonian.

The Potts Model is a generalization of the Ising model to more than two spin components. Although initially proposed to study critical phenomena in statistical physics, the Potts Model finds a wide variety of applications, including the simulation of metallic grain growth, soap foams, magnetic froths and biological cells.

We map the foam structure onto a cubic lattice containing \(N_x \times N_y \times N_z\) sites. Each lattice site contains an integer \(\sigma\) (a spin) which corresponds to a particular bubble. Number of bubbles = number of spins, \(\sigma=1, 2, 3, \ldots, N\) where \(N\) is the number of bubbles, \(N<< N_x \times N_y \times N_z\). The boundary between two bubbles is the set of links between lattice sites associated to the spins of those bubbles. The Potts Model generally has two steps: In the first step we define the seeds of the cells, the centres of the bubbles assigning several sites around the bubble centres with \(\sigma\). Every other site has \(\sigma=0\), that means this site does not belong to any bubbles initially. In the second step we run the numbers of Monte Carlo steps. In a Monte Carlo step we select the boundary sites (initially: around the seeds) at random and randomly propose to change their spin to the value of one of the
neighbouring spins. If the resulting change of energy is less than or equal to zero, we accept the new spin configuration. However if the change in energy is positive, we accept the new configuration with Bolzmann probability:

$$P = \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E}{kT}\right)$$

where $T$ is the temperature assigned to allows for thermal fluctuation to overcome local energy minima. We define a Monte Carlo step as a sequence of $N_x \times N_y \times N_z$ random site selection. The resulting bubble structure evolves after numbers of Monte Carlo steps.

The Hamiltonian including surface energy, the volume constraint and the so called pinning field has the following form in our special case ($E=H$):

$$H = J\sum_{i,j}\left(1 - \delta_{\sigma_i\sigma_j}\right) + \lambda\sum_k\left(V_k - V_k^t\right)^2 - \gamma\sum_{i,j}\left(1 - \delta_{\sigma_i\sigma_j}\right)\frac{1}{r_i}$$

The first term in Eq. (2) accounts for the surface energy. The sum in $i$ runs over all the sites in the lattice and the sum in $j$ runs over sites neighbouring $i$. The parameter $J$ sets the energy/unit surface area. The second term is the volume constraint. The sum in $k$ runs over all the bubbles in the pattern. $\lambda$ is a parameter specifying the strength of the volume constraint, $V_k$ is the current volume of the kth bubble, and $V_k^t$ is the target volume of the same bubble, because of the energy, each bubble’s volume is usually smaller than its target volume during its growth. The third term is the assurance that the cells growth towards the edges (known from MRI layer images) in the Potts model. $F(x,y) = \gamma/r_i$ is a continuous attractive pinning field around a point size at each known edge pin in the source image. $\gamma$ is a constant that determines the pinning coupling strength and $r_i$ is the distance from the site $i$ to the closest edge pin.

### 3. Results

We are in the first stage of this research work. We have built the 3-D algorithm, we have created their computer codes and we have some experiences on their run.

First we have found that the reconstruction method based on the Potts model has a geometrical limit, it can not be applied in general case. In the Potts model a cell grows around its seed from site to site to different directions defined by the cubic lattice. The directions towards the known edges are the most important growth directions because the cell has to grow towards the known edges. In the Potts model the third term in Eq. (2) works so that the known edges attract the cells during the growth. In general case there can be unfavourable growth.
directions where a cell can grow toward the edges of a neighbour cell and we show this applicability limit on an example of a random Voronoi froth.

In Figure 1 a random Voronoi cell can be seen. In order to see inside of the cell, its top surface is removed. We assume that the edges of the cell are known from MRI and the surfaces should be reconstructed. Let us assume that the cell grows along the direction shown by the thick black line signed by $e$ (defined by the cubic lattice in the Potts model). At the beginning of the growth this is a favourable growth direction because if the cell follows it from inside it will be closer and closer to the edge signed by $1$ (edge 1 is the closest edge for the sites along the given direction in the Potts model). This tendency is valid until the cell gets to the point $P$ which is closest to the edge signed 1 (the distance between edge 1 and line $e$ is signed by $d_1$ in Figure 1). But here this point is already closer to edge signed 2 which already belongs to a neighbour cell (the distance between edge 2 and line $e$ is signed by $d_2$ in Figure 1 and $d_2 < d_1$) and the attractive field of edge 2 is stronger than at the point P. Accordingly if the cell grows along this direction it will grow in the neighbour cell. The line $e$ is an unfavourable direction in this special case of the Potts model. The existence of the unfavourable growth directions can be explained with the fact that the angles between the neighbour cell faces can be small in general froths. For example in Figure 1 the angle between the removed top face and the neighbour cell face is small (about $90^\circ$) and the connecting edges at the vertex $A$ have small angles, too.

In the case of the real liquid foams the Plateau law is valid which means that the angles of the meeting surfaces at an edge are $120^\circ$ and the edges meet at tetrahedral angles. We mean that there are not unfavourable growth directions in the case of the real liquid foams (because of the large surface angles) and the new 3-D reconstruction method has to be applicable for real liquid foams. We
have run the new algorithm for the Kelvin froth. Every cell of the froth is uniform as it can be seen in Figure 2 a and b.

We assume that the edges of the cells are known from MRI. The first step of the Potts model is to define the seed of the cells. A cell seed is given as 27 sites around the centre of a given cell in our example, Figure 2 c. In the second step of the Potts model we have run about 100 Monte Carlo steps and after the run the shape of the cells has developed. The Kelvin froth could be reconstructed exactly, Figure 2 d. The reconstructed cell surfaces are planes because every cell has the same measure.

One of the advantages of the Potts model is that the curvatures of the cell surfaces can be shown with it, as well. The Kelvin froth is not enough to show this advantage. Curved surfaces occur in foams consist of bubbles having different sizes. The continuation of this work will be the studies of real liquid foams starting from their real MRI images.

4. Conclusions

The special reconstruction algorithm of the Potts model has an applicability limit in general 3-D froths because of the existence of the so called unfavourable growth directions. However the algorithm has to work well in the case of real liquid foams.
where the Plateau law is valid for the angles at meeting surfaces and edges in the cell system. We have shown a successful run result for the Kelvin froth where every cell has the same size. The continuation of this work will be creating run results of the new algorithm starting from MRI images of real liquid foams.
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Abstract

I examine in this paper the machining of steels by means of turning process, the chip removal and friction phenomenon during machining. I deal with energy's balance sheet of cutting of steel and I suggest a newer direction the machining technology based on friction and energetic effects.
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1. Introduction

The energy applied in cutting and the changes owing to this energy belong to macrophysics, the frictional process – presenting the vital part of cutting – belongs to microphysics. During my present-work I deduced from this the practice widely used in cutting nowadays as well as the direction of development.

The development of elements is not equal in the machine – cutting tool – cooling lubricant – workpiece system, but one of the elements always enforces the development of the other system-elements, which result in the collective system development. Researchers established that in certain cutting technologies the use of cooling lubricants is inevitable therefore were proved with experiments the necessity and economic efficiency as well as the realization of the minimal quantity lubrication. That process initiated the development of machine-tools and technologies, too.

Cutting with geometrically determined cut

Cutting is a method of exact machining, the workpiece gets its desired shape, dimension by removing the machining allowance in smaller- bigger particles till the workpiece gets its planned shape. During cutting the workpiece and the cutting tool move on one another under force until the desired amount of material layer becomes detached from the workpiece. That detached getting out from the machining zone layer stays in a more or less unbroken piece. That detached layer is the chip. Complicated stress and deformation states are present in the cutting zone, Fig.1 shows this.
As the cutter penetrates into the workpiece material it plastically deforms the material particles near the edge of the cutter. The particles slide on one another generally at one definite plane (shear plane) in the \( h \) thick layer. The chip-removal can be divided into three characteristic phases from a tribological point of view. These are:

- **Internal friction** arises in the material machined as a result of the sliding of particles on one another along the shear plane. The stress in the material layer near the edge of the cutter will be higher and higher, it reaches a critical level that the material can’t resist and the material ruptures. That material rupture is called unconditional rupture, as it happens in every case independently from the cutting conditions. Two new surfaces are formed during material rupture: the chipped surface and the inner surface of the chip. The rupture can extend to the shear zone at certain conditions but only after the completion unconditional rupture. This is called conditional rupture.

- **The removed particle (chip) slides mainly on the tool-face and a lesser amount on the tool-back from the deformation zone while friction resistance and wear are formed. This is called solid (external) friction.** (Fig.2.)

- **Fusions and solid material particles are also formed at the cutting edge of the tool, some part of which leaves between the tool-back and the fresh-machined surface, causing back-wear and surface damage.**
Energy balance of chipping
As it is known the work necessary to overcome the friction (regardless of the type of that the friction whether internal or external) is a loss in the energy balance. Examining the further fate of the friction it can be established that it is a dissipation process, that is conversion of energy takes place on the friction surfaces and as a consequence the friction-work almost completely changes into friction-heat. Translating that conversion of energy into numbers: ~97% of the cutting-energy (W[kWh]) changes into heat-energy (Q[J]) (Fig.3.) while the remaining ~3% stays in the workpiece as internal stress. (Fig.4.)

![Figure 3. The main heat flows in the chip detachment zone](image_url)

![Figure 4. Change of the surface tensile stress in translational plain](image_url)

In the first stage of chip-removal the cooling, in the second stage the lubrication and in the third stage the detergent power has dominant effect. It to determine is not enough the amount of heat being formed the analyses that, it is also necessary to know which cutting element absorbs the heat flows. It is vital to consider the total amount of calculate heat flowing into the chip, which is the sum of about 50% of the heat forming in the cutting plane and about 60% of the heat forming between the chip and tool-face and about 25% of the heat which is formed from the rupture work. The amount of heat flowing into the tool is very little, that amount of heat is considerably less compared with the amount of heat, which remains in the workpiece or flows into the chip of the workpiece material.
regardless and cutting factors. It is clear from the Fig.3 that the gross of heat about 60-80% is formed in the shear zone and 60-90% of the total heat is outgoing with the chip.

It can be seen in Fig.4., that the amount and depth of $\tau_{\text{max}}$ as well as the width of lattice defect ($h_r$) change the surface tensile stress. The workpiece surface according to fatigue life decreases with the increase of $\tau_{\text{max}}$ and $h_r$.

The lattice defect can be reduced or can be eliminated by reducing the cutting force ($F_c$). The methods of reducing the cutting force:

- reducing the chip area (A)
- increasing the cutting speed
- reducing the heat extraction regulated.

Friction therefore causes energy loss, compiled with easily separable energy dissipation in some sections of the process. It follows that at high temperature cutting guided instead of general cooling, which is unmanageable localized cooling has to be applied. Such cooling can be put into practice at atom or molecule level. In further development of this idea we studied the coefficients applied at the deduction of the Planck-rule for the absolute blackbody radiation that Einstein described.

The study of the energy introduced into the cut and the changes in consequence of that belongs to macrophysics, the frictional process - presenting the vital part of the cut – belongs to microphysics. Fig.5. shows the arrangement of macro- and microphysics in the science of physics.

---

**Figure 5. Specialities of the physics science**

---
The coefficients give the probability of three events that the atom or molecule:
– absorbs a photon from a ray of light (absorption) (Fig. 6.)
– releases a photon upon the effect of incident light-ray (induced emission)
– regardless whether or not light falls onto the atom, it emits a photon (spontaneous emission).

Electromagnetic waves
Visible light \( \lambda = 10^{-6} \text{ m}, f = 10^{14} - 10^{15} \text{ Hz} \)
Ultraviolet \( \lambda = 10^{-6} - 10^{-8} \text{ m}, f = 10^{15} - 10^{17} \text{ Hz} \)
X-ray \( \lambda = 10^{-9} \text{ m}, f = 10^{17} \text{ Hz} \)

Photon or photon effect
The photon energy: \( E = h \cdot f \)
where: \( h \) – Planck constant \( (h = 6.626176 \cdot 10^{-34} \text{ J \cdot s}) \)
\( f \) – the photon frequency

In other words, in MQL-cooling the cooling effects accompanying the behaviour change of atoms and molecules following the impact of electromagnetic waves are used rather than the thermodynamic feature and kinetic energy of the material aggregation.

**Conditions of the chipping**
Cutting force can be measured during the cutting technology. The calculation method by which the important heat-energy can be obtained was worked out by Dr. István Valasek (1. table).

The calculations reveal that the power demand of part manufacturing is extremely high, in numbers \( E = 43 \text{ GJ} \), which energy can meet 45 grey cast-iron, or tons of it is equal to one year power demand of two average households! In conclusion the power demand of part manufacturing is very high. I show the standard Ck60-steel specific energy consumption plotted against the change of chip thickness in Fig.7.

![Figure 6. Photon emitted by the effect of light (Csurgy, 1997)](image)

![Figure 7. The specific energy-consumption at function of the chip thickness](image)
Table 1. Physical interpretation of the energy-process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature, ( T ) [°C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The chip-root is kept in balance by \( F \) forces equal in magnitude but opposite in direction from the tool-face and from the shear plane.

- Cutting force effect on the theoretical chip area unit.

- Work needed per unit volume to cut material.

- Energy marks the capability of change in general meaning, and it marks the working capacity in physics. The energy of a certain physical system can be given with that work-quantity (\( W \)) by which it can be brought to this stage from some kind of initial stage.

- Coefficients applied at the deduction of the Planck-rule describing the absolute blackbody by Einstein. They give the probability of that three events whether the atom or molecule:
  a) absorbs a photon from a ray of light (absorption)
  b) releases a photon upon the effect of incident light-ray (induced emission)
  c) regardless whether light falls onto the atom, it emits a photon (spontaneous emission).

- The temperature is the amount of an objects heat energy capacity; the heating or cooling can be measured, and given by numerical value. The temperature is an intensive state-decider, it characterizes the macroscopic and microscopic condition of material simultaneously. It is a sensible thing on macroscopic level. Microscopically the objects temperature is directly proportional to the average kinetic energy of the particles comprising it.

Macrophysics | Microphysics
It is clear from the diagram that if the chip thickness increases then the specific energy consumption decreases during cutting.

The shear strength of the material can be also starting data determining the components of cutting force. Shows this Fig. 8.

**Optimization of the chipping**

The next question that emerges is: „How is it possible to make an advance?”

The development of present techniques would be the first alternative, where the automatization of machine-tools should be increased, multi-function coatings should be produced by developing a new generation of hard and tough tools, by developing colloid and bio-stable emulsions, in other words by increasing the efficiency of cutting and raising productivity. We must say NO to this alternative, because the items listed can be reached only with very high expenditures. The other alternative is searching new ways, including: adequate increase of the cutting speed $400 < v_c < 1200$ m/min with renewed machine-tools, reduction of the chip area and cooling intensity (for example: partial and localized cooling by regulating the kinetic energy of molecules and quanta instead of using tons of emulsions).
Progressing further on the second alternative, it can be declared that the paradigm changing of cutting technologies have started.

The goals can be outlined as the following:
- increasing productivity
- eliminating lattice defects
- decreasing then eliminating the use of cooling lubricant
- decreasing losses
- minimizing environmental burden.

To fulfil the goals the followings are needed:
- \( n = (8 - 12) \times 10^4 \) min\(^{-1}\) rev. machine-tools
- suitable tools
- chip area reduction
- modification of the kinetic energy of molecules and quantums
- substantially reducing the internal and external friction
- direct consequence of the changes.

There is a repeated contradiction in the experiments. Namely, the measured equilibrium temperature was \( \sim 300 \) °C lower at the thermal equilibrium than the one calculated for the orthogonal cut. The phenomenon was recurring, therefore physicists were drawn in to find out the cause of this abnormality. The physicists believe that a part of the environmental fluids (cooling lubricant and air) is ionized at the cutting temperature and pressure thus generating an electrical wind with a high cooling effect. The phenomenon was published in the international literature, and the Cooling-Lubrication Committee of Comecon took it into its working program. Five countries took part in the work of the Committee, Hungary was in charge of coordination. The Committee facts and data analysed the subject-matters being at disposal at that time, set the course of cutting development after further test-results. Fig. 9. displays the development conception.

**Figure 9.** The cutting temperature \((T)\) change as a function of cutting speed \((v)\) in the case of steel workpiece and carbide-tool.
The heat stability of the tool set limit to the increase of cutting speed. That hardness belonging to the tool critical temperature which is just enough for chip removal. If the tool material and/or its cladding makes the rise of cutting temperature possible with the increase of cutting speed, then a cutting speed ($v \approx 400 \text{ m/min}$) can be reached, at which the workpiece becomes soft in the shear plane, and melts at the contact point. When the workpiece melts, the cutting force reduces and that amount of heat part of the work needed for the absolute rupture also decreases, finally the cutting temperature from $v \approx 450 \text{ m/min}$ cutting speed also starts decreasing. The tool can better endure that decreasing temperature, so there is no limit from the tool side for further increasing the cutting speed.

The possibility of further developments is limited by the available machine-tools, as the $n = 60000 - 80000 \text{ min}^{-1}$ rev. needed can’t be accomplished on them. It would be desirable, on the one hand, because the next optimal cutting point is, where the excess heat at chip removal does not exceed $300^\circ \text{C}$, which is transported safely by the electric wind. (Fülöp Lenard during the experimental test of photoelectric effect in 1899 proved that the particles leaving the illuminated metal surface were identical to electrons discovered by J. J. Thompson. In 1902 he verified by experiments that the energy of electrons did not depend on the intensity. According to Einstein the energy linearly depends on frequency, and the incline of graphs lines representing the linear dependence is the same for various metals.)

On the other hand, using high cutting speed results in high productivity so satisfactory cutting output can be reached by reduced chip area removal, too. By removing small chip area the surface fatigue of materials can be improved. Since at removing large chip area initial cracks are formed between material planes in that plane where the surface tensile stress and mainly tangential stress is maximum.

The research program
Research program has been set up to reveal the MQL-lubrication process, by which we want to get answer for the following questions:
1. Results comparing dry- emulsive- and MQL-lubrication and their analyses.
2. The effects of additive, laser and visible light on MQL-lubrication.
3. The effect of viscosity on MQL-lubrication.
5. The effect of viscosity and visible light on MQL-lubrication.
6. The effects on the MQL-lubrication of further lubrication-characteristics, for example: structural group-composition, flash point, vapour pressure etc., different additives as for example: various fatty acids, alcohol ethoxyl-groups, lauril alcohol.
7. Analysis and comparison of the effects of two types of typical synthetic oil containing (C,H and C,H,O):
   – with mineral-oil base lubricants
– their effect on MQL-lubrication
– their sensitivity to laser or visible light.

2. My research-program

1. Setting up the experimental instruments, making preliminary measuring, establishing and localizing the standard deviation limit. Calibrating the experimental system

   Experimental medium: **E1 – A**

2. Carrying out comparative experiments with various lubrication methods
   – dry lubrication
   – emulsive lubrication
   – MQL-lubrication
   – MQL-lubrication

   Carrying out comparative experiments with various lubrication methods
   – dry lubrication
   – emulsive lubrication
   – MQL-lubrication

3. Analytic experiments - MQL-lubrication
   3.1. Examining the effect of additives

   M2 – 2  C14- n-paraffin  - M2 – 2
   - M2 – 2

   M3 – 2  C14- n-paraffin + 8 v% lauryl alcohol

   3.2. Examining the effect of viscosity

   - M4 – 5  Mixed hydrocarbon mixture
   - M5 – 5  Mixed hydrocarbon mixture + complete additive-giving
   - M6 – 15 Mixed hydrocarbon mixture
   - M7 – 32 Mixed hydrocarbon mixture

   3.3. Examining the effect of synthetic oils

   - M8 – 32  PA06
   - M8 – 32 Poly- (α) - olefin
   - M8 – 32

   - M9 – 46/68 Polyglycol 01/40
   - M9 – 46/68 Poly- (acetylene-glycol)

Table 2. displays the names of lubricants used during the experiments.
Table 2. During experiments used lubricants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental code</th>
<th>ISO VG viscosity group</th>
<th>Type and character of the unguent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1-A</td>
<td>ISO VG 32</td>
<td>complex doped mineral oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2-A</td>
<td>ISO VG 32</td>
<td>complex doped mineral oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3-S</td>
<td>ISO VG 32</td>
<td>complex doped synthetical oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1-32</td>
<td>ISO VG 32</td>
<td>aliphatic alcohol mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2-2</td>
<td>ISO VG 2</td>
<td>C14 n-paraffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3-2</td>
<td>ISO VG 2</td>
<td>C14 n-paraffin + 8 v% lauryl alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4-5</td>
<td>ISO VG 5</td>
<td>mixed base mineral oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5-5</td>
<td>ISO VG 5</td>
<td>mixed base mineral oil + proper dopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-15</td>
<td>ISO VG 15</td>
<td>mixed base mineral oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7-32</td>
<td>ISO VG 32</td>
<td>mixed base mineral oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8-32</td>
<td>ISO VG 32</td>
<td>poly- (α) - olefin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9-46/68</td>
<td>ISO VG 46/68</td>
<td>B 01/40 poly-alkylene-glycol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The instruments of the experiment

Tool used for the experiment
I have chosen „Sandvik” titanium-nitride coated (Mark: HC/TiN, DIN/ISO 513 - CNMG 1204 08 PF 4015) rotatable insert which I have fixed into 20x20 insert holder (PCLNR 2020K 12 (γ=-6°, λ_s=-6°, κ_r=95°)).

The workpiece
The workpiece quality: according to MSZEN 10084-1:2001 - A1:2001, 42CrMo4 (material No.: 1.7225) alloyed steel, belonging the temper-grade steel group, which is used for manufacturing heavy-duty automobile parts. Its C-content is higher than 0.2 % so its strength and toughness can be increased substantially by heat treatment. The dimensions of the workpiece: Ø100 x 1000 mm (about: 61 kg/m).

The machine tool
I will carry out the experiments on the lathe-machine which is in the workshop of the Institute of Mechanical Engineering Technology, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Szent Istvan University. The type of the lathe machine is: C11A – single- spindle, manufactured in Bulgaria. I have chosen this type because the high revolution needed for my experiments can be set on this machine. Its characteristics:

- centre distance: 1550 mm
- centre height: 250 mm
- revolution-range: 16-2000 min⁻¹
- coefficient of rev. variation: 1,25
- morse: 5
- electric-motor rev.: 1440 min⁻¹
- electric-motor power: 15 kW
- pump power: 0.6 kW
- limit of machine-tool stiffness: 250 N/μm.

System of minimal lubrication
I use the lubricant feeder „Cobra 2000” of NOGA for applying the minimal lubricant.

Measuring instruments
- traditional micrometer (measuring range: 25 – 50mm, 50 - 75mm and 75-100mm)
- traditional caliper (1/20 – 150mm)
- metal microscope (Zeits Axi imager 1M, and Axiovision 4.7)
- WA33 (TYP PRLTA13) scale (accuracy: 0.001g) for measuring insert mass
- inductive odometer for measuring cutting force (typ: TR102)
- revolution counter for measuring revolution (own construction)
- measuring-data collector (spider8 controll)
- IGA 300 infra thermometer
- Mitutoyo SJ 201P diamond headed surface profilimeter.

Condition of experiments: Normal climate DIN50014 and ISO554-1970
The aim of my tests is to establish measurable differences during experiments carried out with various cooling-lubricants. During the tests I change only the cooling-lubricants the other participants are unchanged (machine, tool, workpiece, technological parameters). I want to measure the back wear as a function of distance covered.

Experimental limit:
- VB back wear ($V_{B_{max}} = 200 \mu m$),
- Pitting of main cutting edge/or tool point.

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 10. The characteristics measured at the tribological system of cutting*
Measured and calculated characteristics during experiments
The characteristics measured derive from the tribological model of cutting, as it is shown in Fig.10.:
The segment made from the machined material has to be evaluated in the $\tau_{\text{max}}$ plane.

3. Summary

The development of elements is not equal in the machine – cutting tool - cooling lubricant – workpiece systems, but one of the elements always enforced the development of the other system elements which result in the collective system development collectively. The goal of the present-work is to illustrate the uneconomic and environment pollution of lubrication technologies used until now. The development is imperative in this field. The minimal quantity lubricant (MQL) is one of the development trends (courses) immediate with which results can be got. Its further global advantage is the complete paradigm-shift in the mechanical engineering technology sometime in the future.
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Abstract

Friction and wear characteristics of a number of WC based cemented carbides are compared in linearly reciprocating sliding experiments using a Plint TE77 tribometer. Flat samples of WC-Co and WC-Ni alloys with 6 up to 12 wt.% binder phase, carbide grain sizes ranging from 0.3 up to 2.2 µm and various surface finish variants of wire electrical discharge machining (wire-EDM) or grinding have been tested against WC-6wt.%Co counter pins in unlubricated conditions under distinctive contact loads. The WC-Ni grade displayed superior wear resistance compared to the WC-Co grades. The surface modification due to EDM was evidenced to deteriorate the wear resistance of the cemented carbides. This finding could be linked to results of X-ray diffraction measurements of the residual stress level in the WC phase. Consecutive execution of gradually finer EDM regimes, however, enhances the wear performance considerably.
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1. Introduction

Based on economic reasons but especially today on the basis of ecological considerations as well, there is a rising need for an adequate limitation of wear and corrosion damage of machines and construction tools with attention to the efficient application of scarce materials and resources such as energy. In this way there is an obvious industrial demand for advanced materials to be applied under heavy tribological circumstances and preferably without lubrication as for instance for tools (chisels, cutting tools, metal forming dies, punches, etc.), various machine parts and in the fields of aerospace and automobile. WC based cemented carbides are widely used in engineering industries for their excellent mechanical properties and outstanding wear performance. Furthermore, they are suitable to be machined by electrical discharge machining (EDM) due to the binder phase which renders them sufficiently electrical conductive. More specifically, EDM has successfully
proven to be feasible for manufacturing WC-Co and WC-Ni alloys. One of the key advantages of EDM is the possibility of creating intricate shapes in a highly automated way, irrespective of strength or hardness of the base material. However, previous research investigations have already demonstrated the considerable impact of EDM parameters on surface quality, strength, hardness and fracture toughness, as well as on tribological characteristics.

This paper aims to elucidate the influence of EDM and particularly the impact of different EDM surface finish variants on friction and wear properties of a number of WC-Co and WC-Ni hardmetals, with 6 up to 12 wt.% binder phase and 0.3 up to 2.2 μm carbide grain size, in oscillating sliding contact with WC-6wt.%Co cemented carbide.

Tribological characteristics of these grades against WC-6wt.%Co under distinctive normal contact loads were compared by performing dry linearly reciprocating sliding pin-on-plate experiments. Correlations between wear rate and friction on the one hand and contact force, sliding distance, binder phase, microstructure, surface conditions and residual surface stress in WC on the other hand were investigated.

2. Experimental

The chemical, physical, mechanical and microstructural properties of the WC-Co and WC-Ni alloys envisaged in this research are listed in Table 1.

The HV$_{10}$ Vickers hardness was measured with an indentation load of 10 kg (Model FV-700, Future-Tech Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The fracture toughness $K_{IC}$(30kgf) was obtained by the Vickers indentation technique, based on crack length measurements of the radial crack pattern produced by Vickers HV$_{30}$ indentations. The $K_{IC}$ values were calculated according to the Shetty formula, (1):

$$K_{IC} = 0.0889 \cdot \sqrt{H_V} \cdot \left( \frac{P}{4I} \right)$$

with $H_V$, the Vickers hardness, $P$, the indentation load (N) and $I$, the total crack length (m), which is defined as the radial crack length ($c$) minus half the indentation diagonal length ($a$). The Young’s modulus $E$ was measured by the resonance frequency method on a Grindo-Sonic (J.W. Lemmens, Elektronika N.V. Leuven, Belgium), by means of the impulse excitation method (ASTM E 1876-99). The electrical resistivity was measured by a four terminal method on a Resistomat (TYP 2302 Burster, Gernsbach, Germany). The grain size distribution of the cemented carbides was acquired using computer image analysis software according to the linear intercept method. At least 1000 grains were measured for each grade. As can be derived from Table 1, the WC10Co grade exhibits the coarsest WC grain structure, with 50 % of the grains being smaller than 1.8 μm and 95 % being smaller than 6.0 μm. The WC10Co(Cr/V) grade has the finest microstructure, with 95 % of the grains smaller than 0.7 μm.
Table 1. Chemical, physical, mechanical and microstructure properties of WC-Co and WC-Ni grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>WC10Co</th>
<th>WC12Co(V)</th>
<th>WC12Co(Cr)</th>
<th>WC10Co(Cr/V)</th>
<th>WC6Co(Cr/V)</th>
<th>WC8Ni(Cr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binder content [wt%]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain growth inhibitor</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>VC</td>
<td>Cr₃C₂</td>
<td>Cr₃C₂/VC</td>
<td>Cr₃C₂/VC</td>
<td>Cr₃C₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity* [W.m⁻¹.K⁻¹]</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vickers hardness HV₁₀ [kgf/mm²]</td>
<td>1149±10</td>
<td>1286±8</td>
<td>1306±5</td>
<td>1685±38</td>
<td>1913±13</td>
<td>1376±17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture toughness Kₘₙₖ(30kg) [MPa.m¹/²]</td>
<td>&gt;15.5</td>
<td>15.4±0.5</td>
<td>15.5±0.6</td>
<td>9.7±0.2</td>
<td>8.8±0.2</td>
<td>10.6±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-modulus [GPa]</td>
<td>578±6</td>
<td>563±2</td>
<td>546±2</td>
<td>541±4</td>
<td>609±4</td>
<td>557±3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binder intercept length [µm]</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC mean grain size dₐ [µm]</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC grain size, d₅₀ [µm]</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC grain size, d₉₅ [µm]</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* data specified by manufacturer
The cemented carbides were machined and surface finished by grinding (JF415DS, Jung, Göppingen, Germany) with a diamond grinding wheel (type MD4075B55, Wendt Boart, Brussels, Belgium) or by wire-EDM on a ROBOFIL 2030SI (Charmilles Technologies, Switzerland) in de-ionized water (dielectric conductivity 5 µS/cm), with a CuZn37 wire electrode (diameter 0.25 mm, tensile strength 500 MPa). The wire-EDM process was performed using one rough material removal step with high spark thermal energy, i.e. E3, and subsequently several consecutive surface finishing steps, i.e. E8, E21 and E23, with globally decreasing energy input and pulse duration. For more details about generator settings for the EDM regimes as well as the corresponding R_a and R_t surface roughness, one is referred to our other publications. The surface finish variants of the investigated grades were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, XL30-FEG, FEI, Eindhoven) and surface profilometry (Somicronic® EMS Surfscan 3D, needle type ST305).

The tribological behavior of the WC-Co and WC-Ni alloys against WC-6wt.%Co pins in unlubricated conditions and an air-conditioned atmosphere of 23±1 °C and 60±1 % relative humidity was evaluated using a Plint TE77 tribometer, in accordance with ASTM G133. The tested grades were flat specimens, whereas the pin tip displayed a diameter of 8.16 mm and R_a and R_t roughness of 0.35 µm and 2.68 µm respectively. The applied normal force (F_N) and the concomitant tangential friction force (F_T) as well as the penetration depth (Δd) of each pin-on-flat sliding pair were recorded continuously using a load-cell, a piezoelectric transducer and an inductive displacement transducer respectively. The F_T/F_N forces ratio is defined as the coefficient of friction (μ), which can be differentiated in a static (μ_stat) and a dynamic (μ_dyn) component. For post-mortem assessment of the wear track topography, i.e. depth, length, width and volume, surface scanning equipment was used. Contact loads were varied from 15 N up to 35 N. The stroke length of the oscillating motion was 15 mm. A sliding velocity of 0.3 m/s was applied. The test duration was associated with a sliding distance of 10 km, allowing post-mortem wear volumes to be compared. Before each test, the specimens were cleaned ultrasonically with distilled water and acetone. Each experiment was performed using a new pin in order to achieve similar initial surface conditions.

3. Results and discussion

Online friction and wear

Typical and representative tribological data, obtained during real-time monitoring of friction and combined penetration depth for WC-Co and WC-Ni flat/ WC-6wt.%Co pin combinations are plotted in Fig. 1 as function of sliding distance, surface finish and imposed normal contact force. Each curve is an average of at least two wear experiments performed under identical conditions on samples of the same material. The error bars indicating the extent of the variations are excluded to improve the readability of the figure.
In case of wear tests on ground samples using a 35 N contact load, the static and dynamic friction coefficient of the investigated tribopairs were measured to be in the range of 0.54–0.65 and 0.35–0.43 respectively, Fig. 1(a). In agreement with previous investigations, the dynamic and static component of friction display similar evolution as function of the sliding distance, however at a different level. Furthermore, the combined pin/plate penetration depth appears to remain below 8 µm after a 10 km wear path, Fig. 1(c). Coefficient of friction as well as penetration depth are noticed to increase abruptly during the first meters of sliding, owing to the quickly growing contact surface area. After a running-in stage, a steady state regime is reached, in which the variations in the friction coefficient become marginal, Fig. 1(a), whereas the penetration depth increases at an almost
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continuously reducing speed as function of the sliding distance, Fig. 1(c). Furthermore, the largest penetration depths are encountered with the WC10Co grade, whereas the lowest wear damage occurs with the WC8Ni(Cr) grade. This trend is commensurate with the respectively lower and higher friction level for these grades, and should be related to the mutual differences of WC grain size, binder phase and binder amount in the cemented carbides.

The surface finishing operation is found to have a considerable influence on friction and wear performance of the cemented carbides. The lowest friction coefficients are encountered with ground samples, whereas the wire-EDM’ed specimens with E3 surface finish exhibit the highest friction level, Fig. 1(b). This trend is also reflected in the penetration depth curves, Fig. 1(d). Moreover, both friction and wear are noticed to decrease with finer-executed EDM, up to values nearby to those recorded for the ground equivalents. The differences in friction and wear between wire-EDM’ed and ground samples are noticed to diminish with increasing sliding distance.

The initial sliding wear process is mainly caused by strong asperity interaction, i.e., fragmentation and deformation. As the sliding proceeds, the asperities are worn down, the initial surface roughness diminishes and the interlocking friction component decreases. The surface smoothening is confirmed by Table 2, which compares $R_a$ and $R_t$ roughness as function of sliding distance for a WC10Co grade with E3 surface finish, before and after wear testing. The surface roughness is obviously reduced during the sliding wear process. It is worth noting that similar trends in wear track surface roughness were observed for the other grades.

Table 2. $R_a$ and $R_t$ surface roughness for WC10Co grade with surface finish E3 after wear testing as function of sliding distance (s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s [km]</th>
<th>$R_a$ [µm]</th>
<th>$R_t$ [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>15.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The small fluctuations in the friction curves, especially during running-in wear and for the roughest EDM surface finish variant, are due to a continuous breaking and regeneration of micro junctions as a result of asperity interaction and should be related to the constantly changing degree of interlocking at the contact surface as well as to the removal of the thermally induced recast layer, exhibiting modified surface properties compared to the bulk material. Indeed, the wire-EDM induced heat affected zone (HAZ) was found to contain brittle tungsten subcarbide and eta-phase (W$_3$Co$_3$C and W$_6$Co$_6$C) as well as surface cracks penetrating into the base material, Fig. 2, and/or thermal cracks of WC grains, both after rough and finer EDM steps. These already existing transgranular and/or intergranular cracks serve as notches for the (sub)surface material during the reciprocating sliding wear tests. Growth and propagation of these cracks increases the probability of grain fracture (see further, e.g. Fig. 6). In addition, depletion of binder and concomitant
loosening of WC grains after the EDM process was discovered, Fig. 2(b), deteriorating the strength properties at the surface. In agreement with Llanes et al., the soft top layer on the rough wire EDM’ed surface did not seem to reduce the friction coefficient.

The relatively small variation pattern in the coefficient of friction for both ground and wire-EDM samples points out the low incidence of adhesive wear by transfer of cobalt binder, probably occurring by mechanical interlocking of the soft binder phase of both contacting cemented carbides. The lowest friction levels are recorded for the WC8Ni(Cr) versus WC-6wt.%Co tribopairs.

Comparing Fig. 1(a) with 1(b) reveals that the friction coefficient decreases with higher normal contact load. An opposite correlation is observed between the penetration wear and the imposed normal contact load when comparing Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).

The differences in tribological properties between the distinctive surface finish variants should be correlated to the corresponding surface roughness and the occurrence of recast material and a heat affected zone after wire EDM, as shown in Fig. 2. Indeed, after rough EDM (surface finish E3), the cemented carbide is covered by recast material and contains an approximately 30 µm thick heat affected zone, which is obviously less wear resistant compared to the bulk material. The recast material is cut off by consecutive finer EDM steps, i.e., E8, E21 and E23, each leaving a gradually thinner HAZ, i.e., ca. 15 µm, 10 µm and 5 µm or less respectively, on the cemented carbide surface. Therefore, penetration depth exhibits the lowest values for the ground WC based alloys, on which no heat affected zone was induced, and displays the highest values for rough wire-EDM’ed WC based alloys, but decreases when the cemented carbide is surface finished up to a finer EDM variant.

The dependency of the coefficient of friction on the original surface roughness, originating from the investigated finishing regimes after wire-EDM and grinding, for a 4 km sliding distance is compared in Fig. 3(a) for the studied grades during
reciprocating sliding wear experiments using a 35 N contact load. Within the measured $R_a$ and $R_t$ range, both the static and dynamic coefficient of friction are noticed to decrease with enhanced surface finish refinement. Indeed, the initial wear process is mainly caused by strong asperity interaction, and thus, causing a higher friction for rougher surface finishes. A stronger correlation is noticed when the coefficient of friction for the cemented carbides after a 4 km sliding distance is plotted against thickness of the wire-EDM induced heat affected zone (HAZ), Fig. 3(b). It is clear that the ground samples, which do not have a HAZ, display the lowest friction level. It is worth noting that the thickness of the HAZ was obtained from cross-sectioned SEM views of wire-EDM’ed WC-Co and WC-Ni alloys, Fig. 2.

Post mortem wear characteristics
In order to enable wear volumes to be compared, the sliding wear experiments were performed up to a total sliding distance of 10 km. From the obtained 3D wear track surface topographies of the WC-Co and WC-Ni grades, the corresponding wear track volumes ($V_{wear}$) were derived. Based on these results, post-mortem volumetric wear rates ($k_V$) were determined as the ratio of wear volume and the product of the applied normal force ($F_N$) and sliding distance ($s$), according to (2):

$$k_V = \frac{V_{WEAR}}{F_N \cdot s} \left[ \frac{mm^3}{N \cdot m} \right]$$ (2)
The post-mortem obtained wear track dimensions, together with the corresponding volumetric wear rates ($k_V$), originating from sliding wear tests described in Fig. 1 using a 35 N contact load, a 0.3 m/s sliding velocity and a 10 km wear path are summarised in Table 3 for the studied WC-Co and WC-Ni alloys and surface finish variants. The volumetric wear rates are noticed to vary between $1.9 \times 10^{-8}$ and $4.5 \times 10^{-7}$ mm$^3$.N$^{-1}$.m$^{-1}$.

Under identical conditions of sliding distance, sliding speed and contact load, and consistent with the online recorded results shown in Fig. 1, the smallest depth and width of the wear scars are measured for the WC8Ni(Cr) alloy and ground surface finish, whereas the highest values are found with WC10Co specimens and E3 surface finish.

It should be noted that the wear depth for the WC-Co and WC-Ni versus WC-6wt.%Co combinations, after a 10 km sliding path using a 35 N contact load, ranges within or slightly exceeds the recast layer thickness for the E3 surface finish, and thus, in most cases, all traces of recast material should be removed. With decreasing recast thickness (regime E8), or amount of recast (regimes E21 and E23), however, the recast material was worn off more quickly.

Comparing the post-mortem, i.e., obtained by surface profilometry (see Table 3), with the online recorded, i.e. from the pin displacement (see Fig. 1), penetration depth after 10 km of sliding distance reveals small deviations. This is mostly attributed to the wear of the pin, which was not taken into account during post-mortem quantification.

The impact of surface roughness after grinding or wire-EDM on volumetric wear rate ($k_V$), is demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) for the investigated WC-based alloys after reciprocative sliding wear experiments using a 35 N contact load and a 10 km sliding distance. Within the range of $R_a$ and $R_t$, both the wear volume and wear rate are noticed to decrease with enhanced surface finish refinement. The grades with E3 surface finish exhibit the highest wear level, which improves drastically by the execution of gradually finer EDM finishing steps.

Not only surface roughness, but especially the thickness of the wire-EDM induced heat affected zone (HAZ) is noticed to influence the wear performance of the WC-Co and WC-Ni alloys, as illustrated by Fig. 4(b), in which wear volume and wear rate are plotted against HAZ thickness, obtained from cross-sectioned SEM views of wire-EDM’ed cemented carbides.

Indeed, the technology of wire EDM is in nature a thermal material removal process, occurring through melting and evaporation of the base material. Furthermore, wire EDM was found to induce a heat affected zone and a recast layer at the surface, in which resolidified molten material, voids, residual tensile surface stresses and (micro)cracks are generated. These phenomena lead to a considerable deterioration of surface quality and final properties such as strength.
Table 3. Wear track dimensions, wear volume and volumetric wear rate for wire-EDM’d and ground WC-Co and WC-Ni flats sliding against WC-6wt.%Co (v=0.3 m/s, FN = 35 N, s=10 km)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Surface finish variant</th>
<th>Width [mm]</th>
<th>Depth [µm]</th>
<th>V_{worn}(10km) [10^{-3} mm³]</th>
<th>k_{v} (10km) [10^{-6} mm³ N^{-1} m^{-1}]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WC10Co</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>0.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E8</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>124.3</td>
<td>0.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E21</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E23</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grinding</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC12Co(V)</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>128.5</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E21</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E23</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grinding</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC12Co(Cr)</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>122.3</td>
<td>0.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E21</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E23</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>22.52</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grinding</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC10Co(Cr/V)</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>0.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E8</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E21</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E23</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grinding</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC8Ni(Cr)</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E21</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E23</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grinding</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Impact of wire EDM on reciprocating sliding friction and wear response of WC based cemented carbides

The inferior wear resistance of the heat affected material can be explained in terms of stress state modification. After cooling down the cemented carbide from sintering, the WC phase is in compression, whereas the binder phase is in tension, due to the higher thermal expansion coefficient of Co or Ni compared to WC. Contrary to the compressive stress state in the bulk material, the wire-EDM process was found to generate residual surface stresses which are tensile in nature.

![Graph showing wear rate versus surface roughness and thickness of HAZ for WC based alloys slid against WC-6wt.%Co at 0.3 m/s under 35 N](image)

**Figure 4.** Wear rate versus (a) surface roughness ($R_a$ and $R_t$) and (b) thickness of HAZ for WC based alloys slid against WC-6wt.%Co at 0.3 m/s under 35 N

![Graph showing surface residual stress in the WC phase of 2 cemented carbides after grinding and EDM finishing (regime E23): a + value indicates a tensile stress, whereas a – value represents a compressive stress](image)

**Figure 5.** Surface residual stress in the WC phase of 2 cemented carbides after grinding and EDM finishing (regime E23): a + value indicates a tensile stress, whereas a – value represents a compressive stress
This is illustrated by Fig. 5, in which the surface residual stresses in the WC phase of the cemented carbides after grinding and the finest EDM finishing step E23 are compared. The measurements were executed by X-ray diffraction on a Siemens D500 XRD, using the d-sin2\(\phi\) method. The (300) WC peak, corresponding with a diffraction angle \(2\theta = 133.31^\circ\) was applied in order to acquire the residual stress. The sin2\(\phi\) range was varied from 0 to 0.6 in steps of 0.1, and the angle 2\(\theta\) was varied between 130° and 136° at 0.02°/steps of 5 s.

It should be clear that a significant compressive stress occurs in the ground materials, owing to the mechanical impact during grinding, whereas a tensile stress is measured on the EDM surfaces, as a result of the thermal impact.

During the sliding wear experiments, the tangential stresses will build up with the residual tensile stresses in the wire-EDM surface, whereas the compressive stress state of ground surfaces more or less eliminates the tangential contact stress.

**Wear surface analysis**

From the recorded tribological responses of the studied cemented carbides with distinctive surface finishing conditions, it can be inferred that the presence of recast layer primary determines the friction and wear characteristics. Once the WC-6wt.%Co pin has penetrated the recast layer, the wear behavior reaches a wear regime characteristic for the bulk material. The wear resistance of the recast material is substantially lower than that of the base material, as can be deduced from the much higher (initial) wear rate for the rough E3 surface finish compared to the ground surface finish.

The higher wear rate for the wire-EDM alloys can be explained in terms of surface roughness and thermally induced surface damage originating from the EDM process. Indeed, a higher surface roughness results in a higher abrasion level, owing to an increased ploughing component.

According to previous investigations on the friction and wear of cemented carbides, the general wear process was evidenced to occur by the accumulation of damage, fracture and removal of carbide grains. In this research, the occurring wear mechanisms were identified by SEM analysis on the wear scars.

The resulting scanning electron micrographs on the central part of wear scars on originally ground and wire-EDM'ed WC-Co and WC-Ni alloys after sliding wear experiments of 10 km at 0.3 m.s\(^{-1}\) and under distinctive contact loads are presented in Figs. 6-8.

A first wear mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 6, which presents a cross-sectioned SEM view on the surface of wire EDM (regime E21) WC8Ni(Cr) after 10 km sliding at 0.3 m/s against WC-6wt.%Co under a 15 N normal contact force. The scanning electron micrograph clearly illustrates that, compared to the original surface finishing conditions, the wear track appears smoother, indicating that the surface of the cemented carbide was polished by the pin. This observation confirms the data given in Table 2, and, moreover, it allows distinguishing the wear track area from the original surface, and thus, the position of the wear track can be located for more detailed examination.
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Besides the polishing effect, other wear mechanisms for the WC-Co and WC-Ni specimens could be identified as surface binder removal, WC grain cracking and WC grain pull out, Fig. 7. The relative contribution of these mechanisms is different and each of the observed wear mechanisms also occurs with modified relative importance for the distinctive EDM surface finish variants, owing to the different thermal impact of each EDM regime, such as Co binder depletion and pre-existing microcracks, Fig. 2.

Figure 6. Cross-sectioned wear tracks of WC8Ni(Cr) with EDM finish E21, after 10 km sliding against WC-6wt.%Co at 0.3 m/s under 35 N

Figure 7. Cross-sectioned wear tracks of WC-Co after 10 km sliding against WC-6wt.%Co at 0.3 m/s under 35 N: (a) WC10Co E23, (b) WC10Co E21, (c) WC10Co E8 and (d) WC12Co(V) E3
The recast layer is noticed to be completely removed on both fine and rough EDM variants after sliding wear tests for 10 km under 35 N, contrary to equivalent wear tests with a 15 N contact load. However, small remainders of the wire-EDM induced heat affected zone, such as Co binder modification, are still visible on rough EDM surfaces, Fig. 7(c). A cross-sectioned view on the central part of the wear track on WC12Co(V) with E3 surface finish confirms the occurrence of several coexisting wear mechanisms, Fig. 7(d).

Similar observations are made in Fig. 8, which displays surface views in the central part of the wear tracks on WC10Co(Cr/V) grades, surface finished by EDM up to variants E3 and E21, after sliding 10 km against WC-6wt.%Co at 0.3 m/s under 35 N.

SEM analysis reveals the presence of surface cracks, Fig. 8(a). These surface cracks are induced by frictional stresses caused by the sliding contact, and are more likely to occur at a wire-EDM‘ed surface compared to the bulk material. Indeed, pre-existing cracks on wire-EDM‘ed cemented carbides, Fig. 2, were found to serve as notches for the (sub)surface material during reciprocal sliding. Surface cracks
could also be identified on the wear surface of WC10Co(Cr/V) with E3 surface finish, together with islandized, small remains of wire-EDM induced heat affected zone, Fig. 8(b). SEM analysis on worn surfaces on WC12Co(Cr) with E3 surface finish also reveals small amounts of recast material, Fig. 8(c,d), thus confirming that the HAZ has not been completely removed by the sliding wear experiments at 0.3 m/s under 35 N with a 10 km sliding distance. Furthermore, microcracks are noticed on the wear surface, as indicated by the arrows.

Based on the obtained wear data and SEM analysis on the wear surfaces of the WC-Co and WC-Ni grades, it can be inferred that the deteriorated wear resistance of wire-EDM specimens, compared to their ground equivalents, is attributed to the wire-EDM induced top layer.

4. Conclusions

Dry reciprocating sliding experiments on WC-Co vs. WC-6wt.%Co and WC-Ni vs. WC-6wt.%Co combinations revealed that wire-EDM deteriorates the wear performance considerably, due to a thermally induced recast layer and residual tensile surface stresses in the WC grains, as evidenced by X-ray diffraction measurements. The surface roughness and the thickness of the recast layer, substantially less wear resistant compared to the bulk material, primary determine the (running-in) wear behavior. Consecutive execution of gradually finer EDM finishing regimes reduces the wear rate down to values nearby those for equivalent ground specimens. The volumetric wear rate for the studied cemented carbides after a wear test with a 10 km sliding distance, a 35 N contact load and a 0.3 m.s\(^{-1}\) sliding speed, did not exceed 4.5\(\times\)10\(^{-7}\) mm\(^3\).N\(^{-1}\).m\(^{-1}\). Amongst the investigated grades, the most favorable tribological results were obtained for the WC-Ni grade, emphasizing the importance of further investigation in this direction.
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Abstract

The paper is going to originally develop the methodology in a close connection in the field of top products such as the industrial linear actuators. The research is focus to the development a praxeologic pattern using the general principles of the invention and of the management of technological innovation in the field of the industrial linear actuators by projection and creative techniques. The paper is trying to apply some points of view of praxeology in the optimization activity of the industrial electro mechanic linear actuators, which results in a reason by which some research problems are solving, planning an efficient work display. The paper proves that in order to obtain the best effect with a given effort you need a rationalization the action and through its good conceptual preparation on the basic of the principles offering by real practice of the efficacy.
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1. Introduction

The present day process of intense preoccupation for the improvement of the industrial orders, the achievement of an efficient pattern for the research of efficiency has got principal.

The exploitation of the mechanical technique system with implications on the studies viewing the factors that determine the efficiency pattern in the primordial sense. The management of technological innovation in the field of the industrial linear actuators is approached in many works, according to different principles for example, of dissipation of energy, of the degree of loading, of the empirical deduction or different simplified patterns not having a pattern according to the efficient principles.

Because in the model conditions as a rational activity viewing the way of doing it are only an application of the efficient technical principles in given conditions. Thus we justify the importance of praxeology for the management of technological innovation, knowing that this branch of science studies the general structure of the human action and of the conditions of their efficiency.

In the present day context, it `s not depriving of importance the idea that the technical optimum is the optimum of substance consumption must be followed
in a special way besides other principles which view systemically and globally the entire phenomenological process of the mechanical systems.

The increasing of the efficacy of the mechanic action system is explained, by applying the principles of the “well-done job” which result in principles extracted from the branches of management, energetic mechanic science, from the improvement not only of the science of the interactive organizations of the actuator systems.

The technical optimum is considered as a compromise of substantial combinations according to some optimization criteria, but in order to make it a real technical progress it has to contain structural modification by applying some praxelogical principles.

The research has in view the establishment of an optimum solution according to the destination of the actuator using a great variety of solutions, starting from the simple recovering mechanisms of the mechanic, hydro, pneumo, electric types up to the macaroni recovering / regeneration systems of braking energy.

The use of new solutions, including the informatics technology and the applications of the proposed research is the answer to the challenges of the society of knowledge which targets the engineering solutions of controlling the movement through intelligent and efficient systems.

The proposed theme has a scientific importance because it approaches research in a top interdisciplinary domain which targets the energetic efficiency of mechanic systems and the protection of the environment. It targets the synthesis and the development of knowledge in order to generate new solutions of actuators having a structure with a combination of elements within an assemble, superior quality and on the basis of new principles using the way of deductive analytical logistics.

The conception research, of new types of actuators requires an interdisciplinary approach and a complex process of interference, of collaboration and coordination of scientific knowledge in the field of mechanical, informatics studies.

An actuator’s function is to provide thrust and positioning in machines used for production or testing. One type is the electromechanical actuator, which converts the torque of an electric rotary motor into linear mechanical thrust (fig.1).

![Figure 1. Linear electro-mechanic actuator](image.png)

The linear actuator is composed of a motor turning a screw in which the nut on screw is not allowed to rotate. The conception of the system allows a high
degree of parameterizes and with very clear presentation in the representation of the knowledge being focused on a certain type of function.

The praxeologic pattern will be the following Table 1

**Table 1. The praxeologic pattern**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE PRAXEOLOGIC PATTERN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOPIC / SUBJECT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- efficiency of the human action logical optimization of the action;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- instruction and education of the specialists;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- „engineering of the well-dine thing”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- logics of the human action;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- study of the general structure action;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- achieve generalization on the basis of the data offered by real practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TECHNICAL PRINCIPLES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- technical optimum: it’ the best organisation of the components;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- principle of minimum resistance and minimum energy expenses;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the principle of the technical basis is to act with low effort;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the rationalization of the details in complex processes that add up considerably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PURPOSE OF THE MODELLING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- construction of a set of technical general recommendations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- improvement of the dynamic of the technical progress in the studied field;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- analytic description of the elements of the action and of their expression;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- achievement of an interrogative space in view of the action optimisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EFFECT OF THE MODELLING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- clarifies the notions of efficient analysis by building up analytical definitions;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- coordinates the problems by synthesis;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- it improves the information regarding the technical qualities of the action;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- it forms well-defined concept and systematic and systemic exposures;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- it clarifies the approach by the formed algorithm conceptual device/apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This allows linear motion of the nut for the length of the screw. A position at some point along the screw is commanded by the user and the motor turns the screw until the nut reaches that position.

The way of functioning of the system has in view of a creative projection of new solutions of electro mechanic linear actuators using methods from the inventions.

### 2. The praxeologic principle of the management of technological innovation

As a general efficient realization in a mechanic system is the effect of the decreasing of the action efficiency and of the improving of the action over the objects is its counter factor which annihilates this effect. The alternation of the decreasing effect with its super -compensation by technical ingenuity leads to saving the resources. As a general principles is the principle of the least resistance and the one of the least expenses of mechanical work which applies to the mechanical systems, too.
The basic principle of technical logics always acts with the least relative effect. This underline the role of the technical experience which can’t be rationally described. This technical principle is that the technical loggias forces us to rationalize the details because once the activities and the processes increases, the utilization of the small advantages and the disappearance of the small dissipation of power is summed up in increasing big quantities.

To this, we can add the fact that while climb down the detail scale, the saving opportunities became more and more numerous on the conditions of continuous technical self improvement. Another goal of the efficient pattern beside the building up of a set of recommendations and counter indications generally technical and the dynamic improvement of the scientific progress, there is also the analytic description of the elements of the action and that of different forms belonging to it.

The praxeology represent a science of improving the human action based practically exclusively on the logic’s engineering the well-done job viewing pedagogically the instructions and the education of the professions.

Researching the most general conditions of the efficiency and the forms of improving the mechanic systems, the efficient pattern achieves the following:

- it classifies the that are used and the of the efficiency conditions contributing to the analytical definition;
- it coordinates the problems by creating systematic charts viewing the criteria systems for the improvement and for different possible details;
- it improves the observation and the previous information viewing the technical action qualities.

The efficient pattern of the management of technological innovation is useful in forming some well-qualified concepts, systematized exposures of some modalities to avoid the omission of important sides of some particular problems and to make easy the overall inclusion in a synthetic and synthetic way.

The pattern includes an appeal to the efficiency; it views not only the precision and economy, but also the way of approaching the problem by the formed conceptual apparatus, respectively the work schedule. From all the rationalizations, it results that the efficient praxeologic pattern is an acknowledgement of action that try on the basic of the data offered by real practice to achieve some generalizations.

The application of the points of view of praxeology in the research activity of the action efficiency as a predominantly mentally activity has a result a rationalization by which these research problem is solved. By applying this rationalization to the research problems linked to the improvement of the mechanic efficiency it result that this can be defined as a process of improvement of the functions basis, techniques, resources and human factors.

This leads in first place to a functional concept starting with the basic principle forward the details. As a general conclusion of evaluation of the action efficiency we should up in mind that all the mechanic systems function in the best way possible, but according to some criteria taking into consideration the working conditions.
Indicator of quality of the mechanic system, the efficacy can be put down under the form of an extreme criterion of maximum as a constructive condition of any system with different utilization’s and this is $\eta = \max.$ or a function condition.
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The selection of the extremes comes progressively on new sequences and within the context, we propose a new approaching way in the optimal selection on the basic of a pattern of mechanic system of structural phenomenological type which has as a basic, both the structural and tribological improvement.

The quality mark of on optimization operation is represented directly by $\delta_z$, which is used when the extreme sense moves the initial value $z_1$ and the one $z_2$

$$\delta_z = z_2 - z_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The fact of $\delta_z$ expresses the constructive and functional imperfection is more than an attribute to the system. Among the best selection terrible, new criteria are introduced; they are linked to the informational aspects, achieving this big efficiency of the improving process. The conception and its manufacture assisted on the computer has as application field the assembly of the process of developing new products, covering the conception aspects, manufacture and the link between them.

The worldwide industrial contact, starting from the types of product, the ways and types of production and manufacture, determines a certain typology and organization of the manufacture whose model develops nowadays towards the fractal virtual / competing / extended manufacture, where the development is achieved on the principles of integrated technology using the advances informatics technology.

In the concrete case of manufacturing of the actuators the information flux and of materials the fractualisation of the manufacture is direct no go between passing directly from the suppleness to the action areas by the organization of a system of data management (fig.3)

![Figure 3. The fraction of the production of the actuators](image)

Using new smart programs of projection the method of the value analysis has as an objective the optimization of the report between the value of use and the cost price of the product.

According to this, the product as physical structure is the material support of some functions which offer it value of use for a user; there is no interest in the product itself but in the functions of the product, respectively in the services which this can offer him.
In the analysis of the value the performances express the level of achieving of some functions objectively measurable (their technical dimensions) and the costs of manufacture is reported to the functions of the product and not to their physical components.

It results that the analysis the value as technique of reducing costs and of qualitative improvement of the products, has the fundamental characteristic of functional analysis.

Theoretically, the approach of the concept and the design of the actuator after the analysis of value are taking place according to Figure 3 in which:

1. Testing at the user of the reconsidered parameters in view of ensuring optimal dimensions;
2. Reconsidering the parameters in comparison to the limits imposed by the adopted constructive conception;
3. Reconsidering the initial conception in comparison to the costs of the functions for the economic efficiency.

3. Summary and conclusions

The approached praxeologic pattern is used in forming clear concept, a systematic exposure of the ways to avoid the omission of some sides of particular problems and to make easier the comprehension as a whole in a synthetic and systematic way.

This pattern includes an appeal to efficiency has in view not only precision and saving but also the way we approach the problem by the formed conceptual apparatus, the working algorithm.

Out of the reasoning results that the praxeologic pattern is knowledge of the actions performed which try offered data on the real practice to achieve some generalization and to increase their efficiency optimization modelling is not just an application of the technical - praxiological principles under concrete conditions this justifying the use of praxeology on optimization because this branch science studies the general structure of the human conditions and the conditions of their efficiency.

The applicative and experimental researches viewed the practical checking and the making up of the theoretical patterns used in the output and also convergences to the ways of approaching the problems to reality. The applicative and experimental researches viewed the practical checking and the making up of the theoretical patterns used in the output and also convergences to the ways of approaching the problems to reality.

The work deals with the assimilation of some modern systems of action of linear electro mechanic actuator type used to machine-tools from intelligent systems of production and to the ecologic industrial tools on the basis of some invention patent which should replace the classical ones, consumer energy, immediate use as acting mechanisms of the tubs and obstacle on the hydro-technical arrangements.
The work integrates itself into the present day researches in the field of the development of the modern mechanic transmissions making contributions in their optimal design.

Continuing the research will be done by the implementation of the active and pro-active actions, bringing the formation of the staff in the context of a database and a pattern of good practice.

The implementation of a net of creative projection, using the methodology of the competitive engineering has in view the development of these products with the active participation of the beneficiary.
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Abstract

The up-to-date engineering ceramics are rivals of other up-to-date constructional materials at most applications. During developing up-to-date engineering ceramics as a consequence of competition beside developing their material structure it is important to discover the technological conditions more thoroughly and more wide-ranging. To fill this requirement we determine cutting data for machining zirconium-dioxide in our research work.
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1. Introduction

The up-to-date engineering ceramics fill important part in many fields of advanced technologies. The engineering practice gets such modern structural materials through them which preserve their outstanding mechanical, thermal, chemical and other properties during extreme conditions unlike till now. The properties of ceramics are decided basically by their chemical compositions and micro-structures. However several results have been achieved so far during research work and development, but in the technological practice couldn’t be got such chemical, mechanical, thermal, tribological properties deduced theoretically from the chemical, bonding- and phase relation of special ceramic materials. Considering that the mechanical properties of zirconium-dioxide are most favourable to machine it with tuning I deal further with this in more detailed form.

Zirconium-dioxide was already used as refractory material at the end of 19th century. As structural material it is used more and more since 1975. As a functional material it is used most frequently as oxygen-sensor as well as oxygen-ion conductor because of its strong connecting capability with oxygen. During mechanical application the volume change is used taking place during from tetragonal into monoclinal phase transformation.

2. Crystal structure, phase transformation

The ZrO₂ has got three crystal structures. The pure ZrO₂ is in monoclinal (m) state at room temperature. It takes on tetragonal (t) structure if T ~ 1170°C. From here it
becomes cubic \( \text{\&} \) latticework at \( T \approx 2370^\circ C \) (\( \text{CaF}_2 \)-structure). The void spaces forming at high temperature can be traced back to spaces of hydrogen net.

The monoclinal state is Beddeleyit in the nature. In the technical application standpoint the PSZ (Partially Stabilized Zirconia) and the TZP (Tetragonal Zirconia Polycrystals) are important in particular. I deal further with the PSZ – Zirconium dioxide in more detail. The phase transformation can be well perceived in Figure 1. Beside this it can be well discernible that the heating and cowling curves are similar to the iron martensitic transformation unambiguously.

![Figure 1. Dilatometric curve in the function of temperature according to Cutris (1947). Continuous line: pure \( \text{ZrO}_2 \); short dash line: 5\% Mol CaO alloy; long dash line: 19,8\% Mol CaO.](image)

The partially stabilization with calcium is used long. However important technical possibilities can be reached by \( \text{MgO} \) alloy building, because by this stabilization can be reached at lower temperature.

![Figure 2. \( \text{ZrO}_2 \) transformation system in the \( \text{ZrO}_2\)-\( \text{MgO} \) alloy. (Grain, C, F, 1967)](image)
The optimum stabilization takes place at 8-10% MgO content. In the material sintered at the tetragonal ZrO₂ grains the tetragonal-monoclinal transformation can be achieved. They are at metastable state at room temperature. In case of mechanical load pulling stress develops, a critical value of which the phase transformation takes place: monoclinic grains are formed with greater volume and almost „close” the crack propagation. The tetragonal- monoclinal transformation is without diffusion similarly to martensitic phase transformation in steels known long, it is a structure transformation without composition change.

This property is responsible of zirconium-dioxide ceramics for long range resistance against load.

3. Mechanical properties

In case of zirconium-dioxide materials the mechanical properties determine the dimensions of the error, the structure and the phase transformation deriving from transformation effect. Inasmuch the „t → m” phase transformation takes place only at high mechanical stress, the breaking strength will be lower and in such a case the strength can be determined on the basis of critical dimension of error. If the transformation (t → m) threshold is low the atomic movements start earlier. Then the aim is to reach higher breaking strength.

![Figure 3. The relation of strength and shatter proofing in case of phase transformation ceramics.](image)

The result of phase transformation can be seen in Figure 4. Though the ceramic examined is Al₂O₃ alloyed with ZrO₂, but it is interesting, it can be seen the ZrO₂ phase transformation closed the crack propagation.

Important mechanical properties, first of all ZrO₂ based engineering ceramics can be seen in Table 1.
4. Some questions of final machining of ceramics.

The zirconium-dioxide ceramic provides wide-ranging application possibilities because of its good strength and toughness properties. For example it is important element of textile industry and the iron-steel production. It is often used at bearing and sealing systems in the mechanical engineering. In such cases the machining after sintering gets an important role.

Now days the grinding and hiving are the wide-spread machining generally after sintering. The material removal is small quantity is case of such machining. The micro-cracks forming can be seen in Figure 5. taking place by the cutting grain.

The surface quality is positively influenced by grinding tools with fine grain ceramic bonding during machining of ceramics. The smaller grain size reduces
the chip volume removed, the cutting force respectively as well as the surface pressure also reduces. The power demand of cutting increased despite of these deriving from the number of micro-cracks reduces and so the possibility of breaking-out elementary particles also reduces. The so-called fine hard turning of hard, tough material arises for a long time as possible replacing the grinding. In addition to the proper tool materials developed for this the machine-tools also had to be developed.

![Figure 6](image)

*Figure 6. The chip amount removed during time unit in function of the machining accuracy in case of turning and grinding (Fritz and his fellow.)*

In the Figure 6. can be seen that the amount of chip removed during time unit is significantly greater in case of turning. Considering the accuracy classes of range is just the dimension range the moving, wearing and sliding elements of machine parts. Deriving from this it would be important developing a more economical and more productive machining.

**5. Conclusion**

The application of the technical ceramics between extreme relations appears as an increasingly bigger claim. The extraordinary characteristics presuppose special shaping. Nowadays the shaping procedures (onto final work) following the sintering are squeezed between narrow bars. The production of semi-finished products similar to the structural substance can be imagined only after the development of sliver detachment methods with bigger efficiency. We make
researches concerning the chipping at our institute. The above ones make the turning as big substance detachment opportunity, possible with nowadays modern tool substance. Our examinations concerning the turning deal with the possible cutting tools, the cutting strengths, the effects of their changes on the components.
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Abstract

The magnesium catalyzed polyamide 6 can absorb the humidity of air. Due to this the surface resistance, i.e. the antistatic characteristic changes. In our material developing program a special grades were produced, which have appropriate antistatic characteristics under dry conditions, too. With graphite additive having conductive characteristics it could be reached that the surface resistance of new material did not depend on moisture content. It was found also that surface resistance – in general – can change with order of magnitude within few hours after production.
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1. Introduction

In the industrial and agricultural machines, plastic parts are used in several cases. It is known that plastics due to their good insulating characteristics are able to be charged, which increases the pollution. With antistatic parts this effect can be avoided, moreover, it provides more advantages during the operation. Antistatic plastics are not charged, therefore discharge will not develop (e.g. by accident a person to earth it), and sparks will not emerge (which may cause in special cases an explosion or blast eg. in agriculture the phenomenon of powder blast). Other advantages of antistatic or electrically conductive plastic parts are the easier and cost saving storage and material handling and maintenance orders.

As a part of the present material developing process, cast PA 6 with antistatic characteristics were produced. The humidity absorption of the base matrix has an effect on the grade of the antistatics, therefore the experiments on humidity effects are necessary.

2. Characteristics of base matrix

The material is produced by Quattroplast Kft, under the name DOCAMID 6G-H. This material can not be compared directly to other polyamide 6 products in the
world because of the magnesium catalyser used for the production. In general, polyamide 6 (PA6) type plastics are made with polycondensation, but for casting purposes the ring opening polymerization is used. The advantage of the latter is the fact that the chain formation takes place without water in a few minutes, which enables a faster production contrary to the conventional polycondensation technology. For starting the ring opening polymerization, usually natrium catalyser is used, but by the present material magnesium catalyser was used. The characteristics of DOCAMID 6G-H is summarized in table 1.

Separate examinations were made to explore the humidity content of the base matrix as different machine parts made of polyamides that were able to absorb the humidity content of the air. The absorption follows the law of diffusion. The outer surface layer is able to bound humidity fast, but this humidity content reaches the lower layer very slowly. On figure 1 the humidity absorption of samples, soaked in 20°C water, is shown in the function of time.

Table 1. Characteristics of DOCAMID 6G-H base matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>1,15 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strenght</td>
<td>85 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation at break</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>3300 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charpy impact strength</td>
<td>&gt;8 kJ/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shore D hardness</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume resistance</td>
<td>$10^{15}$ Ω·cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface resistance</td>
<td>$10^{13}$ Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Distortion Temperature (HDT)</td>
<td>95°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Water absorption of magnesium catalysated polyamide 6
It can be seen on the figure that after 17 days the samples still not reached the impregnation level, only the speed of absorption became constant (0.2 %/day≈0.02 g/day). This experiment proves also the slow impregnation process, though machine parts usually do not cope with water for such a long time. However they cope with the humidity of air, therefore it is reasonable to take the possible impregnation into consideration. Impregnation due to air humidity content means an even slower process.

There is a need to deal with humidity absorption due to other reasons of design, too. Humidity causes the change of dimensions of the polyamide parts and mechanical properties, too.

3. Surface resistance measurement

Among electrical tests the surface resistance measurement is widely used to check the antistatic characteristics of the materials. Surface resistance measurement is standardized. Now the standard called „IEC 60093 Methods of Test for Volume Resistivity and Surface Resistivity of Solid Electrical Insulating Materials” and published in 1980 is in use.

For the research the GIGALAB Digital Mega-Ohmmeter, produced by ITECO, was used. The diameter of the used rubber electrodes were Ø63 mm, their width were 4 mm. For the measurement 100 V potential was used, which means a measurement range of $10^5 - 2 \cdot 10^{11}$ Ω. This range is just appropriate for antistatic measurements, as above $10^{12}$ Ω the polymers are insulators, below $10^6$ Ω the polymers are conductive. During the research the required antistatics was defined in $10^9$ Ω surface resistance. The measurement accuracy in this range was in ±5 %. The measurement settings can be seen on figure 2 (the distance maker should be taken away after the setting of the two electrodes).

![Figure 2. Setting of surface resistance measurement](image-url)
4. The surface resistance in time

The working conditions of different machines are often changed. These changes can have an influence on parts, therefore on plastic parts as well. Therefore the change of surface resistance was examined in time. During the experiment that outstanding case was taken, when the absolutely dry sample was put into water. The results are shown in table 2.

Table 2. Surface resistance change of originally dry sample put into water in the function of time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditioning</th>
<th>0 hour</th>
<th>24 hours</th>
<th>48 hours</th>
<th>72 hours</th>
<th>96 hours</th>
<th>120 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface resistance (Ω)</td>
<td>7.58·10^{10}</td>
<td>5.8·10^{7}</td>
<td>3.96·10^{7}</td>
<td>3.92·10^{7}</td>
<td>3.33·10^{7}</td>
<td>3.35·10^{7}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that surface resistance changes basically during the first 24 hours. This means that the value of surface resistance reacts fast to the modified conditions. The more humid air is able to change the antistatic characteristics of the dry material in a few hours. The experienced material behaviour suggests to select the proper antistatic characteristics valid under dry conditions as well.

5. Effects of humidity content on surface resistance

For reaching antistatic characteristics the applied additives in base PA 6 matrix enhance the existing humidity effects. The surface resistance is decreased furthermore. On figure 3 the behaviour of TA52 composites (material softening additive) can be seen. Three main stages are compared: dry, normal (RH 50%) and wet (saturated in water) samples.

In present case the additive can not absorb humidity just the base matrix. In case of sample containing 10 % additive, depending on the stages, the surface resistance changes between 10^{11} and 10^{7} Ω. This means that the originally good insulator (10^{13} Ω) plastic, depending on the surroundings, can have worse or even better antistatic characteristics. However in case of 20 % additive, independently from surroundings, the antistatic characteristics are good (below 10^{9} Ω).

The independence of polyamide parts from the environment has several advantages, e.g. no need for conditioning, or the maintenance can be held in regular periods (e.g. the stuck contamination is not changing according to the environment).

In figure 3 it also can be seen that the surface resistance of normal samples (RH 50%) are between the wet and dry samples’ values but are closer to the dry ones. The working condition of cast polyamide parts is usually air (not water), that’s why the dry and normal stage curves are suggested to be taken into account during design with cast polyamide parts.
6. Effects of humidity content on the under-surface layers

In case of cut of the given polyamide 6 part, the humidity content and the resistivity will be different. The humidity content of the deeper or under-surface layers are important during machining. Due to the slow impregnation process lower humidity content is expected, i.e. their surface resistance is going to be higher. For testing this, a sample with 1% graphite content was examined conditioned in RH50%. The surface resistance of the layers was examined.

Figure 3. Surface resistance of PA6 composites in different stages

Figure 4. Surface resistance of different layers on given sample.
On figure 4 it can be seen that in the near-surface zone (original cast surface) the humidity content results smaller surface resistance that it was found for dry material (eg. after removing 2.5 mm). From the experiments it was found that 5 months conditioning is enough for humidity to diffuse into 0.5 mm depth. The measurements show that in layers deeper than 1 mm the sample is nearly dry. Further resistance values are influenced only by the distribution of additives. However these variations are negligible. On the basis of these it can be stated that after sudden material detachments dry condition surface resistance can be expected, though the new surface can became to the state of humid surface resistance in 24 hours.

7. Summary

There is an increasing need for using antistatic polyamide 6 versions. Those materials react fast to the environmental effects, i.e. their surface resistance (antistatics) can change significantly. For stable working performance of natural cast polyamide 6 material, which is generally used as an isolator material, the needed surface resistance should be taken as the possible most wet condition sample having lowered resistance. In case of antistatic composite version of cast PA 6 the dry sample’s value should be taken into consideration as a critical values. The different composites have different sensitivity to the humidity, but the dry ones have higher surface resistivity.
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Abstract

ZrO$_2$-40vol.%WC, ZrO$_2$-40vol.%TiCN and ZrO$_2$-40vol.%TiN composite flats were surface finished by wire-EDM, grinding and polishing. Their reciprocative dry sliding friction and wear behavior against WC-6wt.%Co cemented carbide pins was compared using a Plint TE77 tribometer. The worn surfaces and wear debris of the ZrO$_2$-based composite grades were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) and surface topography. Correlations between wear volume, wear rate and coefficient of friction on the one hand and material properties on the other hand were determined. Based on the experimental results, a strong dependence of tribological characteristics on the secondary electro-conductive phase as well as on surface finishing conditions was evinced.
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1. Introduction

ZrO$_2$ ceramics have been indicated as very strong and tough oxides owing to the stress-induced phase transformation from tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia. Combined with the low density, the excellent chemical inertness and the capacity to preserve the mechanical properties in a wide range of temperatures has brought zirconia ceramics to the front end material to meet a large number of industrial applications in the fields of automobile, manufacturing and cutting tools punches and biomedical applications.

The incorporation of hard phases such as WC, TiCN or TiN into a ZrO$_2$ matrix not only improves the hardness, but also reduces the electrical resistivity, making these composites suitable for electrical discharge machining (EDM).
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This material removal method allows very complex shapes to be produced full automatically and with high accuracy and irrespective of the hardness of the material because no mechanical contact is involved in this process.

This paper focuses on laboratory-made yttria-stabilized ZrO₂-based composites with 40 vol.% of TiN, TiC₀.₅N₀.₅ or WC addition. These composites have already proven their feasibility for electrical discharge machining (EDM) in de-ionized water. Flat specimens were machined and surface finished by wire-EDM, grinding and polishing. The tribological behavior was investigated in dry sliding friction experiments on a pin-on-plate testing rig. Wear surfaces were examined by SEM analysis in order to identify the occurring wear mechanisms. Correlations between wear volume and coefficient of friction on the one hand and surface conditions and material parameters on the other hand were investigated.

2. Experimental

The zirconia composites were obtained by hot pressing of yttria-stabilised ZrO₂ powder mixtures with 40 vol.% of WC, TiC₀.₅N₀.₅ or TiN phase. More information on the processing and characterisation of the ZrO₂ composites is given elsewhere. Mechanical, physical and microstructural features are listed in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite grade</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Phase*</td>
<td>WC (20 nm)</td>
<td>TiCN (3-5 µm)</td>
<td>TiN (0.8-1.2 µm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E [GPa]</td>
<td>328±4</td>
<td>284±3</td>
<td>274±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV₁₀ [kgf/mm²]</td>
<td>1691±8</td>
<td>1422±10</td>
<td>1370±7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIC [MPa.m¹/₂]</td>
<td>8.5±0.4</td>
<td>7.0±0.2</td>
<td>5.6±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density [g/cm³]</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ [10⁻⁶Ω.m]</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dₐv average grain size [µm]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₅₀ grain size [µm]</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₉₀ grain size [µm]</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* number indicates crystal size of secondary phase powders

It is worth noting that all reported values are the average of at least five measurements. The composites cover a wide range of material properties. The ZrO₂-WC composites combine excellent hardness and toughness. The ZrO₂-TiN composite displays the lowest hardness and E-modulus but intermediate toughness. The finest grain size distribution of the secondary phase is
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encountered with ZrO$_2$-WC, with 90% of the grains being smaller than 0.54 µm. Representative scanning electron micrographs of the different composites are shown in Fig. 1.

The regarded zirconia composite grades were surface finished by wire-EDM or by grinding and polishing, ultimately with diamond paste, up to optical finish. The wire-EDM was executed on a ROBOFIL 2000 (Charmilles Technologies, Switzerland) in deionized water (dielectric conductivity 11 µS/cm), using a CuZn37 wire electrode with a diameter of 0.25 mm and a tensile strength of 500 MPa. One rough EDM step followed by several consecutive finishing cuts with gradually lower energy input and shorter energy pulse duration were performed to reduce the surface roughness below 1 µm $R_a$. The device settings for the different wire-EDM steps are described in previous investigation. The grinding operations were performed on a JF415DS (Jung, Göppingen, Germany) with a diamond grinding wheel (type MD4075B55, Wendt Boart, Brussels, Belgium).

![Image](image_url)

Figure 1. Microstructure of ZrO$_2$ composites with 40 vol.% (a) WC (bright phase), (b) TiCN (dark phase) or (c) TiN (dark phase)

The $R_a$ and $R_t$ surface roughness for the studied ZrO$_2$-based composite grades with three surface finish variants are summarized in Table 2. It is worth noting that the data in Table 2 are obtained in accordance with the ISO 4288 standard.
and they represent the average values of at least five roughness measurements. The lowest $R_a$ and $R_t$ level is encountered with polished plate specimens, whereas the wire-EDM'ed ZrO$_2$-based grades exhibit the highest surface roughness.

Table 2: $R_a$ and $R_t$ surface roughness for wire-EDM'ed, ground and polished ZrO$_2$-based composites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface roughness</th>
<th>Finishing operation</th>
<th>Grade A</th>
<th>Grade C</th>
<th>Grade E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_a$ [$\mu$m]</td>
<td>wire-EDM</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grinding</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polishing</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_t$ [$\mu$m]</td>
<td>wire-EDM</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grinding</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polishing</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tribological behavior of wire-EDM'ed zirconia composites was evaluated using a high frequency Plint TE77 tribometer, in which WC-6wt.%Co cemented carbide pins were oscillated against zirconia composite counter plates in air-conditioned atmosphere at 23 °C and 60 % relative humidity, in conformity with the linearly reciprocating pin-on-flat sliding wear test principle described in ASTM G133. The pin material (CERATIZIT grade MG12 with 6 wt. % Co) displays a hardness $HV_{10}$ of 1913 kgf/mm$^2$, a fracture toughness of 9.3 MPa-m$^{1/2}$ and an E-modulus of 609 GPa. The radius and the $R_a$ and $R_t$ surface roughness of the pin hemisphere were determined to be 4.08 mm, 0.35 $\mu$m and 2.68 $\mu$m respectively. Contact forces of 15 N up to 35 N were applied, with a 0.3 m/s sliding velocity and a 15 mm stroke length. The test duration was associated with a sliding distance of 10 km.

The imposed normal force ($F_N$) and the concomitant tangential friction force ($F_T$) were recorded continuously as function of sliding distance ($s$), respectively by means of a load-cell and a piezoelectric transducer. The $F_T/F_N$ forces ratio is defined as the coefficient of friction ($\mu$), which can be differentiated in a static ($\mu_{stat}$) and a dynamic ($\mu_{dyn}$) component. Simultaneously, the combined wear depth ($\Delta d$), resulting from the pin penetrating the counter plate, was acquired by an inductive displacement transducer. The experiments were executed up to a sliding distance of 10 km in order to allow post-mortem wear volumes to be compared. Each test was repeated at least three times under identical conditions. Before testing, both pin and plate specimens were rinsed ultrasonically in distilled water with a detergent solution (2% Tickopur R33, 50 °C, 15 minutes) and immersed in acetone and cleansed in cold distilled water. For each wear test, a new WC-6wt.%Co pin was used in order to approximate equal initial pin surface conditions. The wear tracks were examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, XL-30 FEG, FEI, Philips) and energy dispersive X-ray
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The generated wear was quantified volumetrically by surface scanning equipment (Somicronic EMS Surfascan 3D, type SM3, needle type ST305).

3. Results and discussion

Friction and penetration depth
Typical and representative tribological data obtained during real-time monitoring of friction coefficient and combined penetration depth for wire-EDM ZrO₂-based composite flats/ WC-6wt.%Co pin combinations sliding at 0.3 m/s under a 15 N contact load are presented in Fig. 2. Each curve is an average of at least three wear experiments performed under identical conditions. Error bars indicating the extent of the variations were excluded in order to make the figures better readable.

![Figure 2. Dynamic friction coefficient (a) and penetration depth (b) for wire-EDM'ed ZrO₂-based composites sliding against WC-6wt.%Co pins at 0.3 m/s using a 15 N normal contact force](image)

The dynamic friction coefficient of all tribopairs was measured to be in the range of 0.33-0.52, Fig. 2(a). It should be noted that the static friction coefficient varied similarly as function of the sliding distance, but at a higher level, compared to the dynamic friction coefficient. The friction coefficient is noticed to increase abruptly during the first meters of sliding and then gradually ascends further during the growing pin on plate contact surface and the concomitant removal of the recast surface layer. After a running-in stage, the friction coefficient drops down shortly and rises again above its prior level. Beyond a sliding distance of 4 km, the variations in the friction force curve appear to be marginal.
The temporary drop down followed by a steep increase in friction coefficient corresponding to a sliding distance of approximately 1 km has not been fully elucidated and probably represents an edge phenomenon, but could also be due to changes in the sliding contact surface as a result of the removal of the wire-EDM induced recast layer. The fluctuations in the friction curves, both during and after the running-in stage, are due to a continuous breaking and regeneration of micro junctions as a result of asperity interaction and should be related to the constantly changing degree of adhesion between the contact surfaces.

In agreement with previous investigation, the effect of the secondary phase on friction is quite pronounced, Fig. 2(a). The lowest friction level is encountered with the ZrO₂-WC composite, whereas the ZrO₂-TiN specimens exhibit the highest coefficient of friction.

The strong influence of the nature of the secondary phase on friction characteristics is also reflected in the online measured penetration depth of the investigated tribopairs, in full agreement with previous research. As can be seen in Fig. 2(b), the wear depth is found to be largest for the ZrO₂-TiN composite and lowest for the ZrO₂-WC.

In all cases, the penetration wear is noticed to increase abruptly during the first meters of sliding and then gradually ascends further with growing pin on plate contact surface. During the first 100 meters of sliding, the penetration depth remains below 3 µm, but then rapidly rises. At this point, the influence of the secondary phase material on the wear resistance of the zirconia composites becomes more pronounced. After this initial stage, corresponding to a sliding distance of about 1 km, wear depth increases at an approximately constant rate. Grossly, it can be stated that wear depth varies exponentially as function of sliding distance, and thus, the sliding wear process presumably reaches an equilibrium situation.

**Wear volume**

In order to examine the reciprocating sliding wear behavior, research was mainly focused on analysis of wear characteristics in the equilibrium wear regime. Wear experiments were carried out under the condition of a constant total sliding distance of 10 km. From the 3D wear track surface topographies of the ZrO₂-based composites, the corresponding wear track volumes (V<sub>wear</sub>) were extracted. Based on the obtained wear volume, a volumetric wear rate (k<sub>V</sub>) was derived from (1):

\[
V\text{WEAR} = \frac{mN}{s} [\text{m}^3] \\
V\text{WEAR} = \frac{F_N \cdot s}{N \cdot m} [\text{m}^3] \\
k_V = \frac{V\text{WEAR}}{F_N \cdot s} \left[ \frac{\text{mm}^3}{N \cdot \text{m}} \right]
\]

where F<sub>N</sub> represents the imposed normal contact force while s stands for sliding distance. Some numerical data are presented in Table III, in which post-mortem wear track dimensions, wear volumes and volumetric wear rates k<sub>V</sub> (10 km) for
the ZrO₂-based composites are compared when a 15 N contact load was applied. Under identical conditions of sliding distance and sliding speed, the smallest depth and width of the wear scars were measured for the ZrO₂-WC, whereas the highest values occurred for the ZrO₂-TiN composite. These findings fully confirm the observations made in Fig. 2. The sequence of ZrO₂-WC, ZrO₂-TiCN and ZrO₂-TiN for the relative wear quantification ranking was also found in previous investigations.

Table 3. Wear track dimensions and volumetric wear rates for ZrO₂ grades slid against WC-6wt.%Co pins (s=10 km, F₂=15 N)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wear quantification</th>
<th>Grade A</th>
<th>Grade B</th>
<th>Grade C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width [mm]</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth [µm]</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vₚₜ(10km) [10⁻³ mm³]</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kₚ(10km) [10⁻⁶ mm³.N⁻¹.m⁻¹]</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the post-mortem obtained results with the online measured vertical displacement reveals small deviations in wear depth values. This is partly attributed to the wear of the pin, which was not taken into account during post-mortem quantification. However, the correspondence between real-time monitoring and post-mortem quantification is quite acceptable. Hence, it may be inferred that the online wear monitoring technique yields a reliable sliding wear prediction for the tribocouples investigated.

Impact of surface finish
Friction and vertical displacement curves versus sliding distance for WC-6wt.%Co pins sliding at 0.3 m/s under a 15 N contact load against ZrO₂-TiN composite flats with wire-EDM'ed, polished or ground surface finish are plotted in Fig. 3. Within the full sliding wear path range the effect of the surface finishing operation on the coefficient of friction is quite pronounced, Fig. 3(a).

The lowest friction level is encountered with the ground ZrO₂-TiN samples, whereas the wire-EDM’ed ZrO₂-TiN equivalent exhibits the highest friction level. A similar trend is observed for the penetration depth curves, Fig. 3(b).

Already during the first sliding meters wear depth turns out to exhibit higher values for the wire-EDM'ed ZrO₂-TiN samples compared to their ground and polished equivalents. The considerable higher initial wear loss for wire-EDM'ed ZrO₂-TiN composites should be attributed to a combination of (i) higher initial surface roughness, (ii) the relatively higher ease of removal of the recast layer induced by the wire-EDM process, and (iii) the higher friction coefficient.
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Wear surface analysis

Comparison of the friction and wear responses of the zirconia-based composites has demonstrated that the wear characteristics are affected considerably by the secondary phase material and the involved wear mechanisms. The occurring wear mechanisms were identified by scanning electron microscopy.

After each sliding wear test the generated wear debris particles were collected for microscopic examination. The wear debris was mainly located in the outer extensions of the wear track but occasionally also inside, along and adjacent to the wear scars. Scanning electron micrographs in SE mode of the wear debris particles derived from ZrO2-based composites slid against WC-6wt.%Co pins at a 10 Hz oscillating frequency under 15 N contact load are presented in Fig. 4.

The debris from the ZrO2-WC composite is relatively strongly agglomerated and mainly occurring as chunks, Fig. 4(a). Atomic number contrast, i.e. backscattered electron, micrographs reveal the presence of a small amount of remaining bright WC particles in a darker atomic number contrast W-Zr-O-Al matrix. However, the WC particles in the debris are substantially smaller than in the original composite material.

SEM micrographs of wear debris originating from wire-EDM ZrO2-TiCN grade B composite slid against WC-6wt.%Co pins at 10 Hz and 15 N are shown in Fig. 4(b). The wear debris is significantly less agglomerated compared to the ZrO2-WC composite. No phases could be differentiated in the debris by means of backscattered electron images, indicating that the original ZrO2 and TiCN phases are integrated in the debris material, which contains Zr, Ti, Al and O. The nature of the debris particles is nanometric.

The optical appearance of the wear tracks was smooth, indicating that the surface of the composite was polished as a result of the sliding contact with the
Influence of secondary electro-conductive phases on the friction and wear response of ZrO2-based composites

WC-6wt.%Co pin. The smoothening is confirmed by $R_a$- and $R_t$ measurements before and after wear testing. The normal roughness profile of a ZrO2-TiN composite within the wear track yields average $R_a$- and $R_t$-values of 0.015 $\mu$m and 0.11 $\mu$m respectively, which is quite below the original surface roughness after wire-EDM (see Table II).

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of wear debris originating from (a) ZrO2-WC and (b) ZrO2-TiCN slid for 10 km at 0.3 m/s under a 15 N contact load against WC-6wt.%Co cemented carbide pins.

Top view SEM micrographs of the worn surfaces of ZrO2-based composites with wire-EDM surface finish after sliding for 10 km at 10 Hz under a 15 N normal contact force against WC-6wt.%Co cemented carbide pins are presented in Fig. 5.

For the ZrO2-TiCN wear surface, abrasive ploughing grooves parallel to the sliding direction of the pin are observed, Fig. 5(a). The microstructure in the wear scar corresponds to the microstructure of the base material, i.e. the grain size of the TiCN phase is not changed due to the sliding of the pin. Furthermore, a small amount of wear debris can be observed, locally covering the wear track surface. The bright particles could be identified as WC phase, originating from the WC-6wt.%Co pin.

SEM analysis on the worn ZrO2-TiN composite surface after comparable reciprocating sliding wear testing reveals the formation of wear debris layer on the wear surface, Fig. 5(b). Moreover, microcracks are observed in the debris film, Fig. 5(c). The microcracking in the debris layer leads to localised spalling and delamination. At the moment that the debris film in the wear track spalls off, the base material becomes visible. In the delaminated debris layer areas, a fractured pristine composite surface is observed, Fig. 5(b), indicating that the adhesion strength of the debris layer to the substrate can be quite high. Removal of the material might be due to initiation and subsequent propagation of surface cracks.

The formation of wear debris layer, microcracks in the debris layer and delamination were encountered as well for the ZrO2-WC flat /WC-6wt.%Co pin sliding combinations, Fig. 5(d). The microcracks in the debris layer are induced
by tangential stresses due to the reciprocal sliding movement of the pin on the composite surface. As indicated elsewhere, this stress development can cause the tetragonal ZrO₂ phase to transform to monoclinic ZrO₂. However, the occurrence of this t-m phase transformation of ZrO₂ could not be evidenced in the present investigation.

Figure 5. SEM surface views in the center of the wear track of wire-EDM’ed zirconia composites after sliding 10 km at 0.3 m/s under a 25 N contact load: (a) ZrO₂-TiCN grade B; (b,c) ZrO₂-TiN grade C; (d) ZrO₂-WC grade A

4. Conclusions

Amongst the ZrO₂-based composites, ZrO₂-WC exhibited the best performance in mechanical properties. The impact of the secondary phase was reflected as well in the dry reciprocating friction and wear behavior against WC-6wt.%Co cemented carbide. The most favorable tribological results were obtained for ZrO₂-WC compared to ZrO₂-TiN and ZrO₂-TiCN composites with equal volumetric secondary phase content. The secondary phase material governs the observed wear mechanisms, which were identified as polishing, micro-abrasion, spalling and delamination, as well as the formation of a wear debris layer, to which ZrO₂-TiCN was observed to be least prone. A higher contact pressure was found to result in increasing wear and increasing coefficient of friction.
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Abstract

The paper's attempt is to highlight the usefulness of simulation processes using the modern cutting processes with finite element simulation. The first part of the paper is a summary of the current methods used in the simulation of cutting processes using finite element analysis and the second part contains an example of cutting simulation.
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1. The current stage of the cutting process simulation

As it is known, in the cutting processes are always involved two components, namely the workpiece and the tool. In the literature, the cutting process is defined as the process of cutting - deformation, separation and removal of excess material – such as chips.

From a continuum mechanics point of view, suitable constitutive or governing equations that can describe this phenomenon are needed to predict chip flow, cutting forces, cutting temperature, tool wear, etc. However, the solutions of displacement or velocity, stress, strain and temperature fields in metal cutting processes have not easily been obtained since large deformations and temperature rise lead to highly nonlinear and time dependent mechanics of the process.

Modelling and simulation of machining processes is a critical step in the realization of high quality machined parts. To precisely simulate the machining operations, accurate models of cutting tools used in the machining processes are required.

The advancements in the domain of Computer Aided Design (CAD) allow a designer to specify the cutting tool surfaces in terms of bi-parametric surface patches. Using such an approach, one may develop the comprehensive three-dimensional (3D) surface based definitions of the cutting tools.

The surface model of a cutting tool can be converted into a solid model and may further be used for the Finite Element based on engineering analysis, stress analysis and simulation of the cutting process; besides the precise grinding / sharpening of cutting tool surfaces.
A computational approach using the finite element method soon became a mainstream for the analysis of machining after it has been developed. Because, it provides a nearly exact displacement and/or velocity field depending on the assumptions made while building the model for orthogonal metal cutting operation.

In finite element simulation of large deformation solid mechanics processes, two numerical formulations have been extensively used; the Lagrangian formulation and the Eulerian formulation.

![Numerical models](image)

*Figure 1. Numerical models (a) Lagrangian (b) Eulerian*

In the former approach, the finite element mesh is attached to the material and follows its deformation, whereas in the latter, the mesh is fixed in space while the material flows through the mesh. The Lagrangian approach is largely used in solid mechanics applications and is particularly suitable for cases in which unconstrained flow occurs over free boundaries, because the mesh closely represents material boundaries.

The Lagrangian formulation is easy to implement, efficient and fast converging, especially when the strains are relatively small. However, difficulties arise when this approach is used for problems involving large deformation, nonlinear boundary conditions that change in the course of deformation, and when element distortion and mesh entanglement are critical factors in the analysis. In addition, load, fluctuation often occurs if boundary conditions change in the course of deformation.

Eulerian approaches, tracking volumes rather than material particles, did not have the burden of remeshing distorted meshes (Strenkowski and Athavale, 1997). However, steady state free-surface tracking algorithms were necessary and relied on assumptions such as uniform chip thickness, not allowing the modelling of milling processes or segmented chip formation.

As M.S. Gadala is saying in the paper „On the mesh motion for ALE modelling of metal forming processes”, it may be concluded that neither Lagrangian nor Eulerian approaches alone are well-suited for modelling
deformation processes involving both large deformation and unconstrained flow of material.

In fact, the strong point of each method is the weakness of the other, and the two methods complement each other in this respect. The application of Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation in metal-forming operations is born out of the need for an approach that can combine the advantages of both methods while avoiding their drawbacks. In an ALE analysis, the FE mesh is neither attached to the material nor fixed in space, but each degree of freedom of the system may be assigned an arbitrary motion independent of the material deformation.

Therefore, ALE is a general formulation that may reduce to Eulerian or Lagrangian formulations as special cases. This provides a powerful tool for modelling processes where large and highly localized deformation of material occurs, and significant unconstrained flows of material on free boundaries are evident.

2. The cutting process simulation using the finite element analysis

To achieve this simulation we have used DEFORM 2D application, which, next with other FEA applications, allows the use of the Lagrangian method to simulate the cutting process.

We decide to use this method because in this simulation we follow the strain and temperature distribution at the tool tip.

In this paper we have used the turning process for simulation. In the literature, in some points of view, the turning process is frequently studied, but in the present work we chose to study a particular case, in which all the following parameters are the same in all situations:

– Tool material – Tungsten Carbide (WC);
– Workpiece material - 15CrNi6;
– Cutting speed 100 [m/min];
– Cutting depth 0.5 [mm];
– Feed 0.1 [mm/rev];
– Ambient temperature 20 [°C];
– Shear friction factor 0.6.

As it is known, the tool tip radius influence the surface condition, in terms of the cutting depth, the workpiece rotation speed and the tool feed. Another very important influence on the surface state has the tool geometry modification, due to temperature and forces occurred during cutting.

In this tool tip radius influence analysis on the cutting parameters, we considered three different radii, while the other geometric parameters of the tool remained unchanged (Figure 2).

Figure 3 shows the results obtained from cutting simulation, wherefrom result that the increasing of nose radius lead to an increase of tensions in the cutting area up to a value of approximately 860 MPa at the same processing conditions.
However, the values of cutting forces occurred in cutting were higher at larger radii (Figure 4).

![Figure 2. Tool geometry. Variable radius](image)

![Figure 3. The stress distribution on the cutting area](image)

The tip radius increase also influences the chips formation in terms of thickness, which leads to some different chips form.

![Figure 4. The tool tip radius influence on the cutting forces by X direction](image)
The stress distribution in the workpiece is directly influenced by the geometric shape of the tool tip.
Thereby increasing the tool tip radius, the stress distribution is a radial one, on a larger area of workpiece, reason for which the chips deformation is smaller.
For a small radius of the tool tip we get a sudden cutting forces increase at the cutting beginning, than the forces maintaining a value of around 122 N. Increasing the radius, the forces values are increasing too, and their maintaining is more difficult.
In figure 5 are presented the results obtained from temperature distribution simulation in the cutting area after the tip radius is modified. It can be observed a temperature increase to a value of about 372°C to 465°C (Figure 5).
The temperature distribution is directly influenced by the tool tip geometry, and this influences the generated chips temperature.
For a smaller radius we obtain a temperature distribution on the smaller chip surface, which leads to a more pronounced deformation of the chip.
For a greater radius we obtain a temperature distribution on the bigger chip surface. Thus, besides the tool geometric shape which tends to compress the material, the temperature favours this too.

![Temperature distribution in the cutting area](image1)

**Figure 5. Temperature distribution in the cutting area**

![Temperature vs. time](image2)

**Figure 6. Tool tip radius influence on the temperature in the cutting area**
Figure 6 shows the range of temperature values occurring during the cutting process for the three studied variants.

It can be seen that for radii of 0.2 and 0.3 mm, the temperature oscillations are similar to the same time intervals, only that range of temperature is higher. Well for such a growth range of 0.1 mm for \( R = 0.2 \) mm we have an increased temperature of 14.8% and, the increase of radius with 0.2 mm for \( R = 0.3 \) mm, we have an increase temperature of 18.4%.

3. Conclusions

Following the variation analysis of the tool tip radius, in the paper are presented findings related to the workpiece and tool temperature, the chips geometry and the stress distribution.

The chip deformation style is also influenced by the tool tip changes, which presents the cutting processes analysis perspective using DEFORM 2D software.

This study presents the analysis perspective of the influence of tool geometric parameters on the surface quality and for the entire cutting process.
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Abstract

Among the various surface protection processes the coating has an important role with metals and within this the hot-dip galvanizing, which classic application field is the atmospheric load. This technology permanently developed known from the 18th century is widely used in Europe for protecting metal construction surfaces. The hot-dip galvanizing technology also spreads in Hungary but it doesn’t reach the European application proportion. Nowadays new expectation arises with new applications: wear resistance in sliding applications. We launched an experimental research to study the wear resistance of different layers. This article gives a brief review about the historical background and the base stage of our measurements.
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1. Introduction

The wear – and – tear of metal constructions is caused by the fatigue and the friction, the wear caused by friction and first of all the corrosion. The metal constructions without protected surface get ruined sooner or later as a result of surrounding agents first of all of the air oxygen and moisture content further more because of impurities (gases, dust, soot, etc).

If an iron or steel surface is left without protection, then first reddish-brown spots appear later larger and larger similar consistent surfaces.

Porous, lamellar structure formation covers the whole surface slowly. This process continues till the whole structure doesn’t change to such formation. This formation is the rust, the process is the corrosion.

The iron without protection loses about 0,1 mm from its thickness yearly because of atmospheric effects.

The corroding processes take place by chemical electrochemical ways and in many cases mechanical effects take also part in these. The corrosion – the returning of the metals to the lowest energy level – is perhaps the sole true feature of the majority of iron – and iron based alloys. The inclination to corrosion of the metals is so great that without protecting their surfaces the structures are generally not capable perform their long – lasting function.
Reducing the losses for protecting the metal constructions various processes have been developed which are called comprehensively surface – protection. The corrosion follows is any case, it is not yet all the same how fast it takes place.

2. Layers for surface protections

The task of corrosion protection – that can be temporary or permanent depending on the required time of protection – influencing, reducing by active or passive way the corrosion speed. By active way with proper forming the construction from the corrosion protection point of view, as for with surface protecting process by developing surface coating resisting against load, securing passive protection. Among the various surface protection processes the coating has an important role with metals and within this the hot-dip galvanizing, which classic application field is the atmospheric load. This technology permanently developed known from the 18th century (fig.1.) is widely used is Europe for protecting metal construction surfaces.

The hot-dip galvanizing technology also spreads in Hungary but it doesn’t reach the European application proportion. The cause of this can be the higher cost comparing with the traditional surface protection processes but what is compensated with longer scale service-life and that fact in opposition to painting giving porous surface, this technology doesn’t require permanent service and restoring expenditure. The peculiarity of the galvanizing technology is that
forming the protecting layer against corrosion by mainly so-called „dry” process is carried out. On the steel surface to be coated surface preparation that is after grease extraction securing specified cleanliness stage, after prickling, flux treatment and drying zinc coating is formed containing multilayer by dipping into 445-460°C zinc-bath, linking with diffusion alloy layers and in optimum case containing pure zinc top layer.

The traditional dipping galvanizing basically forms the layer securing resistance against corrosion as a result of thermodiffusion process. During the period in the melt two-way diffusion process starts on the boundary surface of the melt and of the metal to be coated. The Fe-atoms of the steel structure diffuse to the direction of the melt, the Zn-atoms of melt diffuse to the direction of the structure surface. During the period of dipping into the zinc – melt the iron and the zinc react with each other and iron-zinc alloy layers are forming. After lifting out from the melt pure zinc layer is deposited onto the alloy, which corresponds to the bath of zinc – melt concerning its composition. After the chemical transformation there is no need generally for further protection of the steel because of the forming coating on the surface.

The strongly adhesive lowest „gamma” layer touching the surface to be coated at normal structure zinc-layer is 1-2 μm thick, surmount hard brittle „delta” layer thickness is 30-40 μm. To this layer connects the similarly hard, brittle 20-30 μm thick „zeta” layer. Over this layer is that one which sticks to the alloy layers only at taking out the part. This 8-12 μm thick tough „eta” layer composition is equal with the zinc-melt. (fig.2.)

Basic zinc carbonate layers form on the surface galvanized because of oxidation processes. These top layers are those which really take over the corrosion protection. This protective layer is the so-called „zinc-patina” which forms on the surface after hot-dip galvanizing. After the resistant air tint has formed the zinc corrosion speed reduces. The mass of the protective air tint decreases very slowly in consequence of the air adulterants and moisture content respectively by mechanical effects and is re-produced from the zinc-base according to the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, while by such measure also decreases the zinc coating. This process is very slow apart from a few
exceptions because of the excellent, long – lasting corrosion resistance of zinc-layers can be attributed to this process. The layer loss – that is the general decrease of zinc coating – changes depending on the corrosion load. It is 0,1 μm/year at low corrosion load (for example at inner spaces) 4,0-8,0 μm/year at outer industrial atmosphere. The zinc corrosion – rates are lower at 2 μm/year in most European countries. Decade old durable corrosion protection can be estimated because zinc-coating having more than 80 μm thickness. In this case if longer protective length of time is desired or the painting has aesthetic part, then the zinc – coating can be painted, that is can be combined with other coatings. This process (hot-dip galvanizing + painting) is called Duplex process. So the zinc – coating is protected against weather conditions. The service – life of the coat of paint is longer over the zinc – layer because in case of possible scratches or smaller damage of the coat of paint the zinc-layer prevents with great capability of resistance that these damages can form the starting places of corrosion. The paint protects the zinc-coating, the zinc-coating however prevents the under-rusting of the coat of paint.

The length of time zinc-coating protective effects depends on the type and intensity of the coating thickness, depends on the corroding factors helping the corrosion (for example air pollution) and on the additional loads (for example erosion effects because of dust and sand in the air.)
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Abstract

During improvement of the technology the demand of special serviceable high temperature, high-strength materials e.g. zirconium dioxide is increasing now. The mechanical working after sinter is confined to grinding and honing. Our research work deals with a better possibility of material removal. A special measuring system was elaborated for this purpose. The article summarizes briefly the main questions of the topic and next the main parts of the measuring system is presented.
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1. Introduction

Last few decades material research in engineering ceramics gave the possibility new unthinkable before mechanical applications. Instead of the foregoing rigid ceramics the new advanced and better resistant against mechanical load so called tough ceramics has appeared. These are so called engineering ceramics. For example nowadays several parts of the car are made from ceramics from engine sleeves to the break parts. The advantageous behaviour comes from more uniform micro structure ceramics as before. As the structure of the material is more homogeneous the probability of the evolution of local stress centre is decreasing.

2. Engineering Ceramics (zirconium dioxide)

Investigations show, that the phase transitions in ceramics coexists with volume change and can be generated by mechanical load. For example in case of zirconium dioxide during mechanical applications in phase transition from tetragonal into monoclinal the generated volume change is applied.

The partially stabilized PSZ (Partially Stabilized Zirconia) and the teragonal polycrystalline zirconium oxide TZP (Tetragonal Zirconia Polycrystals) are important in aspect of technical application. Firts of all the paper deals with the ZrO₂ machinig, which is partially stabilized by MgO.
The influence of the phase transitions to the micro cracks were investigated by many researchers. The results show, that the optimal stabilization occurs at the 8-10 % MgO content. In the sintered material in case of tetragonal ZrO$_2$ grains tetragonal – monoclinal change can be generated. At room temperature they are in metastable state.

Figure 1. The quasi binary constitutional diagram of ZrO$_2$ – MgO

Local tension stress occurs in case of mechanical load at a micro crack and at its corner in the material and at a critical value the phase transition can intervene: higher volume monocline grain is generated and so it blocks the way of crack (Fig. 2.). The tetragonal – monoclinal structural change is a diffusion and content alteration free change similar to the well known martensitic phase transition in steel. This behaviour of the zirconium dioxide ceramics gives the long term resistance against the mechanical load.

Figure 2. The prevention of a micro crack propagation with phase transition
The mechanical characteristics of the engineering ceramics can be improved with other technology beside the methods of reducing the micro crack as was mentioned before.

During sintering a contraction process occurs and this has to be considered. So the technological accuracy ± 0,5-1,5 % in case of component manufacturing. Many times this accuracy isn’t acceptable (i.e. bearings, etc…) and additional machining is necessary. To this time the grinding and honing was the only possibility to machining. Nowadays regarding to the new possibilities the research works are toward to the new, productive and cheaper technology and one of the new possibility is the lathing. Next the measuring system for this purpose is presented.

3. Two-component Measuring System

Special self designed and manufactured axial and tangential component cutting force measuring tool holder with strain gages was applied during measurements. In this configuration the feeding direction \((F_f)\) and the cutting direction \((F_c)\) force can be measured by the measuring tool holder (Fig. 3.).

![Components of cutting force (ISO 3002/4, DIN 6584)](image)

The operation of the two component force transducer is the following (Fig. 4.). The \(B_{c11}\) and \(B_{c12}\) strain gage half bridge output voltage is proportional with the bending moment in plane \(S_1\) caused by the force \(F_c\). Similarly \(B_{c21}\) and \(B_{c22}\) strain gage half bridge output voltage is proportional with the bending moment in plane \(S_2\) caused by the force \(F_c\), too. If two half bridges are completed each other to full bridge so, that the output voltages can subtract, than the full bridge output voltage depends on the subtraction of two bending moment i.e. \((F_c * k)\).
As the $k$ factor is constant, that’s why the output voltage is proportional with the $F_c$ and it doesn’t depend on the loading point. Similarly the measurement of the force $F_f$ with strain gages $B_{f11}$, $B_{f12}$, $B_{f21}$, $B_{f22}$ are the same.

The type of the KYOWA made foil strain gage is KFG-1-120-C1-11. The main parameters of the strain gages are the following: measuring length of the strain gage: 1 mm, the carrier dimension: 4,8 mm x 2,4 mm, resistance: 120 $\Omega$, the gage factor: 2,1. The strain gages are self-compensated to steel and the full bridge configuration is temperature compensated alone, so the temperature coefficient of the transducer is very good.

The calibration of the force transducer can be realised with standard weight or with a calibrated force transducer. During the calibration process the the sensitivity of the transducer vs. acting force position must be checked.

The measurements were done by Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH (HBM) made „Spider8” PC measurement electronics (Fig. 5). The measuring system is capable to carry out the measuring job very much. The execution of measurement and data processing was done by „HBM CATMAN Professional” software.
4. Conclusions

The great demand has been increased very much for special properties and even conformable of environmental regulations engineering ceramics. After sintering the dimensional accuracy of the manufactured parts are ± 0.5-1.5 %. So many times very hard (~1200-4000 Vickers) surfaces must be machined. Semi manufactured articles can be manufactured only with technology of higher degree of material removal. Remarkable problem is the micro cracks formation during hard state machining. The proper machining and the proper material selection are the possibilities to reduce it. Two component force measuring method likely gives the possibility to discover the correlation between the cutting force and micro cracks.
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Abstract

Polymer matrix composites are widely used as bearing materials for heavy load applications. Still fundamental knowledge about the wear mechanisms of these materials and the evolution in time of these mechanisms is lacking. Currently these mechanisms are only analyzed by post mortem analysis. The Laboratory Soete, based on the well-known pin-on-disc test rig, has developed a new test-setup. Instead of the standard composite specimen and steel disc, a rotating composite disc and steel pin is used to be able to have a visible composite wear track. Standard wear and friction measurements will be further combined with vibration measurements. The vibration measurements give valuable information about the pin-disc contact. The combination of all these measurements should yield valuable information on the active wear mechanisms, the occurrence of fiber and matrix fracture, fiber pull out, generated frictional heat, formation mechanisms of wear particles, and the interaction between all these effects.
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1. Introduction

The study of wear of polymers in general and polymer based composites in particular is finding increasing citations in literature due to the availability of wider choice of materials, ease of manufacturing, good strength, and light weight. An area in which there use has been found to be very effective is the situations involving sliding contact wear. The polymer-based materials are preferred in recent years over metal-based counterparts in view of their low coefficient of friction and ability to sustain high loads. This has given an impetus to industrial production of the materials, as for instance in the production of composite bearing components used in automobile industries such as gears, cams, wheels, etc. The introduction of fibers as reinforcing agents in polyester based polymer materials widens the scope for structural application in view of their processing useful properties. However, the deployment of these materials as components for use in actual service requires good understanding of the processing related structure and its influence on wear.
Techniques for wear analysis are acoustic emission, particle analysis, SEM, ... Most of these techniques are post mortem analyzing techniques. Due to differences between the static and kinetic coefficient of friction, restarting a tribological test means changing the original parameters of the material, resulting in possible differences in wear behavior of the two materials.

2. Experimental

The test rig is a classical pin-on-disc with composite disc and steel pin. A camera was placed on the test rig to take pictures online. The pin is constructed to contain most of the additional sensors (acoustic emission, 3D accelerometer, strain gauges and thermo couples). The pin, made of steel, with a length of 35mm is hollow at the top, because measuring bending of the pin with strain gauges requires a sufficient strain in the steel pin. Two flat parallel faces close to the contacting surface are places for the accelerometer and the acoustic emission sensor. Thermo couples can be placed all over the pin geometry. A ball, from a ball deep groove ball bearing (⌀8 mm) forms the mating surface, or the top of the pin.

Characteristics of this test rig are: relative velocities from 10 till 100 mm/s, a possible normal load up to 1000 N, an online camera and the possibility to place additional sensors on the pin for further research. For the measurement of the wear depth of the wear track, a contactless proximitior is used, providing an estimate of the evolution of the wear depth with time.

3. Test material

![Figure 1. Transverse section of the composite material, with A: a surface mat, B and D the non-woven and C the zone with unidirectional fibers](image)

The material used is a low profile, flame retardant polyester grade, reinforced with glass fibers. The plate was pultruded, indicating a constant fiber orientation
in the zone C (see Fig. 2). The pultruded profile exists of 4 layers: a surfacing mat (A) (~0.1-0.2mm), a non-woven (B) (~0.55 mm), continuous glass fibers (C) (~1.6 mm) and a non-woven (D). This means that the orientation of the fibers will play an important extra factor in the wear mechanisms due to the orientation. The discs were cut out by water jet process from the pultruded plate.

4. Results

Results of online measurement techniques are given in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 deals with the FFT analysis of the vibration measurements. These were measured in the frictional direction. Due to the FFT-spectra, related to the number of the current round a variation in time can be noticed. The first graph is the FFT at the beginning of the test. Here a point contact between pin and disc existed because there is still no wear. Even after 100 rounds the wear is of this kind that only small wear particles are removed and the total contact area can still be defined as a point contact.

![Figure 2. Vibrations on a pin-on-disc tribotester, depending on the state of the wear track](image-url)
The second part of the disc was after 5,600 rounds. This intensity of the FFT is much lower due to several coinciding events. First of all the contact area between pin and disc has grown. There is now some elliptical contact as discussed in. Also the formation of a thin polymer film could be noticed into the wear track. This thin polymer film then plays the role of a solid lubricant. The pin top then contacts pure polymer film which exists from different particles agglomerating due to the applied pressure of the pin. The sliding of the pin into the wear track is then governed by sliding on a more fluid film than the original surface. Later on, after the unidirectional fibers are reached, the polymer film gets removed. The glass fibers in the bulk result in a more rigid backing than the polymer. The FFT intensity then gives higher values again, only now even a difference between the different fiber orientations can be noticed. Parallel fiber orientation results in a smoother frictional behavior and thus lower amplitude of sliding. The perpendicular orientation, where the pin needs to jump over the fibers (hardly any polymer between the fibers) higher amplitudes is seen.

Fig. 3 gives some basic results of the AE testing. The AE sensor is placed on the pin, and the transfer of signals between the composite surface and the sensor has to travel through a lot of material contacts (composite – steel ball – steel pin – glue – sensor), so it was expected that the signals detected on the sensor had a low energy and got mostly lost during all materials crossed. The results on the contrary were very reliable, and could be compared to the material structure.

Figure 3. Overview of a test at 20 N, 128 mm/s, A: energy vs time, B: amplitude vs time, C: hits vs time, D: rise time vs time
Fig. 3 A gives the energy of the measured signals in function of the time. As one can see, high energy signals in the beginning, which are due to the running-in, the start of the wearing were the pin is forced to penetrate into the composite surface. Near the end of the testing the energy also rises, due to more fiber breaking when the unidirectional fibers are reached. Fig. 3 C gives a perfect relation between the ‘hits’ counted on the sensor and the material structure. The top layer, without glass fibers does not give many hits because no glass fibers are broken and the only hits come from possible matrix cracking and wear. The polyester fibers are plastically deformed before they break releasing low energy signals. In the non-woven section, the number of hits rises. Now glass fiber fragments are available in the contact surface and can break. Still the number of hits is not increasing spectacular. This is due to the fact that the glass fibers are short fibers and these can be pulled out. Pull out of fibers has a different energy contact than fiber breaking. After reaching the unidirectional fibers in the bulk the increase in hits is exponential. The increase is due to the large number of fiber breaking. When the fibers are laying perpendicular to the direction of movement the pin breaks those fibers to pass, which results in more hits but also in a rise of the coefficient of friction. In the parallel case with lower coefficient of friction, the fibers can be pressed aside until all matrix material is removed. This results in a glass-steel contact, which then determines the coefficient of friction. The breaking of the fibers is now more related to the shear forces, but the final state of the broken fibers looks the same as for the perpendicular case, so the same signals are noticed, only some times later if one is concerned about one specific layer.

In Fig. 3 D the rise time is given in function of the time. The rise time is the time needed for a signal to reach its maximum amplitude. One can notice that there is at the border of the non-woven and the unidirectional fibers a larger amount of signals with different rise times. This is due to a possible polymer layer in between.

In Fig. 3 B, where the maximum amplitude of the signals is given in function of time and in function of the number of hits, a rise in amplitude with test duration can be noticed. This is due to more fiber breaking when the pin is in contact with the unidirectional fibers. Also the number of hits with low amplitude is rising, which is due to the large increase in measured hits, and more and more fiber breaking.

5. Conclusions

On line monitoring of the wear of polymer matrix composites gives a lot of extra information about the wear track. Possible conclusions about the current state of the wear track, the possible mechanisms and the influence of the fibers can be visualized. Although these results are very promising, post mortem analysis still gives extra information, and is still needed to explain the measured results.
Vibration analysis gives information about the current state of the contact between pin and disc, it reveals the formation of a polymer film, and indicates the wear of the pin resulting is a higher contact area.

Acoustic emission gives structure related results in a basic set up different behaviour in time can be explained by the possible wear mechanisms and their signal content.
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Abstract

Use of intelligent materials has been a more widespread technology in the last ten years in the area of research and development of mechatronic equipments. It’s main reason is that some problems of the utilization needed such a solution, which couldn’t be solved only with new materials produced by material texture modification. In this case, materials must be applied, that changes dynamically its own properties according to the varied ambient parameters. One group of these materials is electro-reologic (ER) liquids that change their shear strength according to the electric field. The main aim of this work is the modification of basic properties of this kind of liquids and specification of its utilization possibilities in mechatronic systems such as hydraulic control equipments. Mathematical model as well as its numerical solution of a flow control valve (ER valve) as an appropriate element of Hydraulic systems has been prepared during this work. Function tests of this unit have been carried out by computer aided simulation of the above mentioned mathematical model.
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1. Introduction

The ER phenomenon as a material model is described by the Bingham model related to ER liquids, which is based on the mathematical model describing the non-newton liquids. The Bingham model is a complex viscoplastic rheological model. As a material model it can be divided into an ideally ductile an ideally viscous member. (Fig. 1 )

![Figure 1. The Bingham model](image)
Research Objectives
The aim of testing of the flow properties of the ER liquids is to establish a model, which can be generally applied of testing the behaviours of ER liquids made of different materials considering the physical data of the applied materials. By computer simulation the parameters of this mathematical model can be determined, which can be generated by minimum search. As the first step of the model identification the approximate search of the minimum of the established target function is accomplished by genetic algorithm, then the refinement of the result with the known numerical methods. During my further researches I would like to examine the possibility of usability various plants as ER liquids as well as the conductance of plant oils.

2. The application of the flow regulator

During the further material and application tests it is practical to use a device which has application possibilities too. In this consideration for further investigations we need the design of a hydraulic ER valve, which can be operated built in hydraulic circuits.
The Numerical Solution of the Applied Mathematical Model
The solution of the mathematical model of the ER valve was accomplished by MATLAB with block–oriented method, using Kelvin-Thompson return-circuit principle.

With this method the volume, which was evolved by the constant pressure difference, put on the ER valve can be measured. In this layout the the liquid volume can be controlled by electric field strength. With this we can create a hydraulic valve, which without moving parts, can be controlled by the application of electric field. It can be seen from the measurement data of the professional literature, that for the evolution of the effect it is enough (2-10) ms, which is a much smaller value, that the indication time of the proportional valves applied nowadays.

3. The results of operation of the model

In Chart 6 at making the simulation results we applied 6 bar inlet pressure.

As it seems on the figure 6, the flow is 42 l/min up to 20 ms, then by switching 2 kV/mm electric field the streaming flow decreases to 18 l/min in 40ms.
At the simulation in the figure 7, constant 6 bar inlet pressure (p0) was used. It is shown that how the flow changes at various size electric field.

The expectable behaviour of the flow control valve at different tankpressure and electric field.
At these simulation the effect of the changes in the input pressure (p0) and the electric field (E) on the flow (Q) is represented.
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The role of the tool path orientations in ball nose end milling
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Abstract

This study describes an experimental analysis of the influence of tool path orientations on the surface topography and vibrations level, in three axes ball nose end milling of 45° inclined surfaces. The ball nose end milling has very complex machining mechanism, because the cutting edge is determined on spherical surface and the result of milling is roughness of surface that is an uncut strip created between the two cylindrical cutting passes. The tool path orientations are determined by feed and stepover directions on the inclined workpiece surface and have a big influence on the surface quality and chatter stability of dynamic milling system. The aim of present study is to investigate finish milling on a 45° inclined workpiece surface with a view of roughness and vibrations in order to identify the best tool path orientation. This experimental study confirms geometric model of ball nose end milling and establish a few recommendations when finish milling at an inclined workpiece on three-axes milling centre.
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1. Introduction

Complex surface machining by milling, is characterized by high production rates, high dimensional and geometrical shape accuracy and roughness of surface and the development of cutting tools, provide a very competitive alternative to grinding and electrical discharge machining (EDM). Complex curved surfaces (sculptured surfaces) are encountered in many objects such as small batch components, automotive parts, aircraft components, turbine blades, injection moulds and dies, electrodes for electrical discharge machining etc.

In 3-axes ball nose end milling, a possibility to avoid cutting at tool tip that is moving in a linear motion and the cutting speed is zero, is to assure for workpiece surface a minimal inclination angle, between tool axis and surface normal.

The cutter path orientation is crucial in achieving desired machined surface and without considering the impact of cutting edge with undeformed chip in
different path strategy with adequate consideration of the chip area variation, cutting forces, temperature and vibration analysis, the result can lead to cutter failure and therefore lead to unnecessary waste of time, cost and poor surface quality. The tool path orientations are determined by feed and according as stepover direction, the ball nose end milling can be (Fig.1):

![Figure 1. Tool path orientations (1-vertical upward; 2-horizontal upward; 3-vertical downward; 4-horizontal downward)](image)

Another application parameter of importance is to use of down milling tool paths as much as possible when the cutting edge goes into cut at maximum chip thickness. Up milling can be favourable when having old manual milling machines with large play in the lead feed screw, because a counter pressure is created which stabilizes the machining.

In generally, upward milling has a cutting process at more favourable cutting speed (the effective diameter is bigger) that in downward (Fig. 2), but edge cut entrance and chip area transition is important for a good cutting process (Fig. 3).

![Figure 2. Relative positions between tool and chip](image)
Frequently, manual polishing operations are necessary due to the machining surface and for reduce the polishing time and cost, appropriate tool path strategy should be selected to improve the dimensional accuracy, the surface roughness and minimal vibrations characteristics. The aim of present study is to investigate finish milling on a 45° inclined workpiece surface with a view of roughness and vibrations in order to identify the best tool path orientation.

2. Experimental procedure

Tooling and workpiece
In this experiment, a new solid carbide ball nose end mill type TORNADO SECO Tools, cod JH 720 was used, with 4-flute, 8 mm diameter and 100 mm length. Workpiece configuration presented in Figure 4, made from general use steel OL 52 type, STAS 500/1-80, with a nominal composition of 0.20% C, 1.6% Mn, 0.05% Si, 0.05% P, 0.05% S and Fe balance was used in the experimental work.

The cutting experiment were carried out on a workpiece with two faces 45° angle inclined (Face 1 down milling and Face 2. up milling) and each face was separated in six little surfaces for different tool path orientations (Fig. 5). The
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First digit represents the face and the second digit represents the tool path strategy as follow: 1-vertical upward; 2-horizontal upward; 3-vertical downward; 4-horizontal downward; 5-vertical zigzag and 6-horizontal zigzag (the arrows significations are presented in figure 1).

Experimental equipment and setup

The cutting tests were performed on a vertical CNC 3-axes milling machine Microcut Challenger 2412 with a continuous variable speed up to 10 000 rpm and a maximum spindle power of 25 kW (Fig. 6). To avoid tool holder collision with the workpiece fixture, a tool overhang of 45 mm was employed throughout the tests and the cutter were checked prior to machining, to ensure run out up to 0.01 mm. Surface images were performed on a microscope with magnification up to 20X equipped with high resolution digital camera and surface roughness measurement with Multi-parameter Surface Roughness Measuring Instrument LINKS Model 2222.
Cutting dynamic measurement was carried out using Brüel & Kjær equipment, Portable Machine Diagnostic Toolbox type 9727 (Fig. 6, Fig. 7), with three unidirectional piezoelectric accelerometers 2, model ENDEVCO type 752A12, fixed with magnetic fixtures on workpiece 1 on each CNC reference milling centre axes (X, Y, Z), signal analyzer 3 and PC laptop 4.

Cutting and measurement conditions employed
The effect of using different cutter path orientations in finish milling was investigated in relation with chip formation, surface roughness and cutting vibrations. The workpiece was fixed in a rigid machine vice and all surface machining were conducted in dry cutting, with addition high pressure air blast delivered through a nozzle, directed at the cutting area. The axial depth $a_p$ and radial depth $a_e$ of cut used were 0.2 mm and they were ensured that it was aligned on normal $N-N$, respectively along the workpiece surface, illustrated in figure 8 for horizontal upward milling.
The cutting speed used was 100 m/min instead to avoid that the tooth passing frequency not exceed the natural frequency of the system. In respect with effective diameter $D_e$ the tool rotation was $n=6000$ rpm, and the feed per tooth 0.1 mm/tooth. In summary:

- cutting speed (m/min) 110  
- spindle speed (rpm) 6000  
- feed per tooth (mm/tooth) 0.03  
- axial depth of cut (mm) 0.2  
- radial depth of cut (mm) 0.2  
- tool ball nose radius (mm) 8  
- tooth number 4  
- tool overhang length (mm) 45

3. Experimental results and discussions

Surface topography and roughness

Finishig operation, where a small radius ball nose end mill at minimum radii demands is used to generate the complete desired surface, results in a surface with a large number of uncut strips (scallops) and for remove these scallops, if surface roughness require, is necessary benchwork, that consist in manual grinding and hand polishing (super-finishing) which give a satisfying surface accuracy, but it always has a negative impact on the dimensional and geometrical accuracy.

Surface quality as a result of ball nose end milling is determined by topography and can be evaluated using different parameters. Theoretically, it is the best to calculate ten points for the height of irregularities, $R_z$, but this parameter is not usually mentioned in a technical drawing. This function fulfils the arithmetical mean deviation of the profile $Ra$, which is used in this experiment, measured in longitudinal direction (feed direction) and transversal direction (stepover direction). Surfaces topography are presented in figure 9 for face 1 of workpiece (down milling) and in figure 10 for face 2 (up milling).

Figure 9. Surfaces topography (down milling)
Figure 9 and 10 details the big differences aspects of faces topography in accord with different tool path orientations, using the same cutting conditions. Comparison in terms of regularly scallops resulting after cutting process, horizontal upward orientation achieved the best cutting conditions, which are in accord with edge cut entrance and chip area transition (Fig. 3) to the high chip thickness and small area. In opposite situation, horizontal downward orientation achieved the worst surface topography, with irregular scallops and many scratches because the edge cut entrance in undeformed chip is to the small chip thickness and very large contact between cutting edge and machined surface. Using zigzag tool paths result the worst topography in vertical or horizontal orientations.

![Surfaces topography (up milling)](image)

**Figure 10.** Surfaces topografy (up milling)

![Comparison of Ra parameter value for various tool path orientations](image)

**Figure 11.** Comparison of Ra parameter value for various tool path orientations

The average mean surface roughness $Ra$, adopted to determine the longitudinal and transversal workpiece roughness, was measured for a sampling length of 4.0 mm and cut-off length of 0.8 mm, and represented in figure 11 a) for face 1 (down milling) and figure 11 b) for face 2 (up milling). The result clearly illustrate in graphics that using a vertical upward orientation (surfaces 11, 21) gave the lowest surface roughness and in generally lowest values for down milling. The biggest values are results for zigzag tool path (surfaces 15, 25) and especially in vertical orientations.
Dynamic of cutting and vibrations

Ball nose end mills generate complex chip geometry and non-uniform thickness distribution along the cutting edge and work contact zone (Fig. 3), creating cutting forces in three Cartesian directions. The cutting force is proportional to the chip thickness and may excite the machine tool system and presence of chatter leads to poor surface finish, chipping of the tool and large dynamic loads on the spindle and table structure. Most of the research focuses on chatter stability in milling and presented analytical prediction but study about vibrations level in respect to cutting path are scant. Therefore, a detailed knowledge on the evaluation of vibrations in different cutter path strategies for finish milling is essential.

Cutting vibrations measurement were carried out using scheme from figure 7, where the dynamic signal was analyzed and stored for each tool path strategy for 50 seconds of machining. Data analysis was performed using special software PULSE LabShop Version 10.3 in CPB mod analyzer (frequency / time / amplitude of vibration speed Fig. 12).

![Figure 12. CPB diagram (horizontal zigzag 2.6 for Z axis)](image)

The software has a facility to study different frequency band slice on a CPB diagram and see the amplitude of vibrations in time domain (Fig. 13). The dynamic signal is periodically, carried to the rotating tool (6000 rpm) and tooth number (4), resulting a fundamental frequency f=400 Hz for study. Results of measurement are represented in figure 14.

The level vibrations is in generally higher for up milling (Fig. 14, b) and especially for zigzag tool path, result in correspondence with surface roughness (Fig. 11, b). The milling process has good cutting conditions (low vibration level) for vertical upward and horizontal upward (surfaces 11, 12).
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4. Conclusions

This experimental study confirms geometric model of ball nose end milling and following conclusions have been derived, when finish milling at an inclined workpiece angle of $45^\circ$:

– using a vertical upward tool path, gave the lowest roughness and vibrations;
– the worst surface and high vibrations level was obtained using zigzag tool path;
– avoid as much as possible downward tool path when the effective cutting edge is near to the tip tool and cutting speed is reduced to low effective diameter;
– down milling is more favourable process that up milling in all tool path strategies.
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Abstract

A modification is suggested to the Brenner potential cut-off function in order to compute atomic forces of carbon nanostructures in a more realistic way and giving a possibility to fit the atomic forces to experimental data. With the modified Brenner potential the loading diagram and the tensile strength were determined for an example of the carbon nanotube networks. According to these new computational results carbon nanotube networks can be the materials which inherit the extremely high strength of the graphite sheet and they bring this property in all directions of the 3D space (not only in 1 direction as the nanotubes).
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1. Introduction

The sp² carbon-carbon bond in a graphite layer is the strongest of all chemical bonds in solids. Theoretical strength values of the graphene were determined as $\sigma_C \cong 0.316$TPa derived from the Young’s modulus and $\sigma_T \cong 0.14-0.177$TPa derived from the work of fracture. This theoretical strength is important because it is the maximum theoretical strength for all solids.

The carbon nanotubes could be the materials which approach the theoretical strength of the graphene. Direct mechanical measurements of the tensile strength were carried out on multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNC) and on single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) ropes. To determine the tensile strength a theoretical way was carried out by molecular mechanical calculations using different energetic potential functions. Different types of SWCNT-s were studied using primarily the empirical Brenner potential. For the same purpose the Tersoff and the Morse potential were used, as well. Recently the finite deformation shell theory was developed for theoretical studies of carbon nanotubes. This continuum theory is based on use interatomic potential, as well, and can be the next generation of theoretical methods to determine mechanical properties.

Accordingly, today the straight carbon nanotubes are the strongest materials. Nevertheless they show this property only in one direction. Their extremely high strength can be led by nanotube junctions into different directions of the three-
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dimensional (3D) space. The significance of nanotube junctions was first discovered in their electronic properties. For example a heterogeneous junction built from a zig-zag and an armchair tube behaves like a rectifying diode with nonlinear transport characteristics. The Current-Voltage characteristics of a Y junction are measured, as well, and we may hope that the molecular transistor will be found in the group of the Y junctions. In our earlier research work we have defined a set of nanotube junctions built from armchair and zigzag type straight tubes. We have shown that any number of tubes having an optional diameter can be connected in a junction and we have developed a method to construct their models as well. Our system is created in such a way that if a tube of a given type is taken out from the junction, it can always be replaced with a contrary type one. This property can be interesting in electric applications. Later we have presented that nanotubes of any chirality can be connected in a junction. Nanotube junctions consisting of more than 3 tubes were observed in various experiments.

From different nanotube junctions different nanotube networks can be built. The basic types of regular networks are named as supersquare (the network constructed from X junctions), supergraphene (the honeycomblike network constructed from Y junctions), supercubic (the network constructed from junctions having 6 perpendicular tubes) and superdiamond (the network constructed from tetrahedral junctions). Several mechanical properties (Young’s modulus, bulk modulus and deformation mechanisms) were determined for supersquares and supergraphenes. Special fractal networks, so-called supercarbon nanotubes based on the nanotube structures were defined. Others prognosticate a successful future for the random nanotube networks, although these networks have not contained junctions so far, only disordered tubes as dropping pickup sticks. They could be the most stable and the strongest electric conductors having almost zero failure probability. Researchers hope a new and cheap technology for their manufacturing will be found shortly. Several research institutes in the world prepare them today in plastic impregnated technology.

The goal of this work was to develop a method in order to calculate the loading diagram and the tensile strength of nanotube networks.

2. Calculational method

To determine the loading diagram and the tensile strength, atomic forces are needed to compute. The atomic forces can be calculated from a derived energetic potential function. For this purpose we have chosen the empirical Brenner potential which is generally used in molecular mechanics and molecular dynamic studies not only in carbon nanostructures but in hydrocarbon structures, as well.

Brenner developed the interatomic potential for carbon as

\[ V(r) = V_R(r) - \overline{B_{ij}} V_A(r_{ij}) \]  

(1)
for atoms \( i \) and \( j \), where \( r = r_{ij} \) is the distance between atoms \( i \) and \( j \). \( V_R \) and \( V_A \) are the repulsive and attractive terms given by

\[
V_R = \frac{D e^{-\sqrt{2} S \beta (r - R)}}{S - 1} f_{ij}(r_{ij})
\]

(2)

\[
V_A = \frac{D e^{-\sqrt{2} S \beta (r - R)}}{S - 1} f_{ij}(r_{ij})
\]

(3)

The so-called cut-off function \( f_{ij}(r_{ij}) \), which restricts the pair potential to the nearest neighbours, is given by

\[
f_{ij}(r_{ij}) = \begin{cases} 
1, & r_{ij} < R_1 \\
1 + \cos \left( \frac{r_{ij} - R_1}{R_2 - R_1} \pi \right) / 2, & R_1 \leq r_{ij} \leq R_2 \\
0, & r_{ij} > R_2
\end{cases}
\]

(4)

The parameter \( B_{ij} \) in Eq. (1) represents a multibody coupling between the bond from atoms \( i \) and \( j \) and the local environment of atom \( i \), and is given by

\[
B_{ij} = \left[ 1 + \sum_{k(\neq i,j)} G(\theta_{ijk}) f_{ik}(r_{ik}) \right]^{-\delta}
\]

(5)

where \( \theta_{ijk} \) is the angle between bonds \( i-j \) and \( i-k \), and the function \( G \) is given by

\[
G(\Theta) = a_0 \left[ 1 + \frac{c_0^2}{d_0^2} - \frac{c_0^2}{d_0^2 + (1 + \cos \Theta)^2} \right]
\]

(6)

For atoms \( i \) and \( j \) that have a different local environment, Brenner suggested the replacement of the coefficient \( B_{ij} \) in Eq. (1) by

\[
\overline{B}_{ij} = \left( B_{ij} + B_{ji} \right) / 2
\]

(7)

In accord with our experience more authors have noticed that the cut-off function affects the computation of the atomic forces very strongly. It introduces a dramatic increase in the interatomic force at \( r = R_1 \) (like a camelback on the force curve), which rises sharply with a peak at around 30% strain, Fig. 1.b. To avoid this problem Shenderova et. al. shifted the cut-off function to larger strains.
so that it occurs after the inflexion point in the interatomic potential. Belytschko et. al. have found that the cut-off function affects strongly even when it is shifted to 100% strain. Duan et. al. assumed the cut-off function equal to 1 to avoid the dramatic increase in the interatomic force. Mylvaganam et. al. defined the changes of the slope on the interatomic force as different stages of the stress-strain curve.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanotube structure</th>
<th>σ_T (GPa)</th>
<th>method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWCNT ropes</td>
<td>13-50</td>
<td>loading experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNT</td>
<td>11-63</td>
<td>loading experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNT</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>loading experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5,5) nanotube</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9,0) nanotube</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12,12) nanotube</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16,8) nanotube</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12,4) nanotube</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20,0) nanotube</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20,0) nanotube</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,0) nanotube</td>
<td>105.38</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,0) nanotube</td>
<td>99.89</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,1) nanotube</td>
<td>106.09</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,1) nanotube</td>
<td>100.46</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,3) nanotube</td>
<td>110.21</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,3) nanotube</td>
<td>102.59</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,5) nanotube</td>
<td>116.83</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,5) nanotube</td>
<td>104.20</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,7) nanotube</td>
<td>124.09</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,7) nanotube</td>
<td>104.93</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,9) nanotube</td>
<td>130.93</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,9) nanotube</td>
<td>105.64</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,10) nanotube</td>
<td>134.01</td>
<td>calculated with Morse potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,10) nanotube</td>
<td>111.93</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,10) nanotube</td>
<td>1357</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17,0) nanotube</td>
<td>754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14,14) nanotube</td>
<td>250*</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(24,0) nanotube</td>
<td>125*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6,6) nanotube</td>
<td>152.3</td>
<td>calculated with Tersoff potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8,3) nanotube</td>
<td>107.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,0) nanotube</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5,5) nanotube</td>
<td>1700-1800*</td>
<td>calculated with Brenner potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9,0) nanotube</td>
<td>1400*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10,10) nanotube</td>
<td>1700-1800*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17,0) nanotube</td>
<td>1400*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15,15) nanotube</td>
<td>1700-1800*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(26,0) nanotube</td>
<td>1400*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The value is read from the loading diagram.
Beside the above mentioned problem there are uncertainties in the measured and calculated strength values of carbon nanotubes, as well. In Table 1 we summarized the tensile strength values found in the literature. The values are rather different.

The reasons for the differences are partly because of the differences in the structures and partly because $\sigma_T$ is not defined the in same way by the authors.

To compute atomic forces in a more realistic way we suggest a modification in the cut-off function in the formulas of the Brenner potential. Figure 1 shows the effect of the cut-off function on the energetic potential and on the atomic force curve in the case of only one chemical bond of the graphite sheet. The cut-off function ($f_{ij}$) is a monotonously decreasing curve, it decreases from 1 to 0 between the distances of $R_1$ and $R_2$, Fig.1.a. If we omit it from Brenner’s formulas, the energetic potential approaches zero in the infinite, but if we do not leave it out, the curve approaches zero at $R_2$, Fig.1.b. The effect is stronger on the atomic force function: the curve computed with the cut-off function is basically other than the one without the cut-off function, Fig.1.b. Beside this there is a break point on the force curve, as well.

![Figure 1. The cut-off function (a) and its effect on the energetic potential and on the atomic force curve (b) in the case of only one chemical bond of the graphite sheet](image)

It is obvious that there is a large set of functions which keep the property of the original cut-off function: they decrease monotonously from 1 to 0 between $R_1$ and $R_2$, Fig.2.a. Consequently if we use the elements of this set like cut-off function to compute the energetic potential and the atomic forces we can define a curve set for both of them, Fig.2.b. It is important to mention that a small change in the energetic potential curve between $R_1$ and $R_2$ means a large change in its derived function, in the atomic force curve. We suggest choosing the cut-off function from the function set in such a way that we fit the force curve to experimental results if it is possible. Beside this we suggest putting the value of $R_1$ to the minimum place of the energetic curve to avoid the breakpoint of the functions.

To describe the curve set of the cut-off function mathematically we used polynoms in two different intervals defined by
\[ f_\theta(r) = \begin{cases} 
  f_1(r), & R_1 \leq r \leq R_T \\
  f_2(r), & R_T < r \leq R_2 
\end{cases} \]  \hfill (8)

where
\[ f_1(r) = a_0 + a_1r + a_2r^2 + a_3r^3 + a_4r^4 \] and \[ f_2(r) = b_0 + b_1r + b_2r^2 + b_3r^3. \]

The selection is favourable because polynomials are derived very easily. The two different intervals between \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are separated by the inflexion point of the curve having coordinates of \( R_T \) and \( f_T \) which will be the free parameters for the fitting, Figure 3.

The conditions to fit the curves at \( R_1 \), \( R_2 \) and \( R_T \) determine nine different linear equations as

\[ f_1(R_1) = 1 \]  \hfill (9)
\[ f_1'(R_1) = d \]  \hfill (10)
\[ f_1(R_T) = f_T \]  \hfill (11)
\[ f_1'(R_T) = f_2'(R_T) \]  \hfill (12)
\[ f_1''(R_T) = 0 \]  \hfill (13)
\[ f_2(R_T) = f_T \]  \hfill (14)
\[ f_2(R_2) = 0 \]  \hfill (15)
\[ f_2'(R_2) = 0 \]  \hfill (16)
\[ f_2''(R_T) = 0 \]  \hfill (17)

The role of the 'd' parameter in Eq. (10) is to fit the force curve at \( R_1 \) to avoid the breakpoint if \( R_1 \) is not chosen to the minimum place of the energetic potential. Since we put \( R_1 \) to the minimum place, \( d = 0 \) in our calculations detailed in the Section 2.

The free parameters of \( R_T \) and \( f_T \) are intended to fit the potential function to experimental data. The tensile strength (\( \sigma_T \)) of several MWNTs is known from experiments today (see Table 1) and we will use one of these data for the fitting later (last paragraph of this chapter). We mention here that although the cut-off function as a cosine function (as it was used by Brenner originally) is more realistic in physics, it is not able to fit the function because of the absence of free parameters.

We used a cubic and a fourth-degree polynomial to solve the equation system (9)-(17).
Figure 2. a) a set of the cut-off functions, b) The energetic potential (lower half of the diagram) and the atomic forces (upper half of the diagram) computed with (6) different elements of the cut-off function set (for only 1 chemical bond of the graphite sheet).

Figure 3. The coordinates of the inflexion point $R_T$ and $f_T$ which will be the free parameters

In Eq. (19)-(25) we show the solution of the nine equations for the coefficients of the polynoms. The recursive formulas can be used in computer codes very easily:

$$b_3 = \frac{f_T}{2(R_2 - R_T)^3} \quad \text{(19)}$$

$$a_4 = \frac{3f_T - 3 - d(R_T - R_1) + 6b_3(R_2 - R_T)^2(R_T - R_1)}{(R_T - R_1)^4} \quad \text{(20)}$$
\[
a_3 = \frac{4a_3\left[R_T^3 - R_1^3 - 3R_T^2(R_T - R_1) + 3b_3(R_2 - R_T)^2 + d\right]}{3(R_T - R_1)^2} + 2
\]

\[
b_2 = -3b_3R_T
\]

\[
a_2 = -3a_2R_T - 6a_4R_T^2
\]

\[
a_1 = d - 2a_2R_1 - 3a_3R_1^2 - 4a_4R_1^3
\]

\[
b_1 = d - 2b_2R_2 - 3b_3R_2^2
\]

\[
a_0 = 1 - a_1R_1 - a_2R_1^2 - a_3R_1^3 - a_4R_1^4
\]

The mathematical description of the curve set is not so easy. There are too many conditions (Eq. (9)-(17)) and the solution for them is generally only partial. For example, let us regard the solution for an interval of $R_1=0.145\text{nm}$ and $R_2=0.2\text{nm}$ (this value was used everywhere in the literature). In this case we can choose values for $f_T$ and $R_T$ only inside a part of the rectangle defined by $(R_1, R_2)$ and $(0, 1)$ shown as the hatched area in Fig. 3. If the inflexion point is beyond this area, the monotonously decreasing property is not realized. However the hatched area was enough to find the most applicable curve from the function set.

We fitted our parameters to experimental data calculated for one chemical bond. For this purpose we have chosen Demczyk’s et.al. measurement on multiwalled nanotubes because the measured structure can be derived from their paper. They observed a tensile force of $18\mu\text{N}$ on a tube having a diameter of $12.5\text{nm}$, the type of the tube is not known. If we assume that the tube was a zigzag type tube, then the outer tube has to have a $(160,0)$ structure. The distance of the parallel tubes has to be minimum $0.34\text{nm}$ which is the interlayer graphite distance, accordingly the inner tubes have to have $(150,0)$, $(140,0)$, $(130,0)$, …, $(10,0)$ structures. It means that $160+150+140+\ldots+10=1360$ bonds being parallel with the loading direction have to be broken together, so the tensile force is $18\mu\text{N}/1360=13.23\text{nN}$ for one bond. If we assume that the tube was an armchair type tube, then the outer tube has to have a $(92,92)$ structure. The distance of the parallel tubes has to be minimum $0.34\text{nm}$ which is the interlayer graphite distance, accordingly the inner tubes have to have $(86,86)$, $(80,80)$, $(74,74)$, …, $(8,8)$ structures. It means that $2(92+86+80+\ldots+6)=1500$ bonds have to be broken together, the angle between the bonds and the loading direction is $30^\circ$ at the beginning of the loading. Considering that the angle has to be a bit smaller at the tensile force, the tensile force has to be a bit smaller than $18\mu\text{N}/1500/\cos30^\circ=13.86\text{nN}$ for one bond. To fit the maximum atomic force we have chosen $13.3\text{nN}$.

The strain value of the maximum force cannot be known in Demczyk’s et.al. paper therefore we tried to compute without this.
In a special iteration procedure we varied the value of $R_T$ between $R_1$ and $R_2$ beside this we varied the value of $f_T$ between 0 and 1. It is obvious that for every value of $R_T$ we can find a value of $f_T$ so that the maximum force is the same, because we do not know the place of the maximum force. In this work we selected 4 characteristic $(R_T,f_T)$ pairs in order to compute forces. The $(R_T,f_T)$ pairs with the corresponding atomic force and the energetic potential curves can be seen in Fig. 4. We mention again that in the case of a very small change in the energetic potential (see the fitted energetic functions in the lower part of the diagram) there is a large change in the atomic force function (see the fitted force functions in the upper part of the diagram: the change here is only in the place of the maximum force).

The maximum force on the fitted functions is smaller than the maximum one on the Brenner’s original function, Fig. 4.b, although we do not know how realistic our assumption is for the structure of the MWCNT in Demczyk’s et.al. experiment. The places of the maximum force, the tensile strain (6-12%) on the fitted functions are smaller than it is on Brenner’s function (30%), as well, because we have shifted $R_1$ to the place of the minimum energy. For the tensile strain there are experimental results, as well: Yu et. al. measured about 5% on SWCNT ropes and about 10-12% on MWCNT, but we do not know it from Demczyk’s et.al. paper. If there will be other or more accurate experimental data for the strain, it could be needed to fit the functions again and maybe to change $R_1$ and/or $R_2$. We notice that there can be smaller changes in the slope on the descending branch of the fitted atomic force curve in several cases (e.g. the dotted line in Fig. 4.b), but this part of the atomic force function and that of any loading diagram is not important in engineering aspect.

In the end we mention that the values of $R_1$ and $R_2$ affect the maximum atomic force very strongly. Agrawal et. al. showed differences in the loading
Loading simulations of nanotube networks

Diagram of nanotubes if \( R_1 \) is varied between 1.6 and 1.7. In our calculation \( R_1 \) equals to the equilibrium atomic distance in unloaded state to avoid the break point on the atomic force curve. The physical mean of a slope-change on the curve is not known. \( R_2 \) is the same as Brenner’s original value.

For the energetic potential we used the second set of parameters provided by Brenner adopted here as follows:

\[
D_c=0.9612\text{nN nm}, \quad S=1.22, \quad \beta=21\text{nm}^{-1}, \quad R=0.139, \quad \delta=0.5, \quad a_0=0.00020813, \quad c_0=330, \\
d_0=3.5, \quad R_1=0.17\text{nm}, \quad R_2=0.2\text{nm}.
\]

This set corresponds to the equilibrium bond length \( r_0=0.145\text{nm} \).

In order to compare our method with other works (see in Table 1), we have calculated the tensile strength of a zigzag (10,0) and an armchair (10,10) tube in the case of the four selected \((R_T,f_T)\) pairs. In these calculations we have divided the maximum force calculated from the loading process (parallel with the tube axis) by the cross section of the tubes given by \( D\pi t \) where \( D \) is the diameter of the tube and \( t=0.34\text{nm} \) is the interlayer graphite distance. We have found that the tensile strength of the (10,0) tube is 156GPa for all the four \((R_T,f_T)\) pairs and the corresponding strain is between 5 and 13\%, the tensile strength of the (10,10) tube is 178GPa for all the four \((R_T,f_T)\) pairs and the interval of the corresponding strain is a bit greater than it is for the (10,0) tube. The order of magnitude of these values is the same as more other published results. Our \( \sigma_T \) values are greater than Duan’s et. al. and Belytschko’s et. al. results where the cut-off function is omitted from the calculations, and smaller than Agrawal’s at. al. results where the second generation of the Brenner potential was applied. The tendency that an armchair type tube is stronger than a zigzag type tube is similar in our calculation to the one Duan’s et.al. work, where the chirality dependence of nanotubes was studied.

3. Calculated results

The aim of this work was to determine the strength properties of carbon nanotube networks. A super-dimond structure consisting of (3,3) nanotubes was selected for our computation. In Figure 5 we can see the 1186 atom initial unit cell of 39.94 Angström. During our calculations we kept periodic boundary condition.

The loading simulation was carried out by elongating the structure in very small steps. After each step we computed the new equilibrium positions of the carbon atoms. We noticed for the equilibrium coordinates that any cut-off functions of our set gave the same result as the original one. Namely the modified cut-off function does not change the minimum place of the energetic potential. In Figure 6 the three snapshots of the simulation show the structure after 28\%, 40\% and 55\% elongation. It can be seen that the structure starts to break at the straight tubes and not at the junctions.
In the end we calculated the loading diagrams using the 4 selected \((R_t,f_t)\) pairs to compute atomic forces detailed in the Section 1. To determine the tensile strength we divided the maximum force by the cross section of the unit cell. We carried out the computations for two main directions, Fig. 7 b. The loading diagram and the calculated tensile strength for the direction being perpendicular to the faces of the unit cell (Dir. 1) can be seen in Figure 7 a. If the loading direction is parallel with the tube axes (Dir. 2), the value of the tensile strength was a bit smaller: 20.2, 20.7, 21.1 and 21.4 GPa for the selected \((R_t,f_t)\) pairs of \((1.6, 0.656), (1.7, 0.437), (1.8, 0.237), (1.9, 0.080)\), respectively.

Thus the tensile strength is between 24.3 and 25.1 GPa and the corresponding strain is between 20% and 50% for the direction which is perpendicular to the faces of the unit cell. Similarly, the tensile strength is between 20.2 and 21.4 GPa.
GPa and the corresponding strain is between 20% and 50% for the direction which is parallel with the tube axes. To sum up the difference in the tensile strength between our network and the single nanotubes is less than one order of magnitude, and we mention beside the above that our example is not the densest network.

Figure 7. The loading diagrams and the tensile strength (a) for the first loading direction (b)

4. Conclusions

As the cut-off function of our modified Brenner-potential was fitted to experimental loading data it can be applied in a more realistic way in order to compute the loading simulations and characteristic forces of various carbon nanostructures.

Carbon nanotube networks can be the materials which inherit the extremely high strength of the graphite sheet and they bring this property in all directions of the 3D space (not only in 1 direction as the nanotubes).
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Abstract

Research was performed on the friction, wear and efficiency of plastic gears made of modern engineering polymers and their composites both in a clean environment (adhesive sliding surfaces) and in an environment contaminated with solid particles and dust (abrasive), with no lubrication at all. The purpose is to give a general view about the results of abrasive wear tests including seven soil types as abrasive media. At the first stage of the research silicious sand was applied between the meshing gears and the wear of plastic and steel gears was evaluated and analyzed from the point of different material properties (elongation at break, hardness, yield stress, modulus of elasticity) and its combinations. The different correlations between the experienced wear and material features are also introduced. At the second stage of the project the abrasive sand was replaced with different physical soil types. The abrasive wear of gears is plotted in the function of soil types. The results highlight on the considerable role of physical soil types on abrasive wear resistance and the conclusions contain the detailed wear resistance. The results offer a new tribology database for the operation and maintenance of agricultural machines with the opportunity of a better material selection according to the dominant soil type. This can finally result longer lifetime and higher reliability of wearing plastic/steel parts.
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1. Introduction

In the agriculture the plastics are well-known. From the sixties polymers are considered to be up-to-date materials regarding light weight, corrosion resistance, easy to machine and install. At early stages plastics were used mainly as foil houses, tubes, water distribution and pipe units. The main focus went on PS, PVC and PP materials (Edmister 1966) (Szabó 1974) (Placz 1978) (Horánszky 1979).
A decade later with arising engineering polymers a new field of applications was invented. Parts of some agricultural implements for hard agricultural conditions can be made of some plastic types. The loading capacity and adhesive and abrasive wear resistance became more and more important (Vámos 1983). The seventies and eighties were addressed to the gradual development of polymer machine elements in agricultural machines. The main focus went with different polyamide types: PA 6, PA 11, PA 12 (Kragelszki V. 1987) (Antal M. 1989) (Yamaguchi I. 1990).

Gears are essential parts of machines from the point of view of dynamics and engineering. The research program dealt with key effects of further drive developments: the macro- mezo- and micro-surface tribological phenomena of gear mesh. These are essential to be known for the reliable operation of the machines. Friction and wear are critical from the point of efficiency and lifetime of gear units. Till the end of nineties in the literature there were no general information about plastic/steel gear mesh, even no tribological information about new engineering polymer and composite gears. The research team started to clarify the mentioned lack of engineering knowledge and this article is focused on the abrasive wear.

Concerning our global tribological approach to the topic the right place of abrasive testing is shown in Table 2. Among many other test categories the abrasive research of model gears means only one category in system theory. Some of our earlier results were published in several articles (Kalácska 2001, 2002, Zsidai 2002, 2003, DeBaets 2002, 2004).

Objective

Breakdowns of agricultural machines frequently occur because of the abrasion due to soil, sand and other mineral-based small and very hard particles acting on the working surfaces. Abrasion occurs if the contacting interface between two surfaces has interlocking of an inclined or curved contact, ploughing takes place in sliding. As a result of ploughing, a certain volume of surface material is removed and an abrasive groove is formed on the weaker surface (Figure 1). This type of wear is called abrasion (Bushan 2001).

Soil as an abrasive media means a large category. From the point of caused wear on working surfaces the physical soil types are essential and have to be clarified (Barczi 1997, 2003, 2005). According to the recommendations seven different physical soil types were selected (Birkás 2006, Prokisch 2007) as abrasive media for further laboratory wear tests. The whole soil abrasive media project with polymer/steel gear pairs was built on reference measurements conducted with sand test gears.

Steps of the research, where the main focus is the abrasive wear, was as follows:

- reference sand test with different polymer/steel gear pairs
- abrasive measurements with seven soil types and different polymer/steel gear pairs
- comparison of wear results between the test systems
– comparison of wear resistance of polymer/steel gear pairs in the function of soil types
– recommendations for material selection for design and reconstruction during maintenance knowing the dominant working conditions, the given soil type as essential abrasive media

![Figure 1. Three different modes of abrasive wear of metal observed by Scanning Electron Microscope (Bushan: Modern Tribology Handbook)](image)

**Working conditions in field**

At first the real operation of the dominant wear mechanism of sliding polymer/steel surfaces, e.g. gears and slide bearings of harvesters had to be clarified. Formerly extensive studies were done in this field during the development of ply-wood bearings of John Deere, New Holland and Claas harvester machines in the eighties and nineties (Beer 1995, Pellényi 1997). One of the main conclusions was that beside the surface stochastic fatigue process the ratio between adhesive and abrasive wear mechanism varies in the function of the dust distribution (depending on the height above the ground level (*Figure 2*). Other output of the studies was that abrasive effect is dominant beside the adhesion and fatigue regarding the quick and aggressive surface deterioration, thus, abrasive wear process had to be clarified and optimized in the wear system.

Typical harvesters (*Figure 2*) have many plastic/steel gear pairs in the new constructions that really urge the detailed knowledge of different polymer/steel gear wear under different conditions. Beside gear applications in agricultural machines the increasing role of moving and wearing plastic elements were emphasized by Szendrő et al (2005) and Tiba (2006).

![Figure 2. Ratio between adhesive and abrasive effects in the function of dust distribution (height above ground level)](image)
2. Materials and Methods

Tested involute spur gears

Only generally available plastics have been used for manufacturing the tested spur-gears and other test specimens. These plastics are widely known all over the world: on the basis of sale records of semi-finished plastic products (rods, tubes, plates, etc.) in the Central European region and according to reports of buyers it is supposed that approximately 90% of industrial plastics used for manufacturing polymer gears have been selected. For the measurement of machine elements gears were manufactured with the Fellow's machining technology (Figure 3). The material of the driven gear was made of S355 steel, the quality of the tooth surface in its initial condition was Ra 2.5 μm. Further data: drive ratio 1:1, module m = 1.25 mm, pitch diameter D = 45 mm, number of teeth z = 36, load carrying tooth width b = 16 mm.

![Gears (according to Fellow’s technology) with the reference abrasive media (siliceous sand)](figure3)

The following polymers (Figure) were used for the reference measurements:
- PA 6G Na: cast polyamide 6 (PA6G), Na catalytic
- PA6 Mg: cast polyamide 6 (PA6G), Mg catalytic
- PETP TX: PETP/PTFE composite
- GF30: extruded polyamide 66 composite with 30% glass fibre reinforcement
- POM-C: polyoximethilene co-polymer.

The main technical properties of the polymers are listed in Table 1, based on catalogues supplied by the manufacturers (Quattroplast, 2007):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymers</th>
<th>Elongation at break (%)</th>
<th>Modulus of elasticity, E (MPa)</th>
<th>Hardness, HR M</th>
<th>Yield stress, (MPa)</th>
<th>(H/E)x10 ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA6-Mg</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA6-Na</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA66GF-30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM-C</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETP TX</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Test system and conditions
Among the applied test systems shown in table 2, the abrasive measurements are highlighted. The system approach of a certain tribological problem was studied 20 years ago (Czichos H. 1987) (Valasek I. 2002) in accordance with the DIN 50320 standard. Furthermore the DIN 50322 specified the wear test categories that can be a good base to classify our test categories, too. These testing categories are shown in Table 2.

Conditions of the abrasive gear tests:
- abrasive media: siliceous sand (Figure 3) for reference tests and selected soil types
- particle size: < 200 μm (two times screening, with first and second screening the gap clearance was 500 μm and 200 μm, respectively)
- operational time in abrasive test: 60 minutes/gear pair
- temperature: ± 22 ºC
- for each measurement a new steel gear was used
- the sand could flow out from the sand holder via the outlet port with diameter Ø1,5 mm at central position above the rotating gears (flow-speed 10 ml/min)
- the classified sand was used only once for measurements and the detached polymer and metal particles were observed after the test
- at the beginning of the test a ten minute long running-in period was applied without abrasive particles, this was followed by 60 minutes normal operational test
- gear weight was determined by „Balanta Sibiu” analytic balance, with 0,1 mg accuracy
- multi-teeth measure was executed by a gear tooth micrometer with 0,01 mm accuracy
- siliceous sand having plastic and steel particles was observed by a „Zeiss Amplival Universal” microscope (magnification 40), teeth surfaces by a „Zeiss Binocular” microscope (magnification 5)
- after the measurements the abrasive medium was mixed with glycerol and placed onto the glass of the microscope for the evaluation.

According to the internationally accepted method the controlled even flow of abrasive media contaminates the mating gear teeth surfaces. During the test period a preliminary set speed and torque is transmitted. The weight of the gears is measured before and after the wear tests. Figure 4 shows the scheme of abrasive gear test method.

Figure 4. Gear test in abrasive flow 1- polymer driving gear, 2– driven steel gear, 3- sand as abrasive media, 4- hopper, 5- sand flow, 6- driving motor, 7- braking motor
Table 1. Test systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIN 50322 test category</th>
<th>Correlation to the working gears</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Environment Clean (Adhesive)</th>
<th>Environment Abrasive</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| VI.                     | •                                | Static pin-on-disc | • Polymer pin, rotating steel disc  
• Static and constant load, speed and ambient temperature  
• Friction and wear | ![Model](image) | X | - | • Small-scale measurements  
• Carried out |
| VI.                     | •                                | Dynamic pin-on-plate | • Polymer pin, steel plate  
• Dynamic load, speed  
• Friction, wear and improved deformation effect | ![Model](image) | X | - | • Small-scale measurements  
• Carried out |
| VI.                     | •                                | Cylinder-on-disc | • Polymer cylinder, rotating steel disc  
• Static and constant load, speed and ambient temperature  
• Friction and wear | ![Model](image) | X | X | • Small-scale measurements  
• Counterformal contact approaching teeth connection  
• Carried out |
| V.                      | •                                | Plate-on-plate | • Dynamic  
• Overload behaviour  
• Role of dimensions (stress distribution, edge effects, heat partition and conductivity ...etc.) | ![Model](image) | X | - | • Large-scale measurements  
• Effects of edges, size and heat conductivity  
• Carried out |
| IV. | Gear-gear | • Friction tests,  
• Real gears, polymer-steel pairs  
• Constant torque, low load level, low speed regime  
• Combination of rolling-sliding contact | X | - | • Efficiency, friction energy loss  
• Carried out |
| IV. | Teeth-pairs | • Friction tests,  
• Real teeth, polymer-steel pairs  
• Friction control on the connection line | X | - | • Model of the dynamic friction phenomena on the teeth surfaces  
• Clarified dynamic friction on teeth surface  
• Carried out |
| III. | Gear-drive test | • Wear tests  
• Polymer - steel gear pairs  
• Highly loaded drive, constant torque  
• High speed | X | X | • Wear resistance  
• Wear in the function of material properties  
• Carried out |
| II. | Epicyclical gear | • Real construction with polymer – steel gears  
• „Closed box” test  
• Dry and oil lubricated drive tests  
• High load | X | X | • Friction losses,  
• Efficiency  
• In progress |
| I. /theoretical target of modelling/ | Harvester cutting board, polymer gear drive | • Running field test  
• Wear control of original constructions | X |  | • Dynamic effects  
• Wear in abrasive environment  
• Changing abrasive condition  
• In progress |
The maximum allowed output to be transmitted by polymer spur-gears according to the Lewis formula (DeBruyne 1999 and Eberst 2005):

\[ P = \frac{m \cdot y \cdot b \cdot d \cdot n \cdot f_1 \cdot f_2 \cdot \sigma}{6 \cdot 10^6} \text{ [kW]} \]  

where:
- \( m \) = module, mm
- \( y \) = tooth form factor
- \( b \) = load carrying tooth width, mm
- \( d \) = pitch circle diameter, mm = \( m \cdot z \)
- \( z \) = number of teeth
- \( n \) = speed, rpm
- \( f_1 \) = speed factor = \( \frac{0.75}{1 + v} + 0.25 \)
- \( v \) = circumferential speed of the gear at the pitch circle, m/s
- \( \sigma \) = allowable stress on the root of the tooth, N/mm\(^2\)
- \( f_2 \) = operating conditions factor

Under conditions set for the experiment 830 watt output was transmitted, which means a slight overload from the point of mechanical load carrying capacity of each selected polymer gear. Practical experiences proved that the mechanical overload acts on the surfaces causing increased wear. The slight mechanical overload with increasing wear perform region III. in Figure 5. In the tribology literature that region is called transition between moderate (II. and IV. in Figure 5) and severe wear.

![Transmitted power level](image)

*Figure 5. Theoretical approach to the overload regime (III.) of the tests*

**Soils for the tests**

The sites for taking soil samples were chosen according to the basic principles of soil mapping. The soil sampling was carried out with the Pürckhauer auger technique. The Pürckhauer auger is a steel tube, 1 m in length, its diameter is
between 1 and 3 cm, half or a third of the length of which is open, with a solid steel head at one end, with a hole drilled. The auger is driven into the soil by a plastic hammer and after a few rotations it is pulled out of the soil, containing a soil profile. The auger is made of a very strong and resilient alloy and its hardness makes it easy to take samples from very compact or heavy clayey soils or soils containing stones. Another benefit of the technique is that it enables studies of soil type, thickness of layers, colour, physical type, carbonate, pH value and moisture without excessively disturbing soil structures, and it has proven to be suitable for roughly distinguishing and separating soil patches. The description of the auger and the identification of the soil types are based on the work of Stefanovits (1999) and Szodfridt (1994). After the profile description, disturbed soil samples were taken from the designated layer.

The selected and tested soils used as abrasive material can be seen in Table 3.

### Table 3. Selected soils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Soil type</th>
<th>colour</th>
<th>Texture (symbol)</th>
<th>CaCO₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>wind-blown sandy soil</td>
<td>sand yellow</td>
<td>sand (H)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>humic sand soil</td>
<td>light brown</td>
<td>loamy sand (HV)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>brown soil, Ramann-type brown forest soil</td>
<td>rust-brown</td>
<td>loamy sand (AH)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>lime coated chernozem</td>
<td>brown, mixed, increasingly light in colour</td>
<td>loam (V)</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>chernozem-brown forest soil</td>
<td>light brown</td>
<td>Loamy (AV)</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>erubase soil</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>Loam (A)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>gravelly skeletal soil</td>
<td>yellowish -reddish</td>
<td>small pebble, sand (KH)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Results and Discussion

**Abrasive wear with silicious sand**

Wear volume in mass was measured and expressed in % comparing to the original mass of the gear teeth mass. The plotted wear volumes are averaged from five different test runs.

Under abrasive conditions the trend of wear resistance of polymer gear materials is shown in Figure 6. Apart from favourable values obtained by cast polyamide 6 materials, the PETP/PTFE composite also showed good durability in the tested system. Relative high wear was experienced at the POM-C and the reinforced polyamide 66. In comparison to plastic gears, the wear on steel gears running in pair with the polyamide ones shows a reverse trend. Increasing wear on plastics is causing a slight decrease in wear on steel, with the exception of the cast polyamide 6 with Mg catalyst. Specifications of materials can explain these phenomena only partially, since higher plasticity causes higher embedding
capacity on the plastic surface, which increases abrasion on the metal surface. It is interesting to note, that in the clean (adhesion) tests the highest wear on steel gears was generated by the reinforced polyamide 66 material (Pa 66 GF30). However, in abrasion tests the lowest level of wear on steel gears was measured with using the same material (PA 66 GF30).

![Graph showing abrasive wear of different polymer/steel gear pairs](image)

*Figure 6. Abrasive wear in mass of polymer and mating steel gears, %
t=60 minutes, n= 1330 l/min, M= 6.1 Nm, abrasive material: siliceous sand, T= 22°C*

**Effects of the elongation at break of polymer materials on the abrasive wear behaviour of plastic gears.**

![Graph showing abrasive wear of polymers and its elongation at break](image)

*Figure 7. Abrasive wear in mass (%) of polymer gears in the function of the elongation at break of polymer materials, (A, %), t=60 minutes, n= 1330 l/min, M= 6.1 Nm, abrasive material: siliceous sand, T= 22°C*
There is a loose link between elongation at break of engineering plastics and abrasive wear on plastic gears, with the exception of „POM-C” and „Pa 66 GF30” (fig. 7). It is obvious that glass fibre content strongly reduces the elongation of PA 66, and in case of POM-C the co-polymer molecular chain structure differs from the other materials. Regardless PA 66 GF30 and POM-C a linear correlation with negative gradient could be plotted for PETP-TX, PA 6-Na and PA6-Mg. That means materials with lower elongation at break - more rigid materials - suffered a bit higher abrasive wear.

**Effects of the modulus of elasticity of polymer materials on the abrasive wear behaviour of plastic gears.**

![Graph](image)

*Figure 8. Abrasive wear in mass (%) of polymer gears in the function of the modulus of elasticity of polymer materials, (E, MPa), t=60 minutes, n= 1330 l/min, M= 6.1 Nm, abrasive material: siliceous sand, T= 22°C*

In the tested system linear correlation can be drawn between abrasive wear of polymer gears and E modulus of the materials. The only exception is POM-C with co-polymer structure. The increasing modulus of elasticity slightly increased the abrasive wear. (fig. 8).

**Effects of the hardness of polymer materials on the abrasive wear behaviour of plastic gears.**

The comparison of surface hardness of polymer gears with abrasion wear results indicates that the increasing hardness increased the wear, too, instead of trends accepted generally for steels. (fig. 9). POM-C is also exception and not comparable directly with the other homo-polymers.
Abrasive wear of polymers and its hardness (HR M)

\[ y = 0.2515x - 15.688 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.5898 \]

Figure. 9. Wear in mass (%) of polymer gears in the function of the hardness of polymer materials (HRM) t=60 minutes, n= 1330 1/min, M= 6.1 Nm, siliceous sand abrasive, T= 22°C

Effects of the yield stress of polymer materials on the abrasive wear behaviour of plastic gears.

Abrasive wear of polymers and its yield stress (MPa)

\[ y = 0.0304x + 4.0926 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.7877 \]

Figure. 10. Wear in mass (%) of polymer gears in the function of the yield stress of polymer materials (Re) t=60 minutes, n= 1330 1/min, M= 6.1 Nm, siliceous sand abrasive, T= 22°C

Regarding the yield stress of materials and the measured wear similar behaviour to hardness can be stated. Increasing yield stress slightly increased the wear, too. POM-C is also exception and not comparable directly with the other homo-polymers. (fig.10.). It is important to emphasize the range of yield stress.
in our case because very low stress values result no real abrasion resistance (common plastics like PVC, PP) proved by engineering practice.

The "K=(Re x HR) / (E x A)" factor of polymer materials on the abrasive wear behaviour of plastic gears.

Among the possible combinations of material properties the "K" material factor of polymers with no dimension can be expressed. The experienced abrasive wear can be evaluated with K values, too. (fig.11.)

\[
K = \frac{[Yield stress(MPa)] \cdot [Hardness,HR M]}{[Modulus of elasticity,E(MPa)] \cdot [Elongation at break,A]}
\]  

Results of the tested system indicate (Fig.11.) that, with regard to the described abrasion of polymer-steel pairs of gears, the wear of polymer gears is in linear correlation with the "K" factor calculated from the specifications of the material in question and showing relatively good R². Higher "K" factors cause slight increase in the abrasion wear on polymers. POM-C was found to be exception, which could not be treated as other polyamides (PA) or polyethylene-therepthalate (PETP), as indicated by the previous figures as well. Despite its relatively low "K" factor, POM-C caused unfavourable abrasion wear.

**Figure.11.** Abrasive wear in mass (%) of polymer gears in the function of "K=(Re*HR)/(E*A)" material factor t=60 minutes, n= 1330 1/min, M= 6.1 Nm, siliceous sand abrasive, T= 22°C

Wear evaluation from the point of H/E ratio of polymers

H/E ratio expresses the opposite trend to “K” factor H/E is often used features in tribology to evaluate the wear or friction. Linear regression with negative
gradient is shown in fig. 12. Increasing H/E ratio decreases the abrasive wear. POM-C is exception again.

![Graph showing Abrasive wear of polymer gears in function of H/E ratio](image)

*Figure 12. Abrasive wear in mass (%) of polymer gears in the function of H/E ratio
\( t=60 \text{ minutes, } n=1330 \text{ 1/min, } M=6.1 \text{ Nm, siliceous sand abrasive, } T=22^\circ\text{C} \)*

Concerning the brief summary in *table 4*, we can see that some of the material properties showed connection (linear regression) with the measured wear. In each case the POM-C was not comparable as co-polymer to the behaviour of homo-polymers. Ranking the correlations to the wear the yield stress was found the best (*table 4*).

*Table 4. Evaluation of correlations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation to:</th>
<th>Abrasive wear of polymer gears</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elongation at break of polymers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of elasticity of polymers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness of polymer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress of polymers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;K=(Re<em>HR)/(E</em>A)&quot; material factor</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/E ratio</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0: no clear correlation found, 1: weak connection, difficult to state a function, 2: acceptable correlation, 3: Clear trend, easy to describe the connection

*Results of abrasive wear tests with different soils*

*Figures 13 to 16* show the measured wear loss of the polymer gear teeth mass under different soil abrasive materials. The columns show the difference after 1 and 2 hour operation. Additional engineering polymers were involved at this stage of the project into the measurements to study the role of the reinforcing materials, as follows:
- PA 6 GOL: cast polyamide 6, oil filled composite version
- PETP: natural PETP
- PA 66E: extruded natural PA 66
- PA 6 Mo: cast polyamide 6, filled with MoS₂

Therefore the effect of oil and MoS₂ in cast PA 6 and the effect of PTFE in PETP base can be studied.

**Figure 13.** Abrasive wear of polymer gear teeth in mass%, with loamy sand (AH) abrasive material, after 1 h and 2 h operation.

**Figure 14.** Abrasive wear of polymer gear teeth in mass%, with loamy (AV) abrasive material, after 1 h and 2 h running.

**Figure 15.** Abrasive wear of polymer gear teeth in mass%, with sand with small pebbles (KH), after 1 h and 2 h running.
Figure 16. Abrasive wear of polymer gear teeth in mass%, with loam (A) abrasive material, after 1 h and 2 h running

Table 5. shows the worn surfaces after 2 hours running in case of loamy abrasive material (AV)

Table 5. The worn gear teeth surfaces with loamy abrasive material

4. Conclusions

The abrasive role of soil particles can establish a new maintenance strategy due to specific wear-resistance ranking of structural materials in the function of
dominant soil types. The local soil features can be taken into account for material selection during machine repair. At present research the sand (H) and loam (A) caused very high wear values (10 – 12%) with certain polymers, but regarding an average behaviour loamy sand (VH) and small pebble sand resulted high wear. Among the polymers extreme wear values (low and high wear loss, 2% and 12%) were found with sand (H) and loam (A). The most even wear was experienced with loamy (AV) media. The magnesium catalytic cast polyamide 6 (PA 6 G Mg) as strategic engineering polymer for agricultural machines performed quite well comparing to the composites and PETP versions. The low wear volumes of PA 6-Mg highlights the role of mechanical properties of engineering polymers especially toughness and strain ability of the materials have to be examined in the future.

- Laboratory testing with siliceous sand gives rough estimation of abrasive wear resistance comparing to the rank with a certain soil type.
- The real abrasive wear resistance in a geographical region can be determined according to the soil type (abrasive media).
- Polyamide 6 materials provided large spread according to the reinforcing materials. Comparing to the natural version the composites with internal oil and MoS2 resulted weaker wear resistance. The internal oil lubrication version of polyamides was found the worst.
- Regarding PETP and PETP/PTFE composite material, the natural PETP performed better. The PTFE particles in the base material matrix reduced the abrasion resistance.
- Comparing the natural and glass fibre reinforced PA 66 it can be stated that the glass fibre content strongly reduced the abrasion resistance of the material.
- Natural polyamide 6 is better in abrasive systems than POM C, which is preferred material in clean environments and for machining purposes.

Finally the experienced abrasive wear resistance ranking put into the table 6. Ranking is shown in lines for a certain polymer material against different abrasive media. The lowest value „1” means the first position having lowest wear with a certain abrasive media. The highest ranking value „8” means the top wear with a certain abrasive media. The last column of table 6 expresses the average ranking for a given polymer taking the 8 abrasive media into account.

The statements of this article are based on a normal and moderate overload running of gear pairs as it was shown in „2.2. Test system and conditions”. It is important to note that in case of gear drives running under the risk of stochastic overload, guidelines of material selection may change. The behaviour of materials under overload can be mapped out with experiments conducted on test bench. As far as safety is concerned, it is important to know whether a polymer gear will be deformed with higher wear, will be smeared or will break rigidly under overload.

Also important to highlight that the functions between material properties and the experienced abrasive wear are valid within the testing range of our selected engineering polymer properties and can not be converted directly to the commodity plastics family having totally different material properties and structures.
Table 6: relative ranking of wear resistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymers</th>
<th>Siliceous sand</th>
<th>Soil types (symbol)</th>
<th>Average score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA6-Na</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V, AH</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETP TX</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA6-Mg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA6 GOL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA6 Mo</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 66E</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 66 GF30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM-C</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: lowest abrasive wear of polymer gear (best wear resistance)
8: highest abrasive wear of polymer gear (worst wear resistance)
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Abstract

In this study a series finite element analyses on API Line Pipe conical threaded pipe connections is carried out to quantify the influence of connection’s geometry and contact properties on the stress distribution resulting from make-up and the load distribution over the threads when an external load is applied. In the assembled pipes, small sliding of the thread contact surfaces is still possible due to elastic deformation under external loads. To validate the results of the finite element analyses and to obtain a value for the coefficient of friction for the thread surfaces, experimental make-up and break-out tests were carried out. In an additional fatigue test, the sliding of the threads caused fretting fatigue damage.
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1. Introduction

Threaded pipe connections are used in the oil and gas industry as an easy-to-assemble alternative for welding and in applications were pipes should be frequently coupled and uncoupled. They consist of a male and a female part called respectively ‘pin’ and ‘box’. To maintain a sealed and secure connection while being subjected to external variable loads, threaded connections are commonly preloaded. To be able to introduce the preload, conical threaded connections are being used. The assembly of the connections is referred to as ‘make-up’ and disassembling as ‘break-out’. The applied make-up torque is an important parameter and should be controlled accurately to obtain a good connection. However even with the same make-up torque, the connection’s behaviour changes with varying surface properties of the threads and the global geometry of the connection. The combination of the make-up torque together with external loads and the geometry of the threads results in a complex stress distribution over the connection. Local stress concentrations at the thread roots can initiate fatigue cracks, in time causing the connection to fail. According to Griffin et al (2004) the highest stress concentration under axial load can be
expected at the last engaged thread (LET) of the pin. Newport and Glinka (1991) showed that this is because the load is distributed unevenly over the threads of the connection and the thread carrying the highest load is the LET of the pin. In order to improve the strength of a threaded connection, these stress concentrations and the load distribution over the threads should be studied. Both global and local connection parameters can have an influence on the load and stress distribution over the connection. It is known from Newport and Glinka (1991) that the thread type has an influence on the stress concentration factor in the root of the threads since a thread acts like a notch and has a stress raising effect on the local stress. Assanelli et al (1997) showed that the load distribution over the threads can be changed by altering the taper angle of the pin or box, creating a small mismatch.

Despite the make-up torque, small sliding of the thread contact surfaces is still possible due to elastic deformation under external loads. This means, the contact zones of the threads will change under load, which complicates the analysis of the couplings. In the present study it was found that the contact behaviour of the mating surfaces of the connection and in particular the coefficient of friction (COF), has a significant influence on this sliding. A series of finite element analyses was carried out on a model of an API Line Pipe connection to quantify the influence of the coefficient of friction and the number of make-up turns. To validate the presented results make-up tests and a fatigue test were carried out.

2. Numerical modelling

Finite element model
In the present study 2D axisymmetric finite element analyses (FEA) were carried out using the software package ABAQUS®. Using 2D axisymmetric models for the analysis of threaded connections is common practice, since they produce accurate results with a reduced calculation time (Zhong, 2007). The model consists of an API Line Pipe threaded connection with a nominal size of 4” according to API 5B (1996). The pipe body has an outside diameter of 114.3 mm and wall thickness of 6 mm, the box has a length of 114.3 mm and an outside diameter 132.1 mm. An elastic-plastic material model for API Grade B steel is used, which has a minimum yield strength of 241 MPa and minimum tensile strength of 413 MPa according to the API 5L specifications (2000). In the elastic region a Young’s modulus of 208 GPa and Poisson coefficient of 0.3 is used.

Part of the model of the API Line Pipe connection is shown in Fig. 1. The model consists of a section of the pin and a section of a half box. The body of the pin extends over a length of 100 mm to the left to exclude boundary effects (not shown in the figure). Fig. 1. also shows the resulting von Mises stresses from an analysis of the standard API Line Pipe connection. The analysis is carried out in two steps. During the first step, the make-up is modelled by applying an initial overlap between the male and female part of the connection
and then bringing them into contact. The size of the overlap corresponds to the specified number of make-up turns. In the pin the make-up causes a compressive hoop stress which can be very high and even exceed the material’s yield strength. Once the make-up step is completed, an additional external axial tensile stress is applied at the left end of the pin. The pull-out strength of this type of connection is 373 kN (Cline-dinst, 1976), which corresponds to a uniform axial tensile stress of 183 MPa in the pipe body. Since the modelling of thread pull-out is not of interest and usage factor of 0.72 is common practice for pipelines (Bay, 2003), a maximum applied tensile stress of 150 MPa was chosen. This is higher than the normal maximum service stress of 132 MPa, but lower than the pull-out stress.

As can be seen in Fig. 1 the highest stress appears in the LET of the pin as can be expected from Griffin et al (2004). This will also be the region where a fatigue crack is most likely to initiate.

![Figure 1. Von Mises stress distribution a) at make-up; b) with an external axial tensile stress of 150 MPa](image)

**Influence of the coefficient of friction**

Once a certain external tensile stress is exceeded, the threads will start to slide over each other creating an opening between the threads. This means the gas or liquid inside the pipes will find their way out through the helical path created by the thread opening. It is obvious that such a leak is undesirable. From Fig 2 it can be seen that the opening is highly dependent on the coefficient of friction $\mu$ between the threads. The opening is defined as the perpendicular distance between the thread flanks, and varies between 0.03 mm when $\mu = 0.16$ and 0.41 mm for the frictionless situation, at an external tensile stress of 150 MPa. The opening increases slowly from 0 to a value of approximately 0.025 mm, and when a certain limit stress $S_L$ is reached, the threads start to slide and the opening increases significantly. It can be seen from the graph that the limit stress increases with increasing COF and that paths of the opening during sliding are
parallel for the different COF’s. Based on the simulations, an empirical correlation was found for the limit stress \( S_L \) and the opening \( O \):

\[
S_L = 124 + \mu \cdot 169 \text{ [MPa]}
\]

(1)

\[
O = 0.014 \left( S - S_L \right) + 0.025 \text{ [mm] for } S > S_L
\]

(2)

With \( S \) the externally applied tensile stress in the pin body. If during fatigue loading, the maximum cyclic stress exceeds the limit stress, there is a possibility for fretting fatigue cracks to initiate from the threads contact surface. It can be concluded that accurate knowledge of the coefficient of friction is necessary to perform correct finite element analysis. Since values of the coefficient of friction between 0.06 and 0.15 can be found in literature, more precise values should be obtained experimentally. Further values for the coefficient of friction were obtained through experimental make-up tests.

![Figure 2. Influence of the coefficient of friction on the thread opening](image)

![Figure 3. Load distribution over the threads as a percentage of the total load.](image)
Load distribution over the threads
When the threads start to slide, the contacting surface between the threads will
decrease, increasing the resulting contact pressure. The load distribution over the
threads, however, is not affected by this pressure change and is the same for the
different COF’s. The load distributions for an external tensile stress of 100 MPa
and 150 MPa as a percentage of the total load is given in Fig. 3. Thread nr. 1
corresponds to the LET of the pin. Note that at an external stress of 100 MPa the
LET carries 47% of the total load. With a higher external stress applied, the LET
will start to bend, transmitting part of its load to the other threads. This way the
tooth load decreases to 36% at a tensile stress of 150 MPa.

Number of make-up turns
According to the API 5B specifications (1996), the connection should be made
up in such a way that the end of the box recess (unthreaded part at the left side of
the box in Fig. 1) coincides with the plane of the vanishing point of the thread
runout of the pin. Depending on the tolerances this corresponds to between 1 and
3 make-up turns. As will be shown further in this paper, the number of make-up
turns to be used in the models should be lower than the specified number since a
certain rotation is necessary to settle the connection. For this reason the number
of make-up turns was varied from 0.25 to 3 (see Fig 4). The tooth load at the
LET of the pin with an external stress of 150 MPa does not change significantly
with the number of make-up turns. For an external tensile stress of 100 MPa, the
tooth load at the LET of the pin increases linearly from 47% to 53% for 1 to 3
make-up turns, but for a lower number of make-up turns the tooth load moves to
the values obtained for the higher stress of 150 MPa. The thread opening
decreases with increasing number of make-up turns, but saturates for 1.75 make-
up turns or more. This is because the engaged body of the pin yields completely
and plastic deformation appears for 1.75 make-up turns or more.

Figure 4. Influence of make up turns on thread opening and relative tooth load
on the LET of the pin ($\mu = 0.12$)
3. Experimental validation

To validate the modelling of the make-up and to obtain a value for the COF between the threads the make-up of the connection was performed on a torque machine. Additionally a fatigue test was carried out on a four-point bending fatigue test setup using a coupled pipeline segment with a total length of 3 m.

Make-up tests

During the make-up it is necessary to accurately control the rotation and to measure the resulting torque. In order to do this, a setup was made by modifying an old torque machine. The new setup is presented in Fig. 5a. The test specimen (1), consisting of a pin and box, is mounted in the torque machine by the use of flanges that are welded to pin and box. Drive wheel (2) rotates a worm which drives the gear (3). This causes the pin of the test specimen (1) to rotate with respect to the stationary box. The resulting torque is transmitted to the lever arm (5) which is connected to the loadcell (4). The measured load multiplied by the length of the lever arm (1.00 m) equals the acting torque. To allow an axial motion during make-up, a linear guiding system (6) is present. The torque machine has a capacity of 2500 Nm, and the maximum test specimen length is 400 mm. Two torque tests were performed, the resulting torque-turn graph of one of the tests is shown in Fig.6. The number of rotations was put to zero at the point where the torque started to increase, the so-called ‘hand-tight’ situation. The total number of make-up turns is 1.09 which lays within the area of the specified 1 to 3 make-up turns according to API 5B (1996). The measured make-up torque was 1401 Nm, which conforms API 5C3 (1989), that specifies the make-up torque should be between 850 Nm and 1430 Nm. From the torque-turn data, a coefficient of friction $\mu$ can be calculated. This is done by finding the best fit between the experimental data and the analytically calculated torque $T$ given by equation (3).

$$T = \int \mu \cdot p \cdot r \cdot dA$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

With $p$ the local contact pressure between pin and box, $r$ the pin radius at the interface (at the pitch line of the threads) and $A$ the contact surface. For the two torque tests a value of $\mu = 0.11$ and $\mu = 0.15$ was found. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the torque increases first to a value of about 50 Nm and stays constant for about 0.35 rotations. This is because all connections have some geometrical deviations and the connection needs to settle before the threads of pin and box are completely in contact with each other. Once the threads are fully contacting, the torque builds up, following the path of the linear fit. The linear fit becomes zero at a value of 0.42 rotations, so from this point of view, the number of final make-up turns is only $1.09 - 0.42 = 0.67$. This shifted value should be used as input for the finite element models since there is a perfect match between the geometry of pin and box in the models. In a previous study of Assanelli et al (1997) an analogue shift was observed for an API 8-round threaded connection.
In Fig. 5b it can be seen that strain gauges were attached to the test specimens to measure strains during make-up. They were attached at different locations over the outside wall of the box and the inside wall of the pin. The measured strain values at the final torque of 1401 Nm were compared to the modelled strains. As input for the finite element model, a COF of 0.13, 0.67 make-up turns and the measured value for the taper difference was used. The results are shown in Fig. 7a for axial strain $E_{xx}$ and in Fig. 7b for hoop strain $E_{zz}$. The distance is measured along the pipe axis, starting from the vanishing point of the thread runout of the pin. The RMS deviation between the measured and simulated values was 117 $\mu\varepsilon$. When the number of make-up turns was changed to 0.60, the RMS deviation even decreased to 80 $\mu\varepsilon$. This situation would correspond to an experimental number of make-up turns of 1.02 and a torque of 1200 Nm. These values are still within the API specifications.
Analysis of the make-up and break-out behaviour of API line pipe threaded connections

Figure 7. a) Axial strain $E_{xx}$: calculated (lines) vs. measured by strain gauges SG (points) b) Hoop strain $E_{zz}$: calculated (lines) vs. measured by strain gauges SG (points)

Fatigue Test
On a four-point bending setup, a fatigue test was carried out on coupled pipeline segments with a 4” API Line Pipe connection and a total length of 3 m. The applied stress amplitude at the outside wall of the pin was 75 MPa with an R-factor of 0.1 ($S_{max} = 167$ MPa, $S_{min} = 17$ MPa) and was fluctuated at a frequency of 1 Hz. From the analysis of the measured data it was found that a crack started to grow from the last engaged thread of the pin (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 8a) after 18620 cycles. At 20350 cycles, the test was stopped and the connection uncoupled. The grease that was used during assembly had turned black, which is an indication of fretting corrosion. Fretting corrosion could be expected since the maximum applied stress of 167 MPa exceeds the limit stress $S_L = 146$ MPa which is found by substituting the value of $\mu = 0.13$ in equation (1). Detailed examination of the fracture surface showed that the crack initiated in the root of the LET of the pin (see detail in Fig. 8b), which is the location with the highest stress concentration in the finite element model.
4. Conclusions

A 2D axisymmetric finite element model of an API Line Pipe threaded connection has been presented. It was used to simulate and analyse the behaviour of this coupling type. Complementary experimental tests have been carried out as a validation. Following conclusions can be made:

- Both the make-up of the connection as the behaviour of the connection under load is influenced by the coefficient of friction between the threads.
- A value for the coefficient of friction was determined based on make-up experiments. Strains measured during the make-up tests were in good agreement with the values obtained with the model.
- Small sliding of the thread contact surfaces appears under external loads, the magnitude of this sliding depends significantly on the coefficient of friction and the number of make-up turns. Under fatigue loads, this sliding can cause fretting fatigue.
- The number of make-up turns given in the API specifications should not be used as such for input in finite element models.
- During the fatigue test a crack emanated from the root of the LET of the pin, which is the region with the highest stress in the finite element model.

5. Nomenclature

- $E_{xx}$, $E_{zz}$: axial and hoop strain
- $O$: thread opening (mm)
- $S$: stress (MPa)
- $S_L$: limit stress (MPa)
- $T$: torque (Nm)
- $\mu$: coefficient of friction
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Abstract

Manufacturing of a new type of filter machine is started in Hungary last year. Functional design was done before so main data are available. But strength analysis is also required to design a new filter machine construction. Strength analysis contains analysis of rack and loaded elements. Analysis of main frame elements is showed in this work. Procedure covers from determination of loads to evaluation of results.
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1. Introduction

Result of designing data for strength analysis is available. Frame of filter machine is important part of complex. First loads have to be calculated from weight data.

Data for calculation:
Applied material in all cases: S355 C
Yield strength: 355 N/mm²
Young modulus: 210,000 N/mm²
Shear modulus: 80,000 N/mm²
Quality of welding: 1st class specification of manufacturer
Reduction factor of welding: 0.9
Minimal safety factor at critical points: 1.2

Calculated mass data:
Head plate: 3300 kg
End plate: 3100 kg
Press plate: 2900 kg
Side beam: 1250 kg/pc
Filter sheets: 900 kg
Hydraulic cylinder: 1250 kg/pc
Container: 2500 kg
Electric system: 1500 kg
Hydraulic supply: 500 kg
Valves, pipes: 1200 kg
2. Strength analysis

Loads of frame
Fourth corner of frame are legs as constraints. End plate loads A45 area head plate loads A50 area can be seen fig. 1.

Bigger beams are 400x150x6.3 closed cross sections. Smaller beams are 140x140x6.3 closed cross sections. On geometric model shells are in the middle of walls.

Load on end plate is sum of next loads:
- weight of end plate: 30411 N
- half weight of press plate: 14224.5 N
- half weight of side beam: 6131.25 N
- 20% of filter weight: 1765.8 N
- weight of hydraulic cylinders: 24525 N

\[ F_{\text{end}} = 30411 + 14224.5 + 6131.25 + 1765.8 + 24525 = 77057.55 N \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)
Load on head plate is sum of next loads:
- weight of head plate: 32373N
- half weight of press plate: 14224.5N
- half weight of side beam: 6131.25N
- 80% of filter weight: 7063.2N
- weight of pipes: 11772N

\[ F_{\text{head}} = 32373 + 14224.5 + 6131.25 + 7063.2 + 11772 = 71563.95 \text{N} \quad (2) \]

**FEM model of frame**
Frame made of closed cross sections. FEM model is built of SHELL elements in order to calculate all stresses and critical point. In case of design for allowable stress equivalent stress is below yield strength so material model is linear elastic.

![FEM mesh of frame](image)

**Results for frame**
Equivalent stresses (von Mises) from FEM modelling are can be seen on Fig. 3.

![Equivalent stress on frame (MPa unit)](image)
Maximal equivalent stress is 144MPa in critical point. Safety factor in this point:

\[
    n = \frac{355}{144.026} = 2.46
\]  

(3)

Factor is higher than 1.2 so frame is adequate. Reaction forces in supports: 52561N, 47441N, 23367N, 23079N.

**Loads of leg**

Loads of four legs are different. Maximal loads in critical leg:
- Maximal force from frame: 52561N
- 25% of container weight: 6131.25N
- 25% of electric system: 3678.75N
- 25% of another container: 735.75N
- 25% of other equipments: 4905N

\[
    F_{\text{leg}} = 52561 + 6131.25 + 3678.75 + 735.75 + 4905 = 68011.75N
\]  

(4)

Vertical part of leg is made of 150x150x10 horizontal part of leg is made of 180x140x8 closed cross section. FEM model of legs are SHELL elements in centre plane of plates. Geometric model can be seen in Fig. 4.

**FEM model of leg**

Frame made of closed cross sections. FEM model is built of SHELL elements in order to calculate all stresses and critical point. In case of design for allowable stress equivalent stress is below yield strength so material model is linear elastic.
Load of leg acts on underside supports act on horizontal areas. Effect of front leg is modelled on A19 area as symmetry condition. (Fig. 4.)

**Results for leg**
Calculated equivalent stresses can be seen on Fig. 7. and 8.
Maximal equivalent stress in critical point is 86.6MPa. This point is in welded area so yield stress has to be reduced with 0.9 factor.

Safety factor in critical point:

\[ n = \frac{355 \cdot 0.9}{86.605} = 3.69 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Factor is higher than 1.2 so frame is adequate. This factor is valid to horizontal position of container. That has to be taken into consideration when legs positions are adjusted.

3. Summary

Frame of filter machine suits the requirements. Filter machine is safe. Other loaded elements of machine have to be analyzed but safe of machine isn’t reduced by fault of these elements. It is required only for good working. After manufactured of filter machine a loading analysis is required
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The effect of the punch clearance on the punched surface
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Abstract

The surface quality manufactured by punching is influenced by a series of factories from which a major importance has the clearance between the punch and the active plate. The clearance magnitude and its departure from the optimum determine high variations of the dimensional and form precision and also of punched surface roughness. The paper approaches theoretical and experimental aspects concerning the relation between the punch clearance and the punched surface quality.
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1. Introduction

The principal factors that influence the punched surface quality are:
- size of punch-active plate clearance;
- wear state of cutting edges: punch and active plate;
- punch and active plate processed precision;
- stamp engineering;
- type and state of press that activates the stamp;
- punch – active plate friction level;
- punched material structure, proprieties and thickness.

Of these, the most important factor is the clearance that influences the roughness as the stamped surface precision. The designing, engineering and assembling of stamp pursue the reach of an optimum clearance. The optimum clearance is the bilateral clearance between the active elements. Its size depends just of:
- mechanical characteristics of punched material;
- the g thickness of metal sheet - semi-product.

The clearance determination is from the table or by calculation with the following relations:

\[ j_o = 2(g - h_f) \cdot \tan \alpha_o; \]  

(1)
\[ j_o = K_1 g^2 + K_2 g, \]  

(2)

where \( \alpha_0 \) is the angle of fissure propagation, \( K_1, K_2 \) are the coefficients depending of quality and mechanical proprieties of material.

The smooth zone size \( h_f \) from the stamped surface and also the smooth zone percentage (ratio \( h_f / g \)) represent two indicators of punched surface quality – figure 1.

\[ h_f = g - \frac{j_o}{2 \tan \alpha_0}, \]  

(3)

\[ h_f = -\frac{K_1}{2 \tan \alpha_0} \cdot g^2 - \left( \frac{K_2}{2 \tan \alpha_0} - 1 \right) \cdot g. \]  

(4)

**Figure 1.** The stamped surface: 1 – the elastic tensions zone; 2 – the plastic tensions zone (smooth zone); 3 – the shearing zone; S.T. – theoretical surface; S.R. real surface.

### 2. Clearance influence on the stamped surface quality

**Figure 2.** Clearance value influence on the stamped surface: a) high clearance; b) optimum clearance; c) low clearance; d) null clearance; e) negative clearance.
The repercussions of clearance deviation from the optimum clearance on the stamped surface are present in figure 2.

The a, b, c cases represent the ordinary punching and the d, e cases represent the high precision punching.

*The high clearances* make metallic addition, high roughness surface, where the smooth zone percentage is low and the perpendicular deviation is high.

*The optimum or the next optimum clearance* conduces to a common propagation surface of fissures $\alpha_0$, improves the cutting condition, reduces the medium roughness, enlarges the smooth zone percentage and reduces the perpendicular deviation. The medium roughness surface obtained is $R_a=3,2...1,6$ $\mu$m thru the ordinary punching and $R_a=0,8...0,2$ $\mu$m thru the high precision punching.

*A lower clearance as the optimum* can extend the smooth zone $h_f$ but on cut surface appear frequently superposed of material sheets.

*The null and negative clearances* from the high precision punching correlate with adequate active element geometry and stamp engineering improve the cut surface quality and its perpendicularity. The plastic zone extends almost on the whole section.

The stamp clearance deviation is produced by a wrong design, an imprecise execution or by the cutting edge wearing of active elements. The deviation worsens the stamped surface. For example, for a steel piece with thrust resistance $R_m < 500$ $N/mm^2$, thickness 10 mm, with an optimum clearance $j_{opt} = 1,5$ mm, and a deviation of effective clearance $-40 \%$ to $40 \%$, the results are represented in table 1 and the variation chart $h_f = h_f(\Delta j)$, in figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft steel $R&lt;500$ $N/mm^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness $g[mm]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum clearance $j[mm]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective clearance deviation $\Delta j[%]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective clearance $j[mm]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum plastic zone $h_{fo}/g[%]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective plastic zone $h_f/g[%]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The effect of the punch clearance on the punched surface

We can see, a continue linear decrease of the stamped surface quality $h_f$ [mm] simultaneous with growing of clearance deviation from the optimum.

![Figure 3. The clearance variation theoretical influence on smooth zone percentage $h_f/g$ [%].](image)

The higher clearances as the optimum with 10% worse the surface quality and reduce the smooth zone with about 7%.

Lower clearances as the optimum with about 5-10% produce superposed of material sheets.

3. Experimental researches of the clearance influence on the stamped surface quality.

The experimental researches were made in S.C. Matrix S.A. Baia Mare using a stamp for metallic sheet with $g = 10$ mm – figure 4. There were executed six punches with different dimensions that gave different clearances, higher and lower as the optimum $j_{opt} = 1,5$ mm.

![Figure 4. The stamped piece surface: a) $j > j_{opt}$; b) $j = j_{opt}$; c) $j < j_{opt}$; d) $j << j_{opt}$; e) un-uniform clearance; f) superposed of material sheets la $j < j_{opt}$.](image)
For each experiment, the active elements had un-wear edges cleaned as the semi-product with technical alcohol.

It was measured the smooth zone $h_f$ with the meter ZKM 05-250D.

The results are presented in table 2 and the clearance variation influence on smooth zone percentage $h_f/g$ [%] in figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness g[mm]</th>
<th>Effective clearance j[mm]</th>
<th>Optimum clearance jo[mm]</th>
<th>Clearance variation $\Delta j$[mm]</th>
<th>Plastic zone $h_f/g$[%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>12.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>19.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>24.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta 10$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>27.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>37.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>40.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In optimum clearance stamping, the smooth zone percentage $h_f/g$ is 27,63 % next to the theoretic value 28,57%.

4. Conclusions

The clearance deviation from the optimum produces a quality surface variation next to the theoretical. So, lower clearances with 0,4 mm extend the smooth zone to about 40% from stamped surface. Higher clearances with 0,62 mm reduce the smooth zone to 12%. But the lower clearances produce superposed of sheet material; appear important deviations of smoothness and material wrenches. In the high clearance, the stamped surface has a pronounced frustum configuration.
The effect of the punch clearance on the punched surface
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Abstract

Further improving the previous models describing the operation of planetary ball mills the study determines the impact energy transmitted towards the material during the milling and the milling power. It points out relationship between the ratio between the angular velocity of the sun disk and the vials, and the geometrical parameters of the mill. By exploring the relationship between the model created for the milling process taking place in the planetary ball mill and the milling parameters depending on the mill, and using the calculations executed, data more authentic than previous ones can be obtained on the energy transferred to the mill product during the milling process, and on the efficiency of milling. This information provide a more plannable mechanical milling for researchers decomposing materials in planetary mills, and for specialists dealing with the improvement and application of these technologies.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, there are several possible solutions for producing nano-structure materials using conventional and/or newly developed technologies of material science. During these processes the size, structure, composition, and morphological characteristics of „grains” and/or “phases” can be altered with the aimed selection of technological parameters. Possible ways of production include mechanical milling having been applied for decades in the production of powder materials. The improvement results of different type mills (e.g. the possibility of higher energy input) have made it possible by now to produce nano-crystalline powders by mechanical milling. However, it is inevitable to have adjustability more accurate then before, for purposive milling and the quality insurance of products intended to be produced by milling.

During the milling process carried out in the planetary mill, the impact velocity and the angle of impact has a significant effect on the energy transferred to the powder particles to be milled by the flying ball. Consequently, the movement and impact of the balls are important factors, on the inspection of which thorough mathematical studies have been carried out.
According to Lü and Lai the greater the angular velocity of the sun disk, the greater the increase in the impact velocity as the detachment velocity of the balls increases and the flying time shortens. This impact velocity is an important parameter, which determines what energy acts upon the powder particles during the mechanical milling.

Besides and before Lü and Lai, several authors and studies had already dealt with determining the energy transferred by the balls to the material to be milled. The study of Burgio et al. has been considered initial basis for many when determining the impact velocity of the ball and the energy transferred to the powder. Analyzing the above studies it can be stated that when determining the detachment angle and the detachment velocity they do not take into consideration forces resulting from relative movements (e.g. Coriolis force). Impact energy is described as the difference between the kinetic energy calculated for the moment of detachment of the ball and the velocity of the ball after the impact. No information is given on determining the location of the impact. Although, they give data of exact (measured) speed and detachment angle for a certain setup of mill type Pulverisette P5 and different ball sizes, but they provide no calculated impact energy.

P. Le Brun et al. published another relationship on determining the detachment angle of the milling ball, and they highlight the importance of the of the speed rate (ratio) between the sun disk and the vial, which influences the trajectory of the balls, and even the amplitude and ratio of the impact and friction energy which can be transferred to the material to be milled. In their study, Abdellaoui and Gaffet present the change in impact energy and power related to the angular velocity of the sun disk primarily in connection with planetary mills types G5 and G7 (but also for other milling devices), however, they do not give their calculation relationships. In another study relying upon the work of the above mentioned Burgio et al. they present calculation correlations for determining the impact energy, but no information is found on the location of the impact, furthermore, they do not take forces resulting from relative movements into consideration either in their calculations. Magini et al. give a simplified correlation for determining impact energy in their study, and they focus on inspecting the collision between the ball and the material to be milled. Iasonna and co. Magini in one of their studies examined energy transfer and power consumption during the milling process. They measured electric and mechanical power consumption on a Fritsch P5 milling device. During milling Fe-Zr powder they examined the influence of the number and size of balls, and that of the quantity of powder filled-in on the power consumption. Rojac et al. prepared the so-called milling map of a NaNbO₃ ceramic-oxide system. Every point of the milling map indicates a certain state of the mechanochemical reaction. From the milling map the experimental states, e.g. milling parameters can be determined in order to achieve the intended end-product. For the calculation of impact energy values used for the milling maps, the equations of Burgio were used with minor alterations.

Several researchers have already dealt with modelling processes taking place in the planetary ball mill (Fritsch P4) used during our work, however, literature...
dealing with the relationship between the milling parameters regulating the process and the energy transferred to the material to be milled is incomplete. Taking this fact into consideration, it is reasonable to further clarify processes taking place in the planetary ball mill, and a more accurate exploration of the influence of milling parameters.

2. Kinetic modelling of a planetary ball mill

The description of forces acting on the milling ball in the planetary ball mill is based on the study of Lu and Lai written in 1998. After a verification the calculation mentioned can be used as an initial point for the model intended to be established. A part of this description should be outlayed in point 2.1. in order to understand the whole model. From chapter 2.2. the further construction details of the model introduced by Lü and Lai will be described. The kinetic modelling of the mechanical milling process of the planetary ball mill was started with the following statements and simplifying assumptions:

a) the milling ball can detach from the wall of the vial, when the force acting upon it, pointing towards the radius of the vial is zero,
b) the new junction point of the ball and the vial acts as a point of impact, disregarding the elastic impact of the ball,
c) there is no relative movement (sliding) between the ball and the wall of the vial before the point of detachment,
d) the resistance of the medium within the vial is neglected,
e) gravitation acting on the ball ( perpendicular to the plain inspected ) is disregarded,
f) any rotation of the ball is disregarded,
g) only ball-wall collisions are taken into consideration, ball-ball collisions are not.

Modelling steps are as follows:
– Description of motion and force conditions
– Determining the detachment angle
– Determining the detachment velocity
– Determining the impact point
– Determining the impact velocity
– Determining the impact energy and power
– Recording planetary ball mill working curves.

Planetary ball mill motion and force conditions
The vial within a ball mill carries out planetary motion. The two (or in some cases four) vials with radius \( r_v \), are located on the sun disk at a constant distance of \( r_p \) from point O, around which they rotate with an angle velocity \( \omega_p \), as it is shown on Figure 1. The centre point of the vials is point \( O_1 \), and they rotate with an angular velocity \( \omega_v \) around their own axes, in the opposite direction against rotation \( \omega_p \). In the mathematical equation below, the expressions “absolute” and „relative” relate to the parameters, which were determined according to the
XOY absolute and xO1y relative co-ordinate systems. Consequently, the motion of the ball with a mass $m_b$ along the wall of the vial can be presented as follows.

![Figure 1. Force and motion conditions in a planetary ball mill](image)

Forces acting upon the ball in the vial are the transporting force, relative force, which act from the centre of the sun disk and from the centre of the vial, marked $F_{sz}$ and $F_r$. Constraining forces are $N$ and $F_{sz}$, normal and friction force, which result from the interaction of the ball and the vial, and the force $F_c$ resulting from the Coriolis effect, and the force of gravity. Applying the D’Alembert principle the balls can be described using statical equilibrium equations, if the accelerations are taken into calculation as inertia forces, which are equal to the product of the mass of the ball and the acceleration values. Consequently, the force acting outwards from O is transporting force, the force acting outwards from O$_1$ is relative force, and the Coriolis force acting towards O$_1$ can be stated as follows:

$$
\vec{F}_{sz} = -m_b \cdot \vec{a}_{sz} \\
\vec{F}_r = -m_b \cdot \vec{a}_r \\
\vec{F}_c = -m_b \cdot \vec{a}_c
$$

(2.1)  
(2.2)  
(2.3)

where $m_b$ is the mass of the ball, $a_{sz}$, $a_r$ and $a_c$ are the transportation acceleration from O, relative acceleration from O$_1$, and the Coriolis acceleration. Acceleration values can be stated as follows:
The resultant of forces within the system can be stated according to Figure 1:

\[ \Sigma \vec{F} = m_b \cdot (a_{sz} + a_r + a_c) \]  

\[ N = F_r - F_c - F_{sz} \cdot \cos(\pi - \theta) \]

where \( N \) is the normal force acting upon the surface of the vial, which is the inertia force resulting from the acceleration of the ball.

Using equations 2.5, 2.7, and 2.9 the forces can be stated as:

\[ F_{sz} \cdot \cos(\pi - \theta) = m_b \cdot a_{sz} \cdot \cos(\pi - \theta) = \]
\[ = m_b \cdot \omega_p^2 \cdot \frac{r_p + r_v \cdot \cos \varphi_d}{\cos \beta} \cdot \cos(\pi - \theta) \]

\[ F_r = m_b \cdot r_v \cdot \omega_v^2 \]

\[ F_c = 2 \cdot m_b \cdot \omega_p \cdot \omega_v \cdot r_v \]

**Determining the detachment angle of the milling ball**

Let’s suppose that when \( N=0 \) the ball detaches from the surface of the vial wall. This crucial condition can be stated as follows:
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\[ N = 0 \]  
\[ m_b \cdot \omega_p^2 \cdot \frac{r_p + r_v \cdot \cos \varphi_d}{\cos \beta} \cdot \cos(\pi - \theta) + 2 \cdot m_b \cdot r_v \cdot \omega_p \cdot \omega_v = \]
\[ = m_b \cdot r_v \cdot \omega_v^2 \]  
\[ (2.16) \]

where \( \varphi_d \) is the angle of detachment of the ball from the wall of the vial, Figure 1.

Let the relationship (ratio) between the angular velocity of the vial and the sun disk will be as follows:

\[ i = \frac{\omega_v}{\omega_p} \]  
\[ (2.17) \]

Settling equation 2.16 and after carrying out the appropriate modifications, and using equation 2.17 the angle of detachment of the ball from the wall of the vial can be determined.

If the sun disk rotates anticlockwise while the vial rotates clockwise, the angle of detachment will be as below:

\[ \varphi_d = \arccos\left(-\frac{r_v \cdot (1 - i)^2}{r_p}\right) \]  
\[ (2.18) \]

The influence of the ratio (i) on the angle of detachment and on the ball trajectory

The detachment and impact positions depend on the size of the vial (\( r_v \)), the position of the vial on the sun disk (\( r_p \)), and the rate of the angular velocity, that is the ratio (\( i \)). When \( r_v \) and \( r_p \) are fixed, detachment depends on only \( i \), therefore it seems to be reasonable to determine those ratio values, under, between, and above which the milling ball runs on a different trajectory.

The determination of the limits of the ratio was started from relationship 2.18. Inspecting the relationship it can easily be understood that the angle of detachment can only be interpreted between +1 and -1, that is the solution of the inequations

\[ -\frac{r_v}{r_p} \cdot (1 - i)^2 \geq -1, \]  
\[ (2.19) \]

and

\[ -\frac{r_v}{r_p} \cdot (1 - i)^2 \leq 1 \]  
\[ (2.20) \]
provide the values of $i_{\text{limit}}$ and $i_{\text{critical}}$ by fixed geometrical parameters ($r_p, r_v$).

Inequation 2.20 is valid in case of any arbitrarily chosen speed ratio and geometrical characteristics due to the negative sign before the fraction $\frac{r_v}{r_p}$.

Results of the inequation 2.19 provide the limit values of the ratio, which will be as follows without the steps of deduction:

$$i_{\text{limit}} = 1 - \sqrt{\frac{r_p}{r_v}} \leq i \leq 1 + \sqrt{\frac{r_p}{r_v}} = i_{\text{kritikus}}$$ (2.21)

From relationships 2.17 and 2.21 it can be stated that in case of using the construction of a given mill ($r_p$) and a given vial ($r_v$), the rotary speed of the sun disk ($\omega_p$) and the vials ($\omega_v$) should be set in a way that the condition 2.21 is met, in order to achieve the greatest possible impact energy and the best possible milling power, as the ball detaches from the wall of the vial at this point. If this condition is met, that is $i_{\text{limit}} \leq i \leq i_{\text{critical}}$, then milling will be implemented according to the impact and friction method, when the kinetic energy transmitted by the milling balls to the powder is the greatest possible.

As a function of $i_{\text{limit}}$ and $i_{\text{critical}}$, the trajectory of the balls determines three operational modes, the existence of which has already been verified by experiments of Brun et al. [P.Le Brun, et al. 1993.]:

- chaotic mode (if $i < i_{\text{limit}}$)
- impact and friction mode (if $i_{\text{limit}} \leq i \leq i_{\text{critical}}$)
- pure friction mode (if $i > i_{\text{critical}}$).

**Impact and friction mode**

In this mode, as indicated by Figure 2, the trajectory of the ball is described very well by the principles of dynamics. Energy can be divided into two components at the moment of the impact. Namely, to the normal component, which results in the increase of the effective impact energy transferred to the powder particles, and to the tangential component, which may occur as friction energy.

*Figure 2. Movement of the ball after detachment, when $i_{\text{limit}} \leq i \leq i_{\text{critical}}$*
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The above described behaviour of the milling balls is the most advantageous for carrying out effective milling, therefore it is reasonable to inspect, what set rotary speed values is the condition $i_{\text{limit}} \leq i \leq i_{\text{critical}}$ met with the given geometrical parameters.

**Determining the detachment velocity ($v_d$)**

In order to be able to determine the energy released during the impact of the ball after the detachment, it is necessary to know the speed and direction of the ball. After determining the angle of detachment (2.18), the absolute point ‘$A$’ $(X_d, Y_d)$ of detachment, and the two components of the detachment velocity, $v_{dx}$ and $v_{dy}$ can be determined in directions X and Y, on supposition that the ball and the vial move together at the moment of detachment.

Detachment velocity ($v_d$) at point ‘$A$’ is given by the sum of the peripheral velocity of the sun disk ($v_{dp}$) and the peripheral velocity of the vial ($v_{dv}$).

![Figure 3. Interpretation of the detachment velocity](image)

Based on the indications of Figure 3, the peripheral velocity resulting from the rotation of the vial and its X and Y direction components are:

$$v_{dv} = r_v \cdot \omega_v$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

$$v_{dx} = -v_{dv} \cdot \cos\left(\frac{\pi}{2} - (\phi_d - \Omega_d)\right) = -[r_v \cdot \omega_v \cdot \sin(\phi_d - \Omega_d)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

$$v_{dy} = -v_{dv} \cdot \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2} - (\phi_d - \Omega_d)\right) = -[r_v \cdot \omega_v \cdot \cos(\phi_d - \Omega_d)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.24)
Similarly, the X and Y direction components resulting from the peripheral velocity of the sun disk can be stated:

\[ v_{dp} = \overrightarrow{OA} \cdot \omega_p \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.25)

where \( OA \) is the distance between the centre of the sun disk and the detachment point 'A':

\[ OA = \sqrt{r_p^2 + r_v^2 - 2 \cdot r_p \cdot r_v \cdot \cos(\pi - \varphi_d)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.26)

\[ v_{dpx} = -\left[ v_{dp} \cdot \cos\left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \left( \Omega_d - \beta \right) \right) \right] = -\left[ \overrightarrow{OA} \cdot \omega_p \cdot \sin(\Omega_d - \beta) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

\[ v_{dpy} = v_{dp} \cdot \sin\left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \left( \Omega_d - \beta \right) \right) = \overrightarrow{OA} \cdot \omega_p \cdot \cos(\Omega_d - \beta) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.28)

Based on the above the detachment velocity and its X and Y direction projections can be stated as:

\[ v_{dx} = v_{dvx} + v_{dpx} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

\[ v_{dx} = -r_v \cdot \omega_v \cdot \sin(\varphi_d - \Omega_d) - \overrightarrow{OA} \cdot \omega_p \cdot \sin(\Omega_d - \beta) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

\[ v_{dy} = v_{dvy} + v_{dpy} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

\[ v_{dy} = -r_v \cdot \omega_v \cdot \cos(\varphi_d - \Omega_d) + \overrightarrow{OA} \cdot \omega_p \cdot \cos(\Omega_d - \beta) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.32)

Based on the relations (2.30. and 2.32.) the detachment velocity can be determined:

\[ v_d = \sqrt{v_{dx}^2 + v_{dy}^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.33)

3. Kinetic energy of the milling ball at the moment of impact

From this step on (including detachment velocity determined above) the modell has been further built using our own algorithm. The works of others in known and available literature sources could not be followed as:
they do not provide calculations concerning the determination of the impact point, despite the fact that this is one of the most difficult and most definitive steps of the model,

- in models related to planetary ball mills the size of the ball is neglected, i.e. it is considered to be point-like. This simplification is not acceptable.

Figure 5 shows that the angle $\phi_c$ belonging to the real impact point ($B$) may even be a multiple of the value, which would be determined in case of a point-like ball (point $B'$, angle $\phi_c'$).

The calculation steps of the location of impact is given in details in this chapter in a way that even the dimensions of the ball are taken into account.

In order to determine the useful kinetic energy of the ball, the absolute velocity of the point of impact should be known. The difference between the velocity calculated in the impact point and the detachment velocity gives the relative velocity of the ball and the vial, i.e. the actual impact velocity. The projection of this velocity on the radius direction of the vial will be the velocity component, which is useful from the aspect of milling, so it should be taken into account when determining kinetic energy.

As the wall detaches from the wall of the vial, it is supposed that it will move straight and even with its detachment velocity. Gravitational acceleration is perpendicular to the inspected movement plain, so only the resistance of medium influences the movement velocity of the ball, however, this influence is neglected. Kinetics of rigid bodies will be applied for the description of the free motion of the ball, until it meets the vial again. Figure 4 demonstrates the motion of the ball from the detachment to the impact, where points ’$A$’ and ’$B$’ indicate the location of detachment and impact.

![Figure 4. Motion of the ball from the detachment to the impact](image-url)
Exact knowledge of point ‘B’, that is the point of impact is essential in order to determine absolute velocity values there. For this, it needs to be determined, by what vial angle position \((\Omega_c)\) and related to the vial by what angle value \((\varphi_c)\) does the ball impact by fixed sun disk \((\omega_p)\) – and vial \((\omega_v)\) rotary speed, and in case of the already known detachment velocity.

The absolute velocity of the impact point is determined in an indirect way, which is to be introduced below.

**Determining the parameters of the impact point**

In order to determine the point of impact from the principles of the ball and vial motion, and the geometrical characteristics of the construction were used initially. Take a look at Figure 5, which demonstrates the geometrical conditions of the ball impact.

From the aspect of the point of impact it is true concerning the relationship between the motion of the ball and the motion of the vial that during the time the ball reaches the point of impact starting with the detachment velocity \((v_d)\) from the moment of detachment, the vial carries out \(\Omega_c-\Omega_d\) rotation with angular velocity \(\omega_p\) around point “O”. As a relationship:

\[
\frac{C_1C_2}{v_d} = \frac{\Omega_c - \Omega_d}{\omega_p}
\]

(3.1)

![Figure 5. Geometrical conditions of the impact of the ball](image)

Since distance \(C_1C_2\) and angle \(\Omega_c\) are both unknown, above this the knowledge of angle \(\varphi_c\) is also necessary, further relationships are to be found.
Based on Figure 5 the geometrical principles concerning the triangle $OC_2O_2$ are as follows:

$$\frac{\sin \alpha_1}{\sin(\phi_c - \alpha_1)} = \frac{r_v - r_b}{r_p}$$

$$OC_2^2 = r_p^2 + (r_v - r_b)^2 - 2 \cdot r_p \cdot (r_v - r_b) \cdot \cos(\pi - \phi_c)$$

Also based on Figure 5, the following relationships are true in case of triangle $OC_1C_2$:

$$\frac{\sin(\pi - \gamma - (\Omega_c \pm \alpha_1))}{\sin(\Omega_c - \Omega_d \pm \alpha_1 + \beta_1)} = \frac{OC_1}{C_1C_2}$$

$$C_1C_2^2 = OC_1^2 + OC_2^2 - 2 \cdot OC_1 \cdot OC_2 \cdot \cos(\Omega_c - \Omega_d \pm \alpha_1 + \beta_1)$$

Despite the fact that these are basic mathematical and physical relationships, the relationships (3.1-3.5) together form a non-linear system of equations with five unknowns, in which the unknown parameters are the angle of impact ($\phi_c$), the angle position of the vial at the moment of impact ($\Omega_c$), the distance of the ball centre from the axis of rotation of the sun disk ($OC_2$) and from the point of detachment ($C_1C_2$), and the angle ($\alpha_1$) included between $OC_2$ and $OO_2$. The determination of parameters '$\phi_c$' and '$\Omega_c$' are directly, while the above mentioned other parameters are only indirectly necessary for determining the absolute velocity of the point of impact. Finding the solution for the problem is further aggravated by the fact that if the point of impact is to the right or to the left from $OO_2$, then $\alpha_1$ will have a negative or positive sign in the equations.

Further attention is necessary during the solution for the fact that variables may take up values in different intervals in identical phases of the motion. Knowing the geometrical parameters of a given mill, calculations were carried out between limit values determined by designing (see later, chapter 4). The above system of equations can be solved numerically (using gradient method).

**Determining the velocity of the impact point ($v_b$)**

After determining the position ($\Omega_c$) and angle ($\phi_c$) of impact in the previous point, the two components of the absolute velocity of the point, $v_{bx}$ and $v_{by}$, can be calculated in the impact point ‘B’, within the $X - Y$ co-ordinate system. The velocity of the impact point ($v_b$) at point ‘B’ is given by the sum of the peripheral velocity of the sun disk ($v_{bp}$) and the peripheral velocity of the vial ($v_{bv}$).
Based on the indications in Figure 6, the peripheral velocity resulting from the rotation of the vial, and its X- and Y-direction components are:

\[ v_{bv} = r_v \cdot \omega_v \quad (3.6) \]

\[ v_{bvx} = v_{bv} \cdot \cos\left(\frac{\pi}{2} - (\Omega_c - \varphi_c)\right) = r_v \cdot \omega_v \cdot \sin(\Omega_c - \varphi_c) \quad (3.7) \]

\[ v_{bvy} = -\left[v_{bv} \cdot \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2} - (\Omega_c - \varphi_c)\right)\right] = -[r_v \cdot \omega_v \cdot \cos(\Omega_c - \varphi_c)] \quad (3.8) \]

Similarly, X- and Y-direction components resulting from the peripheral velocity of the sun disk can also be stated:

\[ v_{bp} = \overline{OB} \cdot \omega_p \quad (3.9) \]

where, \( OB \) is the distance between the centre of the sun disk and the point of impact ‘B’:

\[ \overline{OB} = \sqrt{r_p^2 + r_v^2 - 2 \cdot r_p \cdot r_v \cdot \cos(\pi - \varphi_c)} \quad (3.10) \]
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\[ v_{bpx} = -[v_{bp} \cdot \cos(\Omega_c - \alpha) - \frac{\pi}{2}] = -[OB \cdot \omega_p \cdot \sin(\Omega_c - \alpha)] \] (3.11)

\[ v_{bpy} = -[v_{bp} \cdot \sin(\Omega_c - \alpha) - \frac{\pi}{2}] = OB \cdot \omega_p \cdot \cos(\Omega_c - \alpha) \] (3.12)

The sign of \( v_{bpx} \) (3.11) is negative in all cases. However, the sign of \( v_{bpy} \) (3.12) is positive if the point of impact falls to the right from the Y-axis of the absolute co-ordinate system, and it is negative, if it falls to the left.

Based on these the X- and Y-direction projections of the velocity of the impact point can be stated:

\[ v_{bx} = v_{bvx} + v_{bpx} \] (3.13)

\[ v_{bx} = r_v \cdot \omega_v \cdot \sin(\Omega_c - \varphi_c) - OB \cdot \omega_p \cdot \sin(\Omega_c - \alpha) \] (3.14)

\[ v_{by} = v_{bvy} + v_{bpy} \] (3.15)

\[ v_{by} = -r_v \cdot \omega_v \cdot \cos(\Omega_c - \varphi_c) + OB \cdot \omega_p \cdot \cos(\Omega_c - \alpha) \] (3.16)

The velocity components \( v_{ix} \) and \( v_{iy} \) of the absolute impact velocity are the difference between the detachment velocity (2.30, 2.32) and the corresponding velocity components of the impact point (3.14, 3.16):

\[ v_{ix} = v_{dx} - v_{bx} \] (3.17)

\[ v_{iy} = v_{dy} - v_{by} \] (3.18)

\[ v_i = \sqrt{v_{ix}^2 + v_{iy}^2} \] (3.19)

**Determining the impact energy (E_i) and the milling power(P)**

In order to determine the kinetic energy of the ball, i.e. the impact energy, the normal direction component of the absolute impact velocity needs to be determined. The angle, where the impact of the ball is on the wall of the vial (\( \varphi_c \)), determines the amount of energy that can be transferred to the powder particles on the wall of the vial by the ball. The effective impact velocity generating the impact energy is the normal direction component of the impact velocity, broken up into the radius direction of the vial. With the marks used in Figure 7 the normal direction component can be calculated using the relationship
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\[ v_{in} = v_{ix} \cdot \cos \lambda + v_{iy} \cdot \sin \lambda, \quad (3.20) \]

and the tangent direction velocity component with the relationship

\[ v_{it} = -v_{ix} \cdot \sin \lambda + v_{iy} \cdot \cos \lambda \quad (3.21) \]

where \( \lambda \) is the angle demonstrated on Figure 7.

\[ \text{Figure 7. Interpretation of the normal and tangential direction components of the absolute impact velocity} \]

After determining the above, the effective impact energy released at one single collision during the mechanical milling process can be calculated as follows:

\[ E_b = \frac{1}{2} \cdot m_b \cdot v_{in}^2 \quad (3.22) \]

where \( m_b \): is the mass of the milling ball [kg]
\( v_{in} \): is the effective impact velocity [m/s]
\( E_b \): is the impact energy released at the collision [J].

The energy determined using the relationship 3.22. is transferred from the milling balls to the powder particles as many times as the balls hit the wall of the vial. The impact frequency is the number of times the ball hits the vial in one
second. Knowing the total period of time the time passing between the first and the second detachment should be known in order to calculate the frequency of the impacts. Each cycle can be broken down to two periods: \( T_1 \) is the period of time during which the ball gets from the first detachment point to the first impact, and \( T_2 \) is the period of time from the first impact until the second detachment. \( T_1 \) can be calculated from (3.1), and \( T_2 \) can be determined based on the following relationship:

\[
T_2 = \frac{\varphi_d - \varphi_c}{\omega_v}
\]  

(3.23)

Since the period time of the cycle is the sum of \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), the impact frequency \( f_b \) can be calculated. The impact frequency actually in this case means the number of impacts per second.

\[
f_b = \frac{1}{T_1 + T_2}
\]  

(3.24)

This impact frequency corresponds with the impact of the single ball in the vial. Taking the fact into consideration that in practice milling is not carried out using one ball, that is taking the number of balls in the vial into consideration, the effective impact frequency \( f_{\text{eff}} \) can be determined. However, it is supposed that there are few balls in the vial to hinder the movement of each other.

\[
f_{\text{eff}} = f_b \cdot N_b
\]  

(3.25)

where \( N_b \) is the number of balls in the vial.

Knowing the energy released by the impact \( (E_b) \) and the effective impact frequency \( (f_{\text{eff}}) \), the power of the milling process \( (P) \) can be determined.

\[
P = f_{\text{eff}} \cdot E_b
\]  

(3.26)

The above described power may be suitable for comparing millings carried out using different impact energies. Greater power means that shorter milling time is necessary for the milling process.

Based on the calculation method introduced in this chapter, the impact energy of the ball and the impact frequency of the ball can be calculated, and it is apparent that these can be regulated independent from each other if the milling parameters are correctly configured. By changing the number of balls the ball impact frequency \( (f_{\text{eff}}) \) can be changed, while the impact energy of the ball \( (E_b) \) does not change. On the other hand, by changing the diameter \( (d_b) \) and density \( (\rho_b) \) of the ball, the impact energy of the ball can be changed without changing the impact frequency of the ball.
Let us note again that the model described is true and valid only if \( i_{\text{limit}} \leq i \leq i_{\text{critical}} \) is true on the rate of the rotary speeds of the sun disk and the vial (that is on the ratio \((i)\)).

4. Application of the model and calculation results

Using the calculation method described in chapters 3.1. and 3.2. the milling energy values of FRITSCH P4 planetary ball mill applicable for milling experiments were determined by different configuration parameters. Different sun disk rotary speed values and ratios were taken into consideration by the calculations and at the same time the inspection of the full rotary speed range of the mill was aimed at, together with the path of motion of the balls to comply with the impact and friction method, that is \( i_{\text{limit}} \leq i \leq i_{\text{critical}} \). In the model set up, the breaking effect on the balls of the mill product moving together with the balls was not taken into account.

Since calculations were carried out on a given mill type, certain initial parameters were given. These were mainly the features of the device:

- distance between the sun disk and the vial: \( r_p = 0,125 \text{ m} \)
- sun disk rotary speed range for test: \( n_p = 50 – 400 \text{ min}^{-1} \)

Selection of further initial values determined by us was carried out based on the equipment available for the mill:

- inner radius of the vial (80 ml): \( r_v = 0,0325 \text{ m} \)
- radius of the milling ball: \( r_b = 0,005 \text{ m} \)
- density of the milling ball (stainless steel): \( \rho_b = 7800 \text{ kg/m}^3 \)

Knowing the above determined geometrical parameters \((r_p, r_v)\), with the relationship 2.21. even the extreme values \((i_{\text{limit}}, i_{\text{critical}})\) of the ratio \((i)\) can be determined, which indirectly influence even the rotary speed of the vials together with the rotary speed of the sun disk, concerning the inspected range. Extreme values of the ratio \((i)\) are:

- bottom limit: \( i_{\text{limit}} = 0,96 \)
- upper limit: \( i_{\text{critical}} = 2,95 \)

Calculations using the model set up in point 3. were carried out using values \(i = 1; 1,5; 2; 2,5; 2,96.\)

In the first part of the calculations, that is by the determination of the detachment angle and the detachment velocity it was found that in case of fixed geometrical conditions \((r_p, r_v, r_b)\) and ratio \((i)\) identical detachment angle values belong to an increasing sun disk rotary speed, while the value of the detachment velocity increases in ratio with the rotary speed of the sun disk.

After calculating the impact angle and velocity, the theoretical impact energy values belonging to the different sun disk rotary speed values were determined using the relationships of the previous subsection, for a single ball. The calculation results are shown on Figure 8.

It can be seen in Figure 8 that by increasing the rotary speed of the sun disk, the value of the impact energy increases squared up to a certain ratio. It can be
seen that by $i=2.96$ speed ratio the curve of the impact energy is between the curves $i=1.5$ and $i=2$. This results in that probably there is an optimal value between the values $i=2$ and $i=2.96$, where the impact energy is the greatest possible. This assumption is verified by the set of curves shown on Figure 9. The curves indicate the change of the impact energy by increasing the ratio, belonging to different rotary speed values of the sun disk. Looking at the diagram it can be found that by given geometrical conditions and configured parameters, the greatest impact energy can be achieved by approximately $i=2.5$. If the impact frequency of the balls can also be taken into account, which is mainly the function of the detachment and impact angles, then using the relationship 3.25, the power of the milling process can be determined.

Figure 8. Change of the impact energy ($E_b$) as a function of the sun disk rotary speed ($n_p$) and the ratio ($i$)

Figure 9. Changes of the impact energy ($E_b$) as a function ($E_b(i)$) of increasing the ratio ($i$) by different rotary speeds values ($n_p$)
When inspecting theoretical power values belonging to different sun disk rotary speed values and velocity rates (Figure 10), it can be found that greater and greater power values belong to increasing rotary speed values. The curves calculated are cubic ones.

In opposition to the changes of the impact energy shown in Figure 8, it can be observed on Figure 10 that the values of the curve belonging to $i=2.5$ are lower than those belonging to $i=2$ and $i=2.96$. The result is surprising as lower power belongs to a velocity ratio causing the greatest impact energy. This can be explained by the fact that in the case of this ratio ($i=2.5$) the impact frequency is lower, that is the balls spend more time on the wall of the vial.
If the milling power is represented as a function of the ratio, at different sun disk rotary speed values (Figure 11), then the optimum velocity rate from the aspect of milling power can be determined. On Figure 11 this is around the value \( i = 2.96 \).

Using Figures 9 and 11 such an optimum range of ratio can be highlighted, which is maximal from the aspect of both the impact energy, and the milling power. This range, by the above determined geometrical parameters, is without doubt between \( i = 2 - 2.5 \).

The calculation results (charts) of the model we have established were determined for given initial parameters, demonstrating the applicability of the method, it is still suitable in case of arbitrarily selected other configuration and geometrical parameters for characterizing the milling process in a planetary ball mill. Of course, it is essential that the selected geometrical parameters should be like that the condition \( i_{\text{limit}} \leq i \leq i_{\text{critical}} \) is always fulfilled for the speed rate range.

**Effects of the size changes of the milling ball and the vial, and the number of balls**

The above described results were determined by fixed ball and vial sizes. In order to inspect the effect of the size changes of the milling set (ball, vial) on the impact energy and power, further calculations were carried out.

First only the size changes of the vial were inspected by the same ball size, then the size of the ball was increased, and the size of the vial remained unchanged, and finally, both the ball size and the vial size were doubled. The main initial parameters of the calculations are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studied events</th>
<th>Configured parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n_p ) [rpm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simple vial and ball size</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double ball size</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double vial size</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double vial and ball size</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diagram showing the changes of the impact energy are illustrated in Figure 12.

It can be seen in the figure that the calculation results well demonstrate and reflect the impact energy increase expected. The results show that the increase in the vial size does not have such an effect on the increase of the impact energy, as the change of the ball size. By increasing the size of the milling set (ball, vial) together results in the greatest impact energy.
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Figure 12. Development of the impact energy due to the changes of the ball size and the vial size

The change of the milling power has a slightly smaller increase (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Development of the milling power due to the changes of the ball and the vial

Table 2. Results of the calculations inspecting the effects of ball and vial size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>simple vial and ball size</th>
<th>double vial size</th>
<th>double ball size</th>
<th>double vial and ball size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact energy [mJ]</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact energy increase in per cent [%]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milling power [mW]</td>
<td>1494</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>5626</td>
<td>6760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milling power increase in per cent [%]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Studying Figure 13 it can be stated that increasing the dimensions of the milling set undoubtedly results in the increase of the milling power, however, this change is not of such degree as in case of increasing the impact energy. This is even proved by Table 2. comparing the calculation results.

5. Summary

A calculation method was introduced above on determining the performance of a planetary ball mill.

In chapter 2 the calculations of Lü and Lai were used as a starting point. In chapter 3, starting from determining the impact location of the balls we have departed from the original (Lü and Lai) model, and using our own calculations the impact location and velocity of the milling ball was determined, and from these the milling energy and power were found out. From the calculated data and diagrams, in case of a given milling task the optimal milling parameters can be highlighted, which make effective work possible. Although, calculation results described in chapter 4 were determined and shown on a certain type of mill (Fritsch Pulverisette 4) and given geometrical conditions, but the model can be used for any planetary ball mill, observing the marginal conditions we have also indicated.

As a summary, it can be stated on the effect of the sizes of the milling ball and the vial on the impact energy and power, that if further milling sets are available, then using those may help gain further energy from our planetary ball mill (by the same sun disk rotary speed and ratio), increasing the efficiency of milling and decreasing the time of milling.

Based on the calculation results and the charts (Figures 9 and 11) an optimal mill configuration can be defined, which provides for the most effective work from the aspect of the milling task. In this way, for example in case of milling certain materials, smaller impact energy can also make fast work possible, saving the milling set and the loading the mill less.
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Abstract

Forage harvesters are achieving ever greater performance and throughputs. The type of material transportation means that these machines have very high friction loss levels. The product flow in the forage harvester must be analysed in order to reduce these losses. The friction coefficients of chopped grass and maize must first be determined. To obtain a precise measurement of the coefficients of friction, a test stand is constructed on which different tests can be carried out using various settings.
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1. Introduction

The forage harvester is one of the most important machines in forage harvesting. It is used to chop grass and maize to ensure better preservation. The material is picked up by an appropriate front attachment and conveyed to the chopping drum by the compression rollers. The drum cuts the product to the preset length of cut, accelerates it and conveys it onward using kinetic energy.

A modern forage harvester has a throughput of over 400 t/h and an engine performance of over 800 hp. In order to process this higher throughput, the product must be conveyed through the forage harvester at speeds of over 40 m/s. At this high performance level the losses in the product flow, e.g. friction, flow, acceleration and impact losses may be especially high and substantially increase the fuel consumption.

The aim of this project is to determine the friction losses in a forage harvester. Some improvements will then be suggested which may reduce these losses.

A test stand needs to be built to be able to determine the coefficient of friction of chopped materials. Some data is available from previous testing, though this was measured at lower speeds and loadings.

Wieneke measured friction coefficients of between 0.2 and 1.4 for grass. The big difference results from the variations in roughness of the surfaces.

Lobotka carried out tests on chopped maize. He measured friction coefficients of 0.5 - 0.6.
2. Test stand

Measuring the friction coefficient of chopped materials is a major challenge. Because of the material structure, precise values for grass or maize are not possible, as they depend on several parameters. Variables include the moisture content of the material, the relative speed, the loading, length of cut and roughness of the surface. The most important parameter, however, is the material pairing. Substantial differences arise from the material sliding over different materials. By using the test stand, friction coefficients of chopped materials can be determined by with different material pairings and at different settings. The first stage of developing a test stand is drawing up a list of requirements. It should be possible to infinitely measure relative speeds up to 40 m/s and standard pressures up to 1 bar.

The test stand operates on a similar functional principle to that of a disc brake. The basic rotating disc can be fitted with various surfaces. The chopped materials in the material holder are pressed against the rotating disc from below by a pneumatic cylinder (see Fig. 1).

The advantages of this principle are the even loading and the low speed differences between the inner and outer radius.

The coefficient of friction is determined by measuring the friction force tangentially to the surface and the normal force perpendicular to the surface. The material holder is attached to bars fitted with wire strain gauges (WSG), arranged to suit the relevant loadings.
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Figure 2. Material keeper

Three bars keep the material holder vertical and one governs its tangential orientation. There are two additional bars to stabilise the material holder in relation to the frame. During the test, the reaction forces are captured by the WSGs. The advantage of this solution is the ability to measure the coefficients of friction precisely, even at high speeds. The disc is driven by a hydrostatic drive, so that the relative speed between product and test surface can be set infinitely and precisely. The speed of the rotating disc is determined by a sensor and converted to an average speed over the whole radius. The pressure loading can also be infinitely adjusted by means of a special pneumatic pressure relief valve. The measurement time is adjusted by a delay valve, which returns all valves to the home position on completion of the measurement.

This also moves the material holder back to the home position.

Key technical data:
- Disc diameter 500 mm
- Width of the test surface 50 mm
- Thickness of the test disc 5 mm
- Relative speed 5-40 m/s
- Pressure 0.05-1 bar
- Measuring period 0.2-3 sec

The measurements are taken with different lengths of cut and moisture content for the same chopped material sample.

The chopped material is dried naturally to ensure that the structure of the grass remains unchanged. When measuring, only one parameter is changed at a time, in order to determine the effect of that parameter. First, the loading is kept the same and the speed changed, then the speed is kept constant and the loading varied. The test is repeated three times for each setting. The coefficient of friction is determined as an average of the data obtained.

3. Results

The material being tested is freshly chopped grass with a length of cut of 17 mm. In order to determine the effect of the moisture content of the material the
material was dried over a period of 4 days and a friction test carried out daily. The duration of all measurements was limited to 1 second, in order to obtain results that are as real as possible. One problematic aspect is that the product heats up substantially from the friction at high speeds and loadings. This also changes the coefficient of friction.

As stated above, during the tests the reaction forces are measured tangentially (friction force) and perpendicular to the surface (normal force) using wire strain gauges. The coefficient of friction is calculated in accordance with Coulomb's friction law.

\[
\mu = \frac{F_{\text{friction force}}}{F_{\text{normal force}}}
\]

Fig. 3 shows an example of the coefficient of friction trend.

![Figure 3. Trend of coefficient of friction](image)

At the start of the measurement, the coefficient rises steeply and reaches the actual value at constant loading with a low level of fluctuation. To enable the comparison of friction coefficients from different tests a standard must be defined to govern how the measurement is read off. The coefficient of friction is read off as soon as the preset value for the normal force is reached. This is particularly important at high speeds and heavy loading, as the structure of the material changes quickly due to the heat, which means that a delayed reading will lead to incorrect results. This solution ensures that the measurement results can be compared precisely.

Fig. 4 shows the coefficient of friction trend for different lengths of cut.
It can be seen clearly that the effect of the length of cut is very low on grass. This is an interesting result, as with smaller lengths of cut, more particles come into contact with the surface. These additional contacts and the resultant adhesive power only have a very slight effect on the coefficient of friction.

4. Conclusion

In order to be able to determine the friction losses in a forage harvester, the friction coefficients of grass and maize must first be determined. To do this, a test stand is constructed, with which the coefficient of friction between chopped green forage and various surfaces can be measured. Previous tests have shown that the friction coefficient of grass is very high. It is above 0.7 and therefore increases the power requirement of the forage harvester.

Further tests must be carried out to determine the friction coefficient of chopped maize. Other tests will be undertaken at a later stage with different surfaces (roughness, profile, material). On the basis of these tests, solutions can be found for reducing the friction losses of the forage harvester.
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Abstract

The metal surfaces quality resulted after cutting with laser beam have an important role in estimating the benefits with this type of processing. This paper tries to present some aspects of surfaces quality resulted after cutting with laser beam especially roughness and some parameters which influence the measured results and the roughness values calculation.
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1. Introduction

Surface quality resulting after laser cutting process can be interpreted and characterized in terms of the roughness size results, the general appearance of the surface through the existence or absence dross (burr) and crater that can appear on the resulted surface after laser cutting process. Cutting applications in industry are used by processes cutting with oxygas, plasma and laser. Using laser cutting method makes possible the cutting of ferrous or nonferrous metals of different qualities and thicknesses, each method is applicable to certain types of metals having in view the price-quality operations.

2. Aspects of the laser cutting process

Laser cutting: it is the technological operation through which is a made partial or total detachment of part of a material, with purpose in order to process it. Laser cutting is a process based on thermal effects of radiation without generating chip that performs the removal of material particles from a solid object without mechanical action.

Symbols under Standard ISO 9013:2002 (E)

Laser cutting is attained by movement of the laser beam along a contour of a landmark which could be cut. Ray laser is a “cutting tool” used to make very small cuts width between 0.1 .... 0.2 mm.

The cutting process setting is done according to the required precision of cut pieces, material hardness, quality and the energy consumption of the process.
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Cutting operation should provide:
- a low roughness of the separated surface;
- high accuracy of the volume or of the length part;
- achieve some semi-finished products with a greater length than the cross section;
- deviations of the geometric shape of the part which must be within the limits of tolerance provided by the documentation specified.

3. Quality surface cutting with laser technology

Laser cutting advantages:
- there is no physical contact with the piece of work, internal tensions, strains and wear parts being reduced or eliminated;
- due to the very low duration of the completion of processing, the heat affected zone, adjacent to the cutting zone is minimal;
- maximum efficiency in cutting metal sheets and pipes, resulting little loss of material;
- the possibility of processing a wide range of metallic and non-metallic materials;
- minimum costs by minimizing training / discharge time;
- complete automation of the entire process;
- can be cutting pieces with high complexity form with a high degree of accuracy;
- the reduction of the finishing operation on the part resulted after this laser cutting process;
- increasing the efficiency of mass production
- high surface quality resulting from laser cutting, regarding roughness and their geometrical accuracy.
Aspects of quality surface resulting after laser cutting process:
In accordance with ISO 9013:2002, surface quality resulted after cutting with this thermal processing, shall be assessed according to the following:
- Perpendicular or angularity tolerance, \( u \);
- Mean height of the profile, \( R_z \);
- Drag, \( n \);
- Melting of top edge, \( r \);
- Possibly occurrence of dross or melting drops on the lower edge of the cut, \( h \);
(see fig. 1. and fig. 2.).

Influencing elements of the laser cutting surface quality Heat affected Zone – HAZ
Because of during the laser cutting process, it is being actuated with a great amount of energy which can produce modification of the steel property and microstructure on a narrow area adjacent to the cutting laser. These changes are generally harmful for corrosion resistance of steel.

**Thermal deformation** is an unwanted effect caused by heat acting on the material, subject to cutting, which tend to distort.

4. Analysis and roughness interpretation after cutting with laser beam

The surface resulting after the cutting with laser is mostly characterized by multiple grooves which define roughness. These grooves are parallel with a very small distance between them and they have an incline (they form a curve with the reference line) to their root towards the reference line contrary to sense of advance of cutting with laser beam. The cut surface can reveal two zones: the upper one in the area of the laser beam entrance side (zone I) and the lower one in the area of the laser beam exit side (zone II), see figure 2.

![Figure 2. Principle of cutting laser process](image-url)
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Also due to failure or change of some parameters of cutting process, on the resulted surface can appear: crates (missing material), or dross or melting drops on the lower edge of the cut. These are considered error type appear on the surface.

The equipment used for quality inspection of the parts resulting from laser cutting process is calibre, oprice microscopes and roughness tester. Inspection methodology is described in ISO 9013:2002 which provides for the measurement for roughness in cutting technology typically takes place at a distance of 2/3 of the cut thicknesses from upper cut edge, for laser cutting in the upper third from the upper cut edge.

**Experimental results**

To emphasize the speed parameter influence in the technological process of laser cutting, I made an experiment on the cutting machine TRUMPF L4003, I cut on the laser machine a part of sheet steel, St 37, g = 6mm. The setting parameters for this experiment are:

- Laser cutting with CO, CW-Standard
- Focus between: 0 ....+ 0.3 mm,
- Cutting speed ranged between 1.6 .... 1.9 m / min
- Cutting gas Oxygen, pressure: the value of 0.6 bar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Processing / Change parameter</th>
<th>Photograph of microscopic surface</th>
<th>Observations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>According [Book Machine Trumpf, 2000] Cutting Speed 1,7 m/min Cutting gas pressure 0,6 bar</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Photograph" /></td>
<td>Good surface quality Low values of roughness measurement. Cut surface with two zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Change parameter Cutting with high speed (advance) 2,5 m/min</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Photograph" /></td>
<td>Deviation of the roughness. Burr, (besprinkle small area on the base material resulting from laser cutting. The grooves bend away from the direction of cutting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Change parameter Cutting with low speed (advance) 1,2 m/min</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Photograph" /></td>
<td>Crater and increased roughness. The grooves run almost parallel to the laser beam.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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After the experiments with laser cutting deliberate modification of the parameter rate of cutting speed, a roughness measurements in accordance with the requirements of ISO 9013:2002 and ISO 4288 the consultation of numerous specialized works in this domain, I checked the experimental data obtained using the formula (1). We also tried to observe the correlation between Ra and Rz roughness described in formula (2).

\[
R_a = 2.018 \frac{S^{0.670}}{P_L^{0.451} V^{0.330}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
R_z = 5.3985 R_a \quad (2)
\]

**Roughness measurements and calculate values**

In table 2 are the roughness measurements values with the Marsurf PS1 roughness tester and the cut-off length was set at 2.5 mm/division in the roughness mode 1 (Range ±80µ).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roughness measurements</th>
<th>Surface 1</th>
<th>Surface 2</th>
<th>Surface 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ra [µm]</td>
<td>4,870</td>
<td>5,423</td>
<td>6,983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rz [µm]</td>
<td>29,8</td>
<td>31,43</td>
<td>35,32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 3 are the roughness calculate values for this three surface, with formula (1),(2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roughness calculate</th>
<th>Surface 1</th>
<th>Surface 2</th>
<th>Surface 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ra [µm] calculate with formula (1)</td>
<td>5,187</td>
<td>4,565</td>
<td>5,811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rz [µm] calculate with formula (2)</td>
<td>28,2</td>
<td>24,644</td>
<td>31,370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **Conclusions**

After experiments and consultation of the specify literature I found that:

1. Laser cutting with high speed is diminishing the depth of penetration and decreases the accuracy and quality of processing.
2. From this experiment it can be observed that, according to the specify literature, that on a surface resulting from the laser cutting with low
The quality of metal surface resulted after cutting with laser speed, the roughness are parallel to the laser beam and cutting with high-speed, the roughness have a predisposition to the side of their reference line “n” contrary the sense of advance of the cutting laser beam.

3. Comparison between the measurements values made with roughness tester and the roughness values determined by relations (1) and (2). We can see an approximation of the values
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Abstract

Cooling and heating device are important parts of stainless pressure vessels. Stainless materials are expensive so low material cost is important. Hygiene requirements also influence heat surfaces. Aim of researching is determining of a heating surface according to strength and hygiene standards with low cost.
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1. Introduction

The German AD 2000 Merkblatt and the European EN 13445 standards gives specifications for design of food industrial tanks with heater shell. Calculation with these standards give thicker wall for heater shell than our products (safety factors are too high in many cases). So the products designed and manufactured by standards are more expensive because of higher cost of material, energy and bigger machines.

Requirements for products are the next:
– Low material cost
– Low cost of human labour
– Simple machine tool requirement
– Wide range application.

The heater shell type is applicable to wide range using for manufacturing of all type double walled heat exchanger and pressure vessel. Nowadays food and chemical industrial products are customized so heater shell is applicable on different products without increasing cost.

2. Comparing of heat exchanger types (domestic and international review)

Now in food industry the heater shell type is the common system because this is the most efficient heat exchanger. Developing of manufacturing technology is necessary which keeps energy efficient, fast and flexible, not difficult. And it has to be applicable posterior on existing products. Very important developing of a modelling-design process which is verified experiments and practical experiences.
3. Possibilities of developing heater-cooler surfaces, advantages, disadvantages

Heat exchangers are built on food industrial tanks because of hygiene viewpoint. Advantage of these is the next: inner structure of tank doesn’t change and stays the same hygiene applicable. But strength properties change because additional outer pressure loads the wall of tank.

Common types:

*Heater pipe type:*

Attributes:
- no additional outer pressure on tank
- higher pressure (5-20 bar) in heater-cooler circle
- low chance of failure
- low heat efficiency (indirect heating)
- difficult and expensive manufacturing.

*Figure 1. Heater pipe types*

a) pipe with support element, b) welded pipe, c) pipe with spacer
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Heater channel type:
Attributes:
- high heat efficiency (direct heating)
- additional outer pressure on tank
- difficult and expensive manufacturing,
- welding cause much harmful stress (shrinking, warp, heat stress)
- lower pressure (0-5 bar) in heater-cooler circle
- high chance of failure

Figure 2. Practical example of inner heater pipe with support element

Figure 3. Heater channel types
a,b) L section, c) T section, d) half pipe channel shoulder welding, e) half pipe channel
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**Figure 4.** Practical example of half pipe channel

**Heater shell type:**
Attributes:
- Medium level probability of failure
- High heat efficiency (direct heating)
- Additional outer pressure on tank
- Welding cause less harmful stress
- Middling difficult and expensive manufacturing,
- Lower pressure (0-5 bar) in heater-cooler circle
- Middling chance of failure

**Figure 5.** Heater shell supports
a) pipe ring support, b) rimmed shell support, c) grid of supports
4. Analysis, results of research

The European manufacturing of food industrial tanks was analysed in heat exchanger aspect. Mainly authority tested equipments are manufactured with heater channel using standard method of strength calculation. This type is suited for pressure vessel and steam heating. But material and manufacturing costs are high and require long production time. Application posterior on existing products require exceptional care, manufacturing is difficult. Common food industrial solution is laser welded point stiffed heater shell. This is a thinner and a thicker sheet welded together and after assembled it is blowed up by high pressure (20-60bar) liquid. Advantages: this method can be automatized easily,
fast manufacturing. But preparation takes long time, needs difficult technology, expensive machine tools.

Product authorization is simple because of uniform technology but it isn’t applicable for exist equipment. Heater fluid is thin (max 2,5 mm) with low flow capability so it needs more gates. Process is sensitive to fluid quality and clogging. Our experiences show that lead time is long and it is economy only lot size.

Measuring results show that heat efficiencies of rimmed and laser welded heater shell are same. But installation of rimmed heater shell is cheaper (less valve, less pipe, less human labour).

Product authorization is difficult because customize manufacturing. AD 2000 Merkblatt and EN 13445 standards give specification to design but results of these calculations give thicker wall than desirable.

5. Requirements of market, target audience, reasonableness

During our work we often meet demands for products which capable working many technology process (storage, fermentation, cooling, heating, dissolving, etc.), economy and no need technology compromise.

Common technology processes in food industry:
- Storage,
- Fermentation,
- Cooling
- Warming
- Heating
- Storage at temperature
- Dissolving

The solution is using double walled vessel but food industry have special hygienic requirements. Other specialities are expensive materials, manufacturing, exist product and plant of user.

Examined advantages and disadvantages of heat exchanger types in our opinion the heater shell type is the most suited for these purposes.

Aim of our present experiments is developed a rimmed shell technology with the mentioned advantages. It has to be saved material and statically authorial for pressure vessel.

Our experiments show that using present standard static calculation gives 25-50% more material cost and 30-40% more energy cost than necessary.

6. Conclusion

- outer wall heater method is applicable because of hygienic requirements
- heater shell type is economical in manufacturing aspect
- rimmed shell technology will be examined because of better heat exchange properties and flexible manufacturing
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Abstract

As the industrial utilization of the vegetable oils is enlarging as biofuel stock, in the evaluation of the various oilkinds new requirements disappeared, traditionally not important physical parameters come to the front. Basically the physical properties of a vegetable oil are determined by the oil’s fatty acid composition. It is considerable that whether the fatty acid compositions of the oilkinds –and so the physical properties– differ significantly not only of the various races but of the sorts within the races. In our work we measured the fatty acid compositions of 21 different rapeseorts’ oils with a gaschromatograph after transesterification. By the effect of the fatty acid compositions on the physical properties (iodic value, oxidation stability, low temperature flow properties) we ranked the rapesorts in the viewpoint of motorical application and analyzed the differences between the rapesorts.
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1. Introduction

Considering environmental and enegrypolitical issues the incremental utilization of renewable energy sources become a strategic aim of the European Union. Part of it the EU ordered that 5.75% (on energy content basis) of fossil fuels will be replaced by alternative fuels from renewable resources of the yearly consumption by 2010.

One of the potential methods of the large scale biofuel production and utilization is the transesterification of the vegetable oils. Throgh the transesterification with glycerine secession the vegetable oil’s triglycerid chains are decomposing and altering into vegetable oil-methyl-ester which is similar to the diesel oil in physical properties.

In Europe one potential feedstock plant of biodiesel production is rape. Just in Hungary there were 85 sorts of rape in the National Sort Catalogue in 2007 and this number is increasing year by year. The differences of the various rape sorts was examined basically only by the aspect of agricultural utilization, but new viewpoints of the evaluation have arisen with the industrial use.

From the references and by the earlier examinations it was proven that the physical and chemical properties (iodic value, CFPP, lubrication) of the oils
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extracted from various rape sorts within the rape race show differences. Analyze this differences the reason of them seems to be the variance of the fatty acid composition of the oils.

Our further aim is to determine the most appropriate rape sort for biodiesel stock in technical aspect. In this work we examined the fatty acid compositions of 21 rape sorts’ oils in the viewpoint of important chemical and physical properties (iodic value, oxidation stability, cold filter plugging point) in order to explore the differences and to rank the sorts by these properties.

2. Experimental methods

Rapeseed oil samples
21 different rapesorts’ seeds was pressed separately by a small scale compactor. The rape sorts:
- RG section: Baldur, Bristol, Elektra, Eleonóra, Mohikán, Strauss, Triangle,
- RA section: Atrus, Dante, Rasamus, Tenno, Titán, Trabant, Viking;
- RS section: Gabriella, GK 704, GK 1103, Helena, Hybrid Star, Lilla, Saphir.
After the pressing the oils was filtered.

Analysis
The fatty acic composition of the 21 rapeseed oils was determined in the Chemical Research Center of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences by gas chromatography. The measuring instrument: Agilent 6890 GC-5973 MS, the used solvent: dichlorine-methane, the esterification happened with methyl.

The iodic values was counted by the fatty acid compositions in accordance of the MSZ EN 14214 hungarian standard appendix B.

The oxidation stability and the Cold Filter Plugging Point (CFPP) was counted by the samples’ saturated and unsaturated fatty acid content according to the method at Park et al.:
- oxidation stability: \[ Y = 117,9295/X + 2,5905 \] (0<X<100), where \( X \) is the content of the linoleic and linolenic acids (wt%) and \( Y \) is the oxidation stability (h),
- CFPP: \[ Y = -2,7043 \times X + 232,0036 \] (88 < X < 100), where \( X \) is the content of the unsaturated fatty acid (wt%) and \( Y \) is the CFPP (°C).

3. Results and dispute

Table 1. shows the analysis data of the 21 rapeseed oils. All samples contain more than 90% unstarurated fatty acids (C16:1, C 17:1, C18:1, C18:2, C18:3, C20:1, C22:1, C24:1) and so less than 10 % saturated fatty acids (C14:0, C15:0, C16:0, C17:0, C18:0, C20:0, C22:0, C24:0). These data differ only a little bit between the certain rapeseed sorts as the variances of them are low. However the differences between the rapesorts become remarkable regard to the iodic value where the grade of the unsaturation (the number of the dual bondings between the C atoms: 1, 2, 3) performs. In the viewpoint of iodic value all samples correspond to the hungarian biodiesel standard (MSZ EN 14214) with the value less than 120; in ranking of the rapeseed sorts the lowest iodic value means the best quality, that is RA5- Trabant.
Table 1. Chemical and physical properties of the 21 rapeseed oils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Saturated fatty acids [wt%]</th>
<th>Unsaturated fatty acids [wt%]</th>
<th>Iodine value [g I₂/100 g]</th>
<th>Ranking by iodine value</th>
<th>Oxidation stability [h]</th>
<th>Ranking by ox. stability</th>
<th>CFPP [°C]</th>
<th>Ranking by CFPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RG1</td>
<td>8,17</td>
<td>91,69</td>
<td>103,33</td>
<td>6,69</td>
<td>-15,96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG2</td>
<td>9,20</td>
<td>90,80</td>
<td>100,56</td>
<td>7,03</td>
<td>-13,54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG3</td>
<td>6,99</td>
<td>93,00</td>
<td>105,07</td>
<td>6,59</td>
<td>-19,49</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG4</td>
<td>7,36</td>
<td>92,63</td>
<td>101,19</td>
<td>7,24</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>-18,49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG5</td>
<td>8,76</td>
<td>91,23</td>
<td>100,70</td>
<td>7,09</td>
<td>-14,71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG6</td>
<td>9,60</td>
<td>90,40</td>
<td>99,92</td>
<td>7,09</td>
<td>-12,44</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG7</td>
<td>6,19</td>
<td>93,81</td>
<td>107,62</td>
<td>6,28</td>
<td>-21,70</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA1</td>
<td>9,29</td>
<td>90,71</td>
<td>101,94</td>
<td>6,71</td>
<td>-12,12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA2</td>
<td>8,81</td>
<td>91,19</td>
<td>101,33</td>
<td>6,97</td>
<td>-14,39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA3</td>
<td>9,05</td>
<td>90,95</td>
<td>99,30</td>
<td>7,34</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>-13,90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA4</td>
<td>7,65</td>
<td>92,35</td>
<td>103,35</td>
<td>6,76</td>
<td>-17,73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA5</td>
<td>9,36</td>
<td>90,64</td>
<td>98,62</td>
<td>7,42</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>-13,06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA6</td>
<td>7,99</td>
<td>92,01</td>
<td>102,70</td>
<td>6,83</td>
<td>-16,82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA7</td>
<td>7,80</td>
<td>92,19</td>
<td>105,10</td>
<td>6,47</td>
<td>-17,30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS1</td>
<td>7,27</td>
<td>92,75</td>
<td>103,61</td>
<td>6,79</td>
<td>-18,82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>9,04</td>
<td>90,96</td>
<td>102,91</td>
<td>6,64</td>
<td>-13,92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS3</td>
<td>8,67</td>
<td>91,33</td>
<td>102,92</td>
<td>6,67</td>
<td>-14,99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS4</td>
<td>7,19</td>
<td>92,81</td>
<td>104,92</td>
<td>6,49</td>
<td>-18,97</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS5</td>
<td>7,66</td>
<td>92,34</td>
<td>105,25</td>
<td>6,44</td>
<td>-17,71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS6</td>
<td>8,57</td>
<td>91,34</td>
<td>102,59</td>
<td>6,72</td>
<td>-15,01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS7</td>
<td>8,37</td>
<td>91,63</td>
<td>104,04</td>
<td>6,52</td>
<td>-15,78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>6,19</td>
<td>90,27</td>
<td>98,62</td>
<td>6,28</td>
<td>-21,70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>9,60</td>
<td>93,81</td>
<td>107,62</td>
<td>7,42</td>
<td>-12,12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>8,24</td>
<td>91,72</td>
<td>102,71</td>
<td>6,80</td>
<td>-16,04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>0,84</td>
<td>0,91</td>
<td>4,98</td>
<td>0,10</td>
<td>6,67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the oxidation stability there aren’t significant differences as the variance shows, all samples correspond to the hungarian standard, again the Trabant has the best value with the longest oxidation stability period.

One of the most important problem of the biodiesel is the low temerature behaviour. It can be characterized with the cold filter plugging point (CFPP, [°C]), the least temperature where the sample can be filtered in standardized conditions. Within the 21 rapesorts the CFPP differs significantly, and only one rapesort meets the requirements of the hungarian standard of -20 °C in winter period. It must be remarked that this CFPP values are more favourable than it can be found in references, so the calculation method needs further control.

The oxidation stability and the CFPP mean opposite requirements. As the greater the unsaturated fatty acid content of the sample the lower its CFPP value, and in contrast the lower the unsaturated content of the product the greater its oxidation stability.

4. Conclusions

The 21 rape sorts’ oils differ only slightly in the saturated and unsaturated fatty acid content, but in iodic value and cold filter plugging point where these slight differences are added the variance is significant.

Due to the iodoic value and the oxidation stability all samples correspond to the standard’s requirements, but in the CFPP there is only one rapesort which is sufficient in winter conditions. Accordingly there is only one rapesort –Triangle- which is appropriate in the three parameters.
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Abstract

This study includes an experimental and numerical study of the large-scale testing of fiber reinforced polymeric composite bearings. The kinematics of the test setup is simulated with two-dimensional plane-strain model with finite element method. Simulation results correspond closely to the experimental data, and provide careful investigation of stresses distribution in the bearing.
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1. Introduction

The self-lubricating properties of some polymeric materials make them very valuable in bearing applications. When these materials are reinforced with high resistance fibers such as carbon fibers, glass fibers or polyester fibers, they are able to operate under conditions which conventional bearings cannot. At present there are few numerical studies about composite journal bearings for heavy loadings, and the degradation mechanisms of these bearings are hardly understood. In this article the mechanical behavior of a fiber reinforced polymeric composite bearing is studied. To this purpose a new test apparatus is designed and manufactured.

In conventional tribotesting, small-scale tests are mainly used because of their cost effectiveness, time efficiency, and the easiness of handling of small samples. However, because clearances and pressure distribution can not always be scaled properly, conditions can strongly differ from the real application scale, and extrapolating towards the real working conditions occasionally results in significant errors. From this point of view, experimental setups in which full-scale bearings can be tested statically and dynamically are very important. A test rig should be able to measure the friction torque accurately between journal and bearing. Usually, indirect methods are used in test rigs for journal bearings, and
only few can measure friction torques by direct methods. In indirect methods the measured torque includes the friction of both the test bearing and the shaft-supporting bearings. These two elements cannot be separated in an easy way. The developed test setup uses a direct method where the friction torque of only the test bearing is measured without any interference of the shaft-supporting bearings.

Although the experimental method provides the required information to study the magnitude of the forces on the bearing, it does not give detailed information about the distribution of stresses in the contact area between the bearing and shaft. Therefore in order to study the distribution of the shear stresses, the normal stresses, and the effects of the allocated tolerances in the set-up, numerical simulations are employed. In this article the kinematics of the test rig is modeled as a simplified two-dimensional plane strain model by FEM method.

2. Experimental

The experimental studies are done with a new test rig which is designed to determine the tribological behavior of large-scale journal bearings subjected to a reciprocating angular movement. Figure 1 presents the test rig and its cross-sectional view. This apparatus has been considered to test composite bearings with inner diameter of 300 millimeters. The loading conditions, rotation speed, and rotation angle can be changed by user at any time during the test. The friction torque is determined by measuring the force acting on a lever arm connected to the bushing. The tests are driven by a closed-loop servo-hydraulic system. All measuring signals are registered continuously and digitally by means of a data acquisition card. This apparatus provides measurement of the normal and friction force between the bearing and shaft, bearing’s temperature during the application, and wear rate of the bearing’s surface.

![Figure 1. a) Large-scale test setup. b) Components of the test setup. c) Cross-sectional view (1-Composite bearing, 2-Bushing, 3-Shaft, 4-Shaft support, 5-Drive piston, 6-Drive lever arm, 7-Bushing lever arm, 8-load-cell(friction torque), 9-Hydraulic actuator, 10-Load-cell (vertical load), 11-Load transmission trolley, 12-Backing, 13-Shaft bushing)]
The test is started by applying the vertical force on the bushing component by hydraulic actuator, and then the drive piston starts to reciprocate and makes the rotational oscillation in the shaft.

Friction force plays a very important role in tribological analyses. Therefore evaluation of the coefficient of friction (COF) of materials in tribosystems is a key factor. In this study, the COF between the composite bearing and steel shaft is calculated by using the measured signals.

Figure 2 depicts a schematic view of the loading and kinematics of the test rig. The parameters of the figure are; F_P: loading actuator force, F_L: force on the load-cell, F_F: friction force between the composite bearing and shaft, F_N: normal force on composite bearing, R_S: shaft radius, R_b: bearing radius, R_L: distance between the action points of F_P and F_L, and α: rolling angle.

During the test F_P is assumed to be constant, and although due to a very small deviation of the hydraulic piston from its position, it is supposed to be vertical. Since the displacement of the bushing remains small, the force in the load cell F_L can also be considered vertical. According to the Coulomb law, coefficient of friction is the ratio of the tangential and normal reaction force components:

\[
\mu = \frac{F_F}{F_N}
\]  

(1)

F_F and F_N are derived from the following equilibrium equations:

\[
F_F = \frac{R_L}{R_b} F_L
\]  

(2)

\[
F_N = \left[ \left( F_P + F_L \right)^2 - \left( F_L \cdot \frac{R_L}{R_b} \right)^2 \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]  

(3)
With substituting the obtained equations for $F_F$ and $F_N$ from Equations 2 and 3 in equation 1, the COF becomes:

$$\mu = \tan \alpha = \frac{1}{\left[\left(\frac{R_b}{R_L}\right)^2 \left(\frac{F_p + F_L}{F_L}\right)^2\right]^{\frac{1}{2}}}$$  \hfill (4)

In the journal bearing application when the shaft starts to rotate, the bearing will initially roll up to a certain angle of inclination and will then start to slip. Therefore, if the shaft rotates continuously, after the first rolling step the process reaches to the steady state sliding conditions. The tangent of the inclination angle is the COF. If the elastic deformation of the load cell and the clearances of its connections at both sides are ignored, the kinematics of the shaft rolling in the bearing can be expressed as:

$$\left(\frac{d\beta}{dt} - \frac{d\theta}{dt}\right) \left(\frac{d\varphi}{dt} - \frac{d\theta}{dt}\right) = \frac{R_s}{R_b}$$ \hfill (5)

In this equation $\frac{d\beta}{dt}$, $\frac{d\theta}{dt}$, and $\frac{d\varphi}{dt}$ describe respectively, rotating velocity of the bushing, rotating velocity of the shaft center, and rotating velocity of the shaft around its center. Since the lever arm prevents the rotation of the bushing, $\frac{d\beta}{dt} = 0$, the eq.5 will be simplified into:

$$-\frac{d\theta}{dt} \left(\frac{d\varphi}{dt} - \frac{d\theta}{dt}\right) = \frac{R_s}{R_b}$$ \hfill (6)

Solving the equation will result into:

$$\varphi = \theta, \frac{R_s - R_b}{R_s}$$ \hfill (7)

Once the angle $\theta$ reaches to $\alpha$, this relation is no longer valid because the shaft starts to slide instead of rolling. In practice the static COF differs from the dynamic COF. Therefore there are two rolling angles $\alpha_s$ and $\alpha_d$, which correspond to the static and dynamic coefficient of friction. Once the shaft starts to rotate, it rolls up to $\theta = \alpha_s$, and then drops to $\theta = \alpha_d$ and sliding occurs in the contact.
3. Finite element modeling

Although the experimental method provides a good estimate of the forces on the bearing, it does not give detailed information about the contact stress distribution. Therefore in order to study the stress distribution, numerical simulations are employed. In this article the kinematics of the test rig is modeled by FEM method.

The traditional method of analyzing these kinds of rolling and sliding contacts is Lagrangian formulation. In the Lagrangian approach, the nodal points are attached to material points, thus the motion of the material during the process is followed. Hence, it is easy to follow the history of material deformation. The Lagrangian analysis is computationally expensive since a transient analysis must be performed and very fine meshing is required on the shaft surface.

Another possibility to simulate this problem is the Eulerian method in which attention is focused on the motion of the material through a stationary control volume. The advantage in this method is that Eulerian elements do not deform with the material. Therefore, regardless of the magnitude of the deformation in process, Eulerian elements retain their original shape.

The limitation of the Eulerian method is simulation of the free boundaries. In this approach, it is harder to follow the material deformation history since the mesh is fixed in space and is not distorted. However, the boundary of the deformation region should be known a priori, because it can not be easily updated during the deformation. Indeed, if in an Eulerian simulation the boundaries of the model change, new control volumes have to be created, which is difficult to deal with.

An alternative approach which combines the advantages of both Lagrangian and Eulerian formulations is the Mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian method. In this approach, the mesh can have a motion independent of material deformation. Therefore, the motion of the mesh can be designed in accordance with the nature of deformation, and thus mesh distortion is avoided on one hand and the boundaries are updated on the other.

In this article two dimensional kinematics of the test setup is simulated as a quasi static model by the Mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian method.

Figure 1 demonstrates that the geometry of the bearing and bushing consists of uniformly extruded sections along the shaft’s axis. In addition, the hydraulic piston applies a uniformly spread pressure on the bushing along the same axis. Therefore, considering the width of the bearing (120 mm), which is long enough to prevent the strain in the axial direction, a two-dimensional plane strain model can provide careful investigation of the stress distribution on the bearing as well as the kinematic modeling of the setup.

Figure 3 depicts the boundary conditions and meshing of the two-dimensional plane strain model for the test rig. The model contains 16939 high accuracy second order elements. This simplified assembly includes the bearing, bushing, shaft, loading actuator (piston), load transmission trolley, load-cell, support, hinge A (connection of load-cell and bushing), and hinge B (connection of load-cell and support).
4. Friction and material modelling

In the numerical simulation it is assumed that the friction coefficient decays exponentially from the static value to the dynamic value (see figure 4) according to the formula:

\[ \mu = \mu_d + (\mu_s - \mu_d) e^{-d_c \dot{\gamma}_{eq}} \]  

(8)

Where \( \mu_d \) is the dynamic friction coefficient, \( \mu_s \) is the static friction coefficient, \( d_c \) is a user-defined decay coefficient, and \( \dot{\gamma}_{eq} \) is the slip rate. Regarding the experimental data, parameters of the equation are defined and then the friction coefficient will be calculated correlated to the slip rate.

Figure 3. 2D finite element model.

Figure 4. Relation between COF and slip rate.
The test bearing is a composite of a phenolic resin, polyester reinforcing fibers, and PTFE filling for internal lubrication (see figure 5). This bearing is an orthotropic material with the engineering constants shown in the table 1.

![Figure 5. Composite bearing](image)

**Table 1. Engineering constants of the composite bearing, r: Radial coordinate, t: Tangential coordinate, z: Axial coordinate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E&lt;sub&gt;r&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>G&lt;sub&gt;r&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>ν&lt;sub&gt;r&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>E&lt;sub&gt;t&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>G&lt;sub&gt;t&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>ν&lt;sub&gt;t&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>E&lt;sub&gt;z&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>G&lt;sub&gt;z&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>ν&lt;sub&gt;z&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.75 GPa</td>
<td>1.00 GPa</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>10.00 GPa</td>
<td>4.00 GPa</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>10.00 GPa</td>
<td>1.00 GPa</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

The tests were performed on a composite bearing under the conditions shown in table 2:

**Table 2. Test conditions.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bearing diameter:</td>
<td>300 (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing thickness</td>
<td>25 (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal load by loading actuator</td>
<td>100 (kN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving piston amplitude</td>
<td>5 (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving piston frequency</td>
<td>0.5 (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance between shaft and bearing</td>
<td>1.1 (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance between the load cell pins and correlated bushing</td>
<td>0.1 (mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 shows the experimental results for the coefficient of friction between the composite bearing and the shaft.

Figure 7 compares the extracted friction force (F<sub>F</sub>) from the experimental measurements and numerical simulations. Due to the static coefficient of friction at the start of each cycle the friction force graph shows a spike, and when sliding...
occurs, it decreases. It is obvious that when direction of the rotation changes, the direction of the friction force also changes. These figures show that there is a very good agreement between numerical and experimental results. At the start of each cycle when rolling contact occurs between the shaft and bearing, the friction force rises till 14.5 kN and then it decreases to 11.5 kN in the sliding condition.

Figure 6. Measured values of the drive piston’s displacement and calculated values of the coefficient of friction between the composite bearing and shaft.

Figure 7. Friction force between the composite bearing and shaft. $F_f$: friction force, DISP: displacement of driving piston.
The fluctuation in the friction force generates a relative variation in the normal force between bearing and shaft. Once the direction of the friction force changes, the normal force reduces. The normal force at the counterclockwise rotation increases up to 101.2 kN, while it decreases to 96.7 kN in the clockwise rotation of the shaft (see figure 8).

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8. Normal force between the composite bearing and shaft. 
FN: normal force, DISP: displacement of driving piston, Fp: applied load by loading piston.

Figure 9 shows that the simulation results of the horizontal displacement of the bushing precisely correspond with the test results. At the moment that the shaft motion tends to overcome the static friction force, the bearing sticks to the shaft. At this moment the bushing system moves forward or backward depending on the direction of rotation. Once the contact condition changes from rolling to sliding, the bearing slides back and the shaft slides against the bearing.
in a fixed position. The horizontal displacement of the bushing varies between +0.1 and -0.1 mm.

Figure 10 shows the four steps of the radial stress distribution in the composite bearing. Step 1 shows the free bearing without any loading. After applying 100 kN force, radial stress in the bearing is built up. In the second step the stresses are symmetrically distributed along the loading axis, and the maximum radial stress in the center of the contact line equals 8.5 MPa. After the loading is completed and reaches 100 kN, the shaft starts to rotate in the clockwise direction. By rotating the shaft, the stress contours start to move to the left and at the sliding point remain fixed (see step 3), and when the shaft rotates in the counterclockwise direction, stress contours move to the right (see step 4).

![Figure 9. FEM results of the horizontal displacement of the bushing, H. DISP: Horizontal displacement of bushing, DISP: displacement of driving piston](image-url)
5. Conclusion

Although the experimental method provides a general view of the friction force of the composite bearing, it does not give enough data to investigate the stress
distribution in the bearing contact area. Numerical simulations do not only include the correct kinematics of the large-scale loading set-up, but provide also the frictional shear stresses and normal stress distribution along the contact line of the bearing and shaft.

Considering the cost of the experimental methods in large scale testing, these simulation results are very helpful tools to analyze and predict the effect of the mechanical design parameters and material properties of the composite bearing in the journal bearings application.
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Abstract

The origin of this work is a new method for the detection of exact and approximate reflective symmetries. The new algorithm is worked out for 2D case based on the fact that the symmetry axes cross the gravity centre. Accordingly the exact and approximate symmetry axes are selected from the set of the lines crossing the gravity centre. The searching algorithm is based on the definition of the so called symmetry-parameter which is a rate of the symmetry, a number between 0 and 1 without a dimension and its value does not depend on geometrical measures. The value of 1 corresponds to the exact symmetry and a value close to 1 corresponds to an approximate symmetry. A so called symmetry-diagram is determined from the symmetry-parameters computed for various lines crossing the gravity centre. The symmetry-diagram is applicable to find every exact and approximate symmetry axis. Beside this, the symmetry-diagram shows an individual shape property of the 2D figures, independently from geometrical measures and so it can be the base of pattern recognition methods being independent from geometrical measures.
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1. Introduction

The problem of symmetry detection has been extensively studied in numerous fields including visual perception, computer vision, robotics, computational geometry and reverse engineering. Early methods concentrated on finding perfect symmetries in 2D or 3D point sets. Since the restriction to exact symmetries limits the use of these methods for real-world objects, a method was introduced for computing approximate global symmetries in 3D point sets, but the complexity of the algorithm makes it impractical for large data sets. The notion of approximate symmetry was formalized by expressing symmetry as a continuous feature. The examination of the correlation of the Gaussian image was proposed to recover global reflective and rotational symmetries. A shape descriptor was introduced that concisely encodes global reflective and rotational symmetries. Different applications based on generalized complex moments,
New algorithm for symmetry recognition in two-dimensional case

grouping feature points, isometric transforms, planar reflective symmetry transform and generalized symmetry transform are used in image processing and mesh processing for detecting exact local and global reflection-symmetry and rotation-symmetry of 2D and 3D images.

The symmetries are often not exactly present, but only approximately present, due to measurement errors in the scanning process, and approximation and numerical errors in model reconstruction during reverse engineering. Beside this, different CAD systems often use different tolerances, and what is symmetric in one CAD system may be only approximately symmetric in another. To solve these problems new algorithms based on the B-rep model were developed to find approximate rotational and translational symmetries of 3D forms built from simple geometric units and complex 3D forms in reverse engineering.

In the most prevalent methods of symmetry detection a number of pixels are aligned to the contour. The perpendicular bisectors of various pixel pairs are regarded as hypothetical symmetry axes. The exact and approximate symmetry axes are searched from the set of the perpendicular bisectors e.g. using a symmetry map created from the parameters of the perpendicular bisectors, or optimizing the gradient orientations of pixel pairs. In this paper a new method is shown for the detection of exact and approximate reflective symmetry. The new method is worked out for 2D case based on the fact that the symmetry axes cross the gravity centre. Accordingly the hypothetical symmetry axes are the lines crossing the gravity centre and the exact and approximate symmetry axes are selected from the set of these lines. The searching algorithm is based on the definition of the so called symmetry-parameter which is a rate of the symmetry, a number between 0 and 1 without a dimension and its value does not depend on geometrical measures. A so called symmetry-diagram is determined from the symmetry-parameters computed for various lines crossing the gravity centre. The symmetry-diagram is applicable to find every exact and approximate symmetry axis. Beside this the symmetry-diagram shows an individual property of the 2D figures, it is independent from geometrical measures but it is characteristic of the shape of the 2D figure.

2. The algorithm

The algorithm consists of several simple steps.

We have proceeded from the fact that the symmetry axes of a 2D figure cross the gravity centre because a symmetry axis divides the figure to two coincident parts therefore a symmetry axis is a median, too. A median has to cross the gravity centre.

The algorithm scans the multitude of the lines crossing the gravity centre and studies how favourable these lines as symmetry axes are. If there is no exact symmetry axis crossing the gravity centre, a best approximate symmetry axis crossing an area surrounding the gravity centre is searched with similar method.
Namely, since an exact symmetry axis crosses the gravity centre, an approximate symmetry axis has to cross an area surrounding the gravity centre.

In the followings we detail the steps of the algorithm.

**Step 1: Collecting of the input data**

The contour of the form is needed for the computation.

The input data set is defined as a set of points aligned to the contour. Such a point set can be created by the use of different tools of electronic image processing e.g. the MatLab. In order to decrease the measure of the point set file and the run time of the algorithm, the point set can be optimized: the points can be fixed rare or thickened depending on the complexity of the geometry. Fewer points are needed at greater curvature and more points are needed at smaller curvature, Figure 1. Such an optimization of the input point set is not required, but if we perform it, it can speed the run of the computer codes. The original contour is approximated with the stretches determined by these points. We name these stretches as perimeter stretches.

The input of the algorithm is the table of the points. The points follow each other in a clockwise direction. Such a table can be created manually and also recorded digitally from a pixel set.

![Figure 1. Collecting of points (Pi) on the boundary.](image)

**Step 2: Determination of the gravity centre**

We determine the gravity centre of the 2D figure with the method used in the geographic information systems. In order to compute the area of the 2D figure trapeziums are defined so that the points aligned to the contour are projected to the horizontal axis of the coordinate system, Figure 2.

The area of the $i^{th}$ trapezium is:

$$A_i = \frac{(x_{i+1} - x_i) \cdot (y_{i+1} + y_i)}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where \((x_i, y_i)\) and \((x_{i+1}, y_{i+1})\) are the end points of the \(i^{th}\) perimeter stretch.

The points have to follow each other in a clockwise direction, in contrary case a negative value is derived for the area. The coordinate system is defined so that if the 2D figure is revolved around the gravity centre it always has to remain in the first plane quarter.

The area of the 2D figure is the sum of the areas of the trapeziums:

\[
A = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( x_{i+1} - x_i \right) \cdot \left( y_{i+1} + y_i \right) \frac{2}{2}
\]

where \(n\) is the number of the trapeziums.

![Figure 2. Definition of trapeziums for the computation of the area in the example of a hexagon.](image)

The coordinates of the gravity centre are determined in general case by

\[
x_g \cdot A = \int_{A} x \cdot dA
\]

\[
y_g \cdot A = \int_{A} y \cdot dA
\]

In our case (because of the trapeziums) the integration reduces itself to a simple summing up:

\[
x_g = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (y_i - y_{i+1}) \cdot \left( x_i^2 + x_i \cdot x_{i+1} - x_{i+1}^2 \right) \right] \frac{6 \cdot A}{6 \cdot A}
\]

\[
y_g = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ (x_{i+1} - x_i) \cdot \left( y_i^2 + y_i \cdot y_{i+1} - y_{i+1}^2 \right) \right] \frac{6 \cdot A}{6 \cdot A}
\]
**Step 3: Scanning**

The vertical line crossing the gravity centre is regarded as symmetry axis in the case of an optional starting orientation of the 2D figure, Figure 2. The algorithm analyses whether the 2D figure is symmetric for this hypothetical symmetry axis. For this purpose the algorithm scans the figure with horizontal lines (so called ‘measuring lines’) following each other with equal distances, Figure 3. The hypothetical symmetry axis is vertical and the measuring lines corresponding to the scanning levels are perpendicular to the axis namely they are horizontal.

In the course of the scanning the so called measuring stretches are determined. A measuring stretch is the distance between the vertical hypothetical symmetry axis and the intersection of a measuring line and a perimeter stretch. In Figure 4 ‘l’ and ‘r’ are the measuring stretches. In a horizontal scanning level there could be more measuring stretches, as well.

The complete area of the 2D figure is scanned with measuring lines proceeding from up to down, from the maximum (Y_max) to the minimum (Y_min) vertical coordinate of the points aligned to the contour. The accuracy of the method depends on the distance between the measuring lines: the shorter the distance is the more accurate the result is, however it affects the running time of the computer code as well.

![Figure 3. The horizontal measuring lines](image3)

**Figure 3. The horizontal measuring lines**

![Figure 4. Definition of the measuring stretches in a simple case](image4)

**Figure 4. Definition of the measuring stretches in a simple case**
Step 4: Computing the symmetry parameter

The symmetry parameter $Z$ shows the deviation from the perfect symmetry numerically. This value between 0 and 1 can be a rate of the symmetry. In order to define it we introduce first a $Z_k$ parameter for the $k^{th}$ scanning level. In the simplest case when there is one measuring stretch on the left and on the right side of the hypothetical symmetry axis, Figure 4, $Z_k$ can be computed simple:

$$Z_k = 1 - \frac{abs(l - r)}{L_{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where:

- ‘l’ is the measuring stretch on the link side of the symmetry axis,
- ‘r’ is the measuring stretch on the right side of the symmetry axis,
- $L_{max}$ is the maximum of the measuring stretches in the course of the scanning.

$Z_k$ is defined so that:

- $Z_k = 1$ if $l=r$ when the $k^{th}$ scanning level is symmetrical to the hypothetical symmetry axis,
- $Z_k = 0$ if $l=0$ and $r>0$, or $r=0$ and $l>0$ when a measuring stretch does not have a pair on the other side of the hypothetical symmetry axis which is the worst case regarding the symmetry,
- $0 < Z_k < 1$ when $l>0$ and $r>0$ and the figure is not symmetrical to the hypothetical symmetry axis, and the closer this value is to $1$ the better the $k^{th}$ scanning level approximates the exact symmetry.

Since a ratio of lengths is used in (7) $Z_k$ is a number without a dimension and its value does not depend on the measures.

If there are more than 2 measuring stretches in a scanning level ($l_1$, $l_2$, ..., $l_n$ on the left side and $r_1$, $r_2$, ..., $r_m$ on the right side of the hypothetical symmetry axis, Figure 5) then $l_i$ and $r_i$ are ordered into pairs and $Z_k$ is defined according to (8). Let us assume that there are more measuring stretches on the left side: $n>m$. In this case the pairs have to be defined so that $r_i=0$ for every $l_i$ $i=m+1, m+2, \ldots, n$. In general case $Z_k$ is computed as the average of the expression defined by (7) from the pairs:

$$Z_k = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( 1 - \frac{abs(l_i - r_i)}{L_{max}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $n$ is the number of the pairs in a scanning level.

The symmetry-parameter $Z$ is defined as the average of $Z_k$:

$$Z = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} Z_k}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)
where \( N \) is the number of the scanning levels (measuring lines) from \( Y_{\text{max}} \) to \( Y_{\text{min}} \).

Since \( Z \) is defined with averages according to (7), (8) and (9), \( Z \) keeps the original properties of \( Z_k \):
- the value of \( Z \) can change between 0 and 1,
- \( Z=1 \) is the case of an exact symmetry,
- \( Z=0 \) is the worst case regarding the symmetry (e.g. the full figure is on the left side of the axis),
- in the case of \( 0<Z<1 \) the closer the value is to 1 the better the figure approximates the exact symmetry,
- \( Z \) is a number without a dimension, it does not depend on the measures, it depends only on the shape.

![Figure 5. Definition of \( Z_k \) in general case](image)

**Step 5: Rotation of the geometry**
After the determination of the symmetry-parameter for the starting orientation the 2D figure is scanned by rotating the hypothetical symmetry axis, as well. The computation is simpler if the hypothetical symmetry axis is fixed vertically and the figure is rotated with small angles, step by step, Figure 6. The accuracy of the computation depends on the steps (angles) of the rotation. After every step of rotation the symmetry-parameter is computed.

![Figure 6. Rotation of the 2D figure with small angles](image)
The method scans the entire 2D figure in such a way that it rotates the examined figure by 180 degrees. Since the algorithm examines the figure both above and below the gravity center, the rotation by 180 degrees means a complete coverage.

**Step 6: Evaluation of the results**

The symmetry-parameter \( Z \) is computed for every rotational step. The values of \( Z \) are saved together with the angles of rotation. After the full (180°) rotation a diagram is drawn where the independent variable is the angle of rotation and the dependent variable is \( Z \). From this diagram the results can be evaluated. Let us name it symmetry-diagram. Exact symmetry exists where \( Z=1 \) and the closer \( Z \) is to 1 the better the figure approximates the exact symmetry at a given angle.

![Figure 7. The definition of the symmetry-diagram](image)

The symmetry-diagram of a square can be seen in Figure 7. The lines signed with numbers (1, 2, 3, 4) are the exact symmetry axes of the square and accordingly these correspond to the angles of rotation where \( Z=1 \) (\( \alpha=0^0 \) or \( 180^0 \), \( \alpha=45^0 \), \( \alpha=90^0 \) and \( \alpha=135^0 \)).

The symmetry-diagram shows an individual property of the 2D figures independently of the fact whether the 2D figures are symmetric (approximately symmetric) or not. Since \( Z \) is independent of geometrical measures the symmetry-diagram shows the nature of the shape of the 2D figures: it is the same for similar 2D figures having different measures, but if there is a smallest change on the shape of the 2D figure the symmetry-diagram changes, as well.

We show examples for the individuality of the symmetry-diagram in Figure 8. Three variously modified squares can be seen and the symmetry-diagrams are different, as well. In Figure 8a the corners of the square are cut, the number and the place of the original symmetry axes have not changed but the minimum values have increased from \( Z=0.58 \) to \( Z=0.65 \). In Figure 8b a part of the square is cut out, only 1 symmetry axis has remained and a weakly approximate symmetry axis signed with number 3 can be found at a local maximum of the
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diagram. The other two local maximums signed with number 2 and 4 correspond to only very weakly approximate symmetry axes. In Figure 8c several small parts are cut out from the square, the exact symmetry axes have not changed but the curve between the maximums is basically other.

![Figure 8. Symmetry-diagrams for modified squares](image)

The algorithm does not have limits in 2D case. It is applicable even if the contour consists of several closed loops. In Figure 9 a circle with two holes can be seen.

![Figure 9. Example of a 2D figure having a contour with several closed loops](image)

It is obvious that the symmetry-diagram is the constant 1 function in the case of a circle because every line crossing the centre is an exact symmetry axis. Since there are two holes on the circle in Figure 9 accordingly there are only two exact symmetry axes signed with number 1 and 2 where $Z=1$.

There was an exact symmetry axis in every example shown above, i.e. $Z=1$ value(s) could be found in every symmetry-diagram computed for the lines crossing the gravity centre.
But in the case when there is no exact symmetry axis, it is not sure, that the best approximate symmetry axis can be found in the lines crossing the gravity centre. However we can assume that the best approximate symmetry axis has to pass near by the gravity centre in the case of approximate symmetrical 2D forms. In this case it is advisable to repeat the Steps 3-5 so that the symmetry-diagram is created for the points surrounding the gravity centre, as well. For the best approximate symmetry axis we have to search the symmetry-diagram where the maximum Z value can be found.

3. Example in the human therapy

We emphasize the significance of the study of symmetry properties on an example in the human therapy.

There are accidents when the skull is injured significantly. In the course of the reparation a prosthesis is designed and manufactured before the operation. During the design the 3D CAD model of the prosthesis is created using the model of the part remained unhurt. The design process can not be performed automatically because every injury is different. A unique design is needed where the symmetry plane (or rather the approximate symmetry plane) needs to known. Knowing the symmetry plane the prosthesis model can be created by a simple reflection.

Since our algorithm works for 2D figures we show the symmetry detection on a plane section of the skull in the following example.

![Figure 11. The symmetry-diagram computed from an MR photograph of the skull](image)

In Figure 11 the study of an MR photograph of the skull can be seen. We have fixed 20 points along the external contour as input data of our algorithm. We have computed the symmetry-diagram for 6x6 points as a grid around the gravity centre as it can be seen in the enlarged detail in Figure 11. The best approximate symmetry axis (the maximum value of Z) was found in the symmetry-diagram computed for the gravity centre shown in Figure 11. In this symmetry-diagram we have got the local maximum in two places. In the position
denoted by number 1 $Z=0.95$, thus, it is close to 1. The corresponding approximate symmetry axis is denoted by number 1. It is remarkable that even in the position denoted by number $Z=0.97$ which is less considered to be approximate symmetric.

4. Summary

The new algorithm gives a new possibility to detect exact and approximate symmetry axes of 2D figures. Beside the known methods of symmetry detection the new algorithm define the so called symmetry-parameter which can be a rate for the symmetry using a parameter between 0 and 1.

The symmetry-diagram created from the values of the symmetry-parameter computed for various lines crossing the gravity centre is independent from geometrical measures and it shows an individual, characteristic shape property of the 2D figures, which can be the base of a pattern recognition independent from geometrical measures.
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Abstract

Further improving the previous models describing the operation of planetary ball mills the study determines the impact energy transmitted towards the material during the milling and the milling power. It points out relationship between the ratio between the angular velocity of the sun disk and the vials, and the geometrical parameters of the mill. By exploring the relationship between the model created for the milling process taking place in the planetary ball mill and the milling parameters depending on the mill, and using the calculations executed, data more authentic than previous ones can be obtained on the energy transferred to the mill product during the milling process, and on the efficiency of milling. This information provides a more plan able mechanical milling for researchers decomposing materials in planetary mills, and for specialists dealing with the improvement and application of these technologies.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, there are several possible solutions for producing nano-structure materials using conventional and/or newly developed technologies of material science. During these processes the size, structure, composition, and morphological characteristics of “grains” and/or “phases” can be altered with the aimed selection of technological parameters. Possible ways of production include mechanical milling having been applied for decades in the production of powder materials. The improvement results of different type mills (e.g. the possibility of higher energy input) have made it possible by now to produce nano-crystalline powders by mechanical milling. However, it is inevitable to have adjustability more accurate then before, for purposive milling and the quality insurance of products intended to be produced by milling. During the milling process (fig. 1.) carried out in the planetary mill, the impact velocity and the angle of impact has a significant effect on the energy transferred to the powder particles to be milled by the flying ball. Consequently, the
movement and impact of the balls are important factors, on the inspection of which thorough mathematical studies have been carried out.

According to Lü and Lai the greater the angular velocity of the sun disk, the greater the increase in the impact velocity as the detachment velocity of the balls increases and the flying time shortens. This impact velocity is an important parameter, which determines what energy acts upon the powder particles during the mechanical milling.

Besides and before Lü and Lai, several authors and studies had already dealt with determining the energy transferred by the balls to the material to be milled. The study of Burgio et al. has been considered initial basis for many when determining the impact velocity of the ball and the energy transferred to the powder. Analyzing the above studies it can be stated that when determining the detachment angle and the detachment velocity they do not take into consideration forces resulting from relative movements (e.g. Coriolis force).

Impact energy is described as the difference between the kinetic energy calculated for the moment of detachment of the ball and the velocity of the ball after the impact. No information is given on determining the location of the impact. Although, they give data of exact (measured) speed and detachment angle for a certain setup of mill type Pulverisette P5 and different ball sizes, but they provide no calculated impact energy.

P. Le Brun et al. published another relationship on determining the detachment angle of the milling ball, and they highlight the importance of the speed rate (ratio) between the sun disk and the vial, which influences the trajectory of the balls, and even the amplitude and ratio of the impact and

![Figure 1. Process parameters of the planetary ball mill](image-url)

d_b: the diameter of the balls, m_b: the mass of the balls, N_b: the number of the balls,
\( r_p \): the distance between the rotational axes, \( r_v \): the radius of the vial,
m_p: the mass of the powder, \( \omega_v \): the rotational speed of the vial,
\( \omega_p \): the rotational speed of the sun disk
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friction energy, which can be transferred to the material to be milled. In their study, Abdellaoui and Gaffet present the change in impact energy and power related to the angular velocity of the sun disk primarily in connection with planetary mills types G5 and G7 (but also for other milling devices) however, they do not give their calculation relationships. In another study relying upon the work of the above mentioned Burgio et al. they present calculation correlations for determining the impact energy, but no information is found on the location of the impact, furthermore, they do not take forces resulting from relative movements into consideration either in their calculations. Magini et al. give a simplified correlation for determining impact energy in their study, and they focus on inspecting the collision between the ball and the material to be milled. Iasonna and co. Magini in one of their studies examined energy transfer and power consumption during the milling process. They measured electric and mechanical power consumption on a Fritsch P5 milling device. During milling Fe-Zr powder they examined the influence of the number and size of balls, and that of the quantity of powder filled-in on the power consumption.

Several researchers have already dealt with modelling processes taking place in the planetary ball mill (Fritsch P4) used during our work, however, literature dealing with the relationship between the milling parameters regulating the process and the energy transferred to the material to be milled is incomplete. Taking this fact into consideration, it is reasonable to further clarify processes taking place in the planetary ball mill, and a more accurate exploration of the influence of some important milling parameters.

2. Kinetic modelling of a planetary ball mill

The description of forces acting on the milling ball in the planetary ball mill is based on the study of Lü and Lai. After a verification the calculation mentioned can be used as an initial point for the model intended to be established.

Our contributions concerning the kinetic modelling of the mechanical milling process of the planetary ball mill was started with the following statements and simplifying assumptions:

a) the milling ball can detach from the wall of the vial, when the force acting upon it, pointing towards the radius of the vial is zero,

b) the new junction point of the ball and the vial acts as a point of impact, disregarding the elastic impact of the ball,

c) there is no relative movement (sliding) between the ball and the wall of the vial before the point of detachment,

d) the resistance of the medium within the vial is neglected,

e) any rotation of the ball is disregarded.

Modelling steps are as follows:

– Description of motion and force conditions
– Determining the detachment angle
3. Application of the model and calculation results

Using the calculation method the milling energy values of FRITSCH P4 planetary ball mill applicable for milling experiments were determined by different configuration parameters. Different sun disk rotary speed values and ratios were taken into consideration by the calculations and at the same time the inspection of the full rotary speed range of the mill was aimed at, together with the path of motion of the balls to comply with the impact and friction method, that is $i_{\text{limit}} \leq i \leq i_{\text{critical}}$.

Since calculations were carried out on a given mill type, certain initial parameters were given. These were mainly the features of the device:

- distance between the sun disk and the vial: $r_p = 0.125 \text{ m}$
- sun disk rotary speed range for test: $n_p = 50 – 400 \text{ rpm}$

Selection of further initial values determined by us was carried out based on the equipment available for the mill:

inner radius of the vial (80 ml): $r_v = 0.0325 \text{ m}$
radius of the milling ball: $r_b = 0.005 \text{ m}$
density of the milling ball (stainless steel): $\rho_b = 7800 \text{ kg/m}^3$

Knowing the above determined geometrical parameters ($r_p$, $r_v$), the extreme values ($i_{\text{limit}}$, $i_{\text{critical}}$) of the ratio ($i$) can be determined, which indirectly influence even the rotary speed of the vials together with the rotary speed of the sun disk, concerning the inspected range. Extreme values of the ratio ($i$) are:

bottom limit: $i_{\text{limit}} = 0.96$
upper limit: $i_{\text{critical}} = 2.96$

Calculations using the model were carried out using values $i = 1; 1.5; 2; 2.5; 2.96$.

Figure 2. Change of the impact energy ($E_b$) as a function of the sun disk rotational speed ($n_p$) and the ratio ($i$)
In the first part of the calculations, that is by the determination of the detachment angle and the detachment velocity it was found that in case of fixed geometrical conditions \((r_p, r_v, r_b)\) and ratio \((i)\) identical detachment angle values belong to an increasing sun disk rotational speed, while the value of the detachment velocity increases in ratio with the rotational speed of the sun disk. After calculating the impact angle and velocity, the theoretical impact energy values belonging to the different sun disk rotational speed values were determined using the relationships of the previous subsection, for a single ball. The calculation results are shown on fig. 2.

![Figure 2](image)

*Figure 2. Impact energy (E_b) as a function of increasing rotational speed values (n_p)*

It can be seen in fig. 2. that by increasing the rotational speed of the sun disk, the value of the impact energy increases squared up to a certain ratio. It can be seen that by \(i=2.96\) speed ratio the curve of the impact energy is between the curves \(i=1.5\) and \(i=2\). This results in that probably there is an optimal value between the values \(i=2\) and \(i=2.96\), where the impact energy is the greatest possible. This assumption is verified by the set of curves shown on fig. 3. The curves indicate the change of the impact energy by increasing the ratio, belonging to different rotary speed values of the sun disk. Looking at the diagram it can be found that by given geometrical conditions and configured parameters, the greatest impact energy can be achieved by approximately \(i=2.5\). If the impact frequency of the balls can also be taken into account, which is mainly the function of the detachment and impact angles, then the power of the milling process can be determined.

When inspecting theoretical power values belonging to different sun disk rotational speed values and velocity rates (fig. 4.), it can be found that greater and greater power values belong to increasing rotary speed values. The curves calculated are cubic ones.

In opposition to the changes of the impact energy shown in fig. 2., it can be observed on fig. 4. that the values of the curve belonging to \(i=2.5\) are lower than those belonging to \(i=2\) and \(i=2.96\). The result is surprising as lower power
belongs to a velocity ratio causing the greatest impact energy. This can be explained by the fact that in the case of this ratio \((i=2.5)\) the impact frequency is lower, that is the balls spend more time on the wall of the vial.

\[i=1, i=1.5, i=2, i=2.5, i=2.96\]

**Figure 4.** Changes of the milling power \((P)\) as a function \((P(np))\) of the sun disk rotational speed \((np)\) and the ratio \((i)\)

If the milling power is represented as a function of the ratio, at different sun disk rotary speed values (fig. 5.), then the optimum velocity rate from the aspect of milling power can be determined. On fig. 5. this is around the value \(i=2.96\).

Using fig. 9. and fig. 5. such an optimum range of ratio can be highlighted, which is maximal from the aspect of both the impact energy, and the milling power. This range, by the above determined geometrical parameters, is without doubt near \(i=2\).

The calculation results of the model we have established were determined for given initial parameters, demonstrating the applicability of the method, it is still suitable in case of arbitrarily selected other configuration and geometrical parameters for characterizing the milling process in a planetary ball mill.
Effects of the size changes of the milling ball and the vial
The above described results were determined by fixed ball and vial sizes. In order to inspect the effect of the size changes of the milling set (ball, vial) on the impact energy and power, further calculations were carried out.

First only the size changes of the vial were inspected by the same ball size, then the size of the ball was increased, and the size of the vial remained unchanged, and finally, both the ball size and the vial size were doubled.

The calculation results well demonstrate and reflect the impact energy increase expected. The results show that the increase in the vial size does not have such an effect on the increase of the impact energy, as the change of the ball size. By increasing the size of the milling set (ball, vial) together results in the greatest impact energy.

Increasing the dimensions of the milling set undoubtedly results in the increase of the milling power, however, this change is not of such degree as in case of increasing the impact energy. This is even proved by table 1. comparing the calculation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>simple vial and ball size</th>
<th>double vial size</th>
<th>double ball size</th>
<th>double vial and ball size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact energy [mJ]</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact energy increase in per cent [%]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milling power [mW]</td>
<td>1494</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>5626</td>
<td>6760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milling power increase in per cent [%]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Summary
A calculation method was introduced above on determining the performance of a planetary ball mill. In chapter 2 the calculations of Lü and Lai were used as a starting point. Calculation results described in chapter 3 were determined and shown on a certain type of mill (Fritsch Pulverisette 4) and given geometrical conditions, but the model can be used for any planetary ball mill, observing the marginal conditions we have also indicated.

As a summary, it can be stated on the effect of the sizes of the milling ball and the vial on the impact energy and power, that if further milling sets are available, then using those may help gain further energy from our planetary ball mill (by the same sun disk rotary speed and ratio), increasing the efficiency of milling and decreasing the time of milling.

Based on the calculation results and the charts (fig. 3. and 5.) an optimal mill configuration can be defined, which provides for the most effective work from the aspect of the milling task. In this way, for example in case of milling certain
materials, smaller impact energy can also make fast work possible, protecting the milling set and the loading of the mill.
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Abstract

Engineering plastics are more often applied in industrial systems, where moving parts are subjected to severe friction and wear processes, furthermore chemical- and mechanical effects mean extra load. Compared to metals engineering plastics are used because of their good mechanical, chemical and tribological together with increased corrosion resistance and vibration damping ability. There are many sorts of technical polymers available, of which machine elements can be produced. To choose proper polymers for a given engineering application is not a simple task owing to many different parameters influencing the performance of a polymeric working element. We made some new reconstructions enhancing the advantageous material properties for a given applications. The new solutions apply machined parts made of semi-finished engineering plastics (rod, plates). At this article we show some interesting solutions mainly done from cast polyamide 6.
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1. Solutions

Support pad of automotive crane jib, made of cast polyamide 6, replacement of bronze
Re-constructions with engineering polymers

Mill for fruits. Milling drums and gears are made of cast polyamide 6. Original parts were made of steel

Cast polyamide 6 bolts (male-female) for fixing filtration textile

Cast polyamide 6 V-belt pulley for circular saw. Earlier steel was used.

Spherical bushing made of cast polyamide 6. Replacement of fast wearing POM C bushing.
Re-constructions with engineering polymers

Cast polyamide 6 rollers of moving gates. Originally steel was applied.

Polyamide 6 pulley for flat-belts. Cast iron and wood was applied formerly.

Airport transporting belt: support wear pad, made of UHMW-PE HD 1000. Formerly steel and other polymer was applied.
UHMW-PE HD 500 material, a part of bread slicer. Originally CrNi steel was applied.

Regulating rollers in wood processing machine, made of cast polyamide 6. Earlier steel was applied.
Wearing leg-support of food processing machine, made of cast polyamide 6. Formerly steel was used.

Casting mould, frame, in milk processing. Made of UHMW-PE HD 500. Formerly CrNi steel was used.
Landing gear leg breakdown and examination

Rajmund LEFÁNTI, József JANIK, Gábor KALÁCSKA
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Abstract

A practical problem of the gear-leg support of a small airplane can occur often. The complex premature failure of the bushing – mechanical fatigue and surface wear phenomena - caused the breakdown. To establish the proper reconstruction design we completed many data registering measurements with a real airplane in landing- and take-off, as well as flying and taxi mode. Knowing the vibration and displacement values we set the real modelling conditions. Beside the tri-axial vibration acceleration measurements we designed a bench test model for further laboratory modelling of the possible construction versions. Before the laboratory bench testing FEM analyses supported the reconstructions, for which we applied some new polymeric materials, too.

Keywords
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1. Introduction

The engineering plastics gain ground on many areas of transportation. This evolution also plays role in aerotechnics. The „ultra light structures” conception is prevailing concerning not only the large aircrafts and rocket-propelled fighters, but the small airplanes, too. With maximum concern of safety, the renovation with reconstruction is evolving regarding the civil engaged small airplane in case of the simple machine parts. First, main areas of this are the rubber/steel combinations, sealings, mechanical damping elements. At this field of that more Hungarian license was also born.

2. Plastic applications in the aviation engineering

Plastic machine elements are often used in the aviation engineering. A special segment of the engineering activity at that field is the maintenance of single-engines or small aircrafts having some critical elements. The figure 1. shows new single-engine polymer aircraft, which is designed and built on different composite polymers. The previous releases of such a kind of planes are considered as transitions between the traditional metal-based constructions and the new composite models. That means in the age between 20 – 30 years of a
small aircraft we can already find some hardwearing, strongly loaded polymers elements.

![Polymer aircraft](image)

*Figure 1. Polymer aircraft*

**Plastic machine elements in small plane**
Based on the list of the elements produced in the 1960-70-years regarding the commonly used CESSNA family, we can classify the plastic applications.
- Average contact pressure (10 – 50 MPa) applications (e.g. cable sheaves coming from the civil and mechanical engineering). Mainly tough polyamides are applied for that. (figure 2. aileron, side and depth rudder plate moving rope disc)
- High contact pressure moving surfaces: typical the rolling or rolling/sliding polymer surfaces mainly mating with steels.
- Pure sliding surfaces subjected to severe dynamic impacts (e.g. slide bearings and linear supports of landing-gear leg silent block)
- Covers and housing elements (PP, PE). Typically they are not mechanically loaded but light-weight is essential for them.

It is a fact that many of the small airplanes between 20 – 30 years are still in use worldwide. Comparing the engineering materials built in those old aircrafts to the new design versions shown in figure 1. we can find some typical engineering places to be resolved or redesigned during the maintenance.

### 3. Landing-gear leg support

Studying the register of the maintenance activities a weak point can be found at CESSNA 172 aircraft. As time goes by the reliability of the landing-gear leg support (figure 2, 3, 4) becomes critical and after a certain number of friction load the original support pad cracks and wears extremely fast. This part is considered to be important aviation safety point, nowadays we have a good engineering possibility to renew the old structure with better and higher performance engineering polymers.
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Figure 2. Position of landing gear leg on Cessna 172 type aircraft

The figure 3. and figure 4. show the landing-gear leg support.

Figure 3. Landing-gear leg support in the aircraft

Figure 4. The failed PUR component

4. Cases of landing-gear leg load

To examine the different load effects of the gear leg support and to follow the time function of those loads some basic data needed that can be used for FEM analyses, too. Knowing those conditions a dynamic alternating and so-called macroscopic fretting test can be launched with a tribotester built at Szent István University, Institute for Mechanical Engineering Technology.
There are four main condition categories of the operation of landing-gear support. These cases origins from the normal use of aircraft:

- Stress during taxi mode (this load is applying with an even run on ground surface of the aerodrome: bitumen, concrete, grass)
- Stress during flying mode (large “fretting”)
- Stress during take-off (From standing to take-off momentum. Facing of the soil. The craft would run on: bitumen, concrete, grass)
- Stress during descent (from the first touching of ground to stop that would be on: bitumen, concrete, grass)

**Measuring system**

To register the vibration load – as a real mechanical effect of the operation – the only legal solution was to mount a vibration sensor on the gear leg surface. I applied the register of accelerations during vibration movements.

As it is shown in fig. 5 and 6, tri-axial sensors were fixed on both legs of the plane.

![Figure 5. Loads of the unproved is tendencies](image)

![Figure 6. Acceleration sensors on the landing gear leg](image)

The measuring system placed into the plane body during measurements consists of the followings: (Figure 7):
Landing gear leg breakdown and examination

- SPIDER A/D amplifier;
- laptop;
- accumulators with 12V/100Ah;
- interface adapter with 12/220V.
- tri-axial acceleration sensors on the landing gear leg.

Spider is a measuring system

12V

12V / 220V converter

Left acceleration sensors

Right acceleration sensors

Inside acceleration sensors

Laptop

Output

Figure 7. The schematic picture of the system

The measurements were carried out in different flying phases: during landing, take-off, taxiing and flying. The data collection was repeated 15 times in each cases.

Results of measurements
Some typical measured data are shown in fig. 8 and 9. The right side leg tri-axial sensors performed the graphs in “Z” direction. Fig 8. shows that the beginning of the measurement was in the flying mode (approx. 10 seconds in the air). The wheels were not in contact with the ground. After 10 seconds the touching of the grassy runway can cause high mechanical load as vibration movements of the gear leg. During the register of fig.8 graph the speed was about 30 m/s.

Figure 8. Right side landing gear leg z direction vibrations: flying-landing.
In fig. 9, the landing process can be monitored. First moments of touching the ground cause near “10xg” acceleration. As slowing down a damping effect of the airplane body can be monitored. The basic waves of the acceleration function are generated by the uneven surface of the soil/grass, but the decreasing tendency of “g” values is due to the decreasing speed and mechanical damping.

**Figure 9.** Right side landing gear leg z direction vibrations: landing.

**Modified bushing of gear leg**

In fig. 10, the original leg support can be seen. The steel leg – as a tubular shaft – is supported by a PUR bushing pressed in to the metal housing. The end of the leg is fixed into the plane’s body by means of bolt joints without flexible element. The real movements (vibration) of the leg in the housing are more radial than axial. Due to this effect the failure of PUR (fig.4.) is experienced caused by fatigue and friction. Knowing the relatively high friction values of PUR against steel, often there is no real surface friction in the contact area just elastic deformation with high stresses and accelerated fatigue process. The final result of those the fracture of the PUR bushing.

**Figure 10.** Section of the original underpinning
With the modified leg’s support shown in fig. 11, the high vibration stress level is reduced. By means of an internal PET/PTFE composite bushing the small oscillatory movements are guided into the real friction because of the low PET/PTFE/Steel friction and wear rate. The PET/PTFE ring is bedded into a flexible PUR ring. Those together are pressed into the steel housing. In that way a complex material model works against the operating load.

To prove the applicability of the new construction a laboratory test project is launched.

5. Tribology modelling of the constructions

Taking the vibration effects into account, we designed a laboratory modelling system. That model (fig.12) performs oscillatory movements when the acceleration, the normal load, the amplitude and frequency of the movements can be adjusted.

Set of the test inputs:

The already shown acceleration extremes are discovered by the real operation measurements and “10xg” acceleration is fixed as real top value. Also the frequency range can be established from the graphs.

The mechanical load effects can be calculated and put into the FEM model together with the material laws determined by measurements. The FEM model of the constructions gave the real deformations as the possible values of the amplitude of the movements.

The experimental setup of the reciprocating laboratory testrig can be seen in fig.12. The reciprocating sliding friction is created by a standing pin material sample, which has a relative motion against the reciprocating grinded steel plate in conformal contact. The tested material sample (pin) is fixed to the specimen holder. The oscillating motion of the steel plate (0 – 23 Hz) is provided by a controlled variable speed electrical motor through an eccentrically power transmission for the adjustment of the stroke. The tested steel plate is fixed to the moving steel plate holder that is supported by a roller guide way. The friction
force is measured during the movements. The test rig is equipped with a manual loading system, which consists of the weights and the loading frame. The normal displacement of the pin specimen towards the steel plate, as a result of the wear and deformation, could be measured by a contactless sensor. The pin has a diameter of 8 mm and length of 15 mm while the steel mating plate sizes is to maximum 80 mm – 150 mm. The loading system provides different normal loads: from 48 to 580 N. The possible maximum of acceleration can be set is „42xg.”

By means of the test system the different pin samples – three different PUR versions, PETP/PTFE, and PETP/PTFE/PUR combination – can be tested under the preliminary determined conditions (real airplane acceleration measurements and FEM model).

The measurements are in progress now.
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Developing directions and utilization technology of cooling-oiling liquids from environmental effects
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Abstract

This article is about some environmental effects of cooling/lubricating materials and suggests some potential development directions of the application technologies. The construction of the emulsol is also introduced. The technology of the emulsion demolition, with a special care about the emulsion demolition with inorganic acids and inorganic salts is highlighted. Regarding cooling/lubricating materials, key expressions are: the polluting and health damaging effect, storage and transport, too. We present the developing directions of cooling lubricating technologies.
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1. Introduction

Cooling-oiling liquids (COL) are special subsidiary materials primarily used for metal-working –chipping and forming. These are named subsidiary materials, as the role of COL-s in working is indirect, therefore they can’t be found in the outcome.

In the case of several procedures cooling effects of machine-oil wasn’t sufficient, for this reason a fluid needed to be found that still has satisfactory oiling effect, but it also has a significantly better cooling effect than oil.

Among a lot of developing directions usage of water seemed to be the most obvious solution (a cheap material), which has approximately four-times better cooling effect than oils, however its direct oiling-effect is marginal and its suitable temperature area is narrow. Only one solution remained: if you mix water with oil, depending on mixing ratio you can have a compound having an optimal oiling, cooling and cleaning effect.


2. Emulsion dissolving

Emulsions become really dangerous waste, if they are handled according to our national customs (without proper attention). The main groups of known procedures are summarized in table 1.
Table 1. Possible working methods of oily emulsions and oleaginous wastewater

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical methods</th>
<th>Chemical methods</th>
<th>Physical-chemical methods</th>
<th>Methods without decomposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mechanical</td>
<td>with inorganic acids</td>
<td>floated</td>
<td>biological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermal</td>
<td>with inorganic salts</td>
<td>electro-chemical floated</td>
<td>firing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bio ultra filtration</td>
<td>with organic emulgator</td>
<td>adsorption</td>
<td>deposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among emulsion dissolving methods we introduce decomposing method with inorganic salts and metallic salts, as these are widespread in Hungary and simultaneously this method is the most dangerous one for the environment.

Emulsion dissolving with inorganic salts and metallic salts

Chemical methods neutralize charge developing on the edge surface of oil-water influencing emulsions stability, as its result coagulation happens. In the simplest case- in case of pH sensitive emulsions – working with acids, reaching a certain pH value emulsion decomposes and phases divide. Aciding is often not enough for dividing emulsions, so as a pre-division and pH setting is used, then actual emulsion dissolving happens with feeding polyvalent metallic-salts. The II. and III. value metals (Fe, Al) with their strong will cations the anionic emulgator solar proton event ensues, neutralizing the two phases surface charge. The arising acid wastewater needs to be neutralized afterwards. Neutralizing can happen either with lime cream or with sodium hydrate.

Metal ions form large surface hydroxide flakes and on these large surfaces they adsorb oil and grease coagulant to fine particles. This method is called adsorb coagulation. Similar method is emulsion dissolving with iron chloride. In terms of chemical costs this method can be considered economical, but because of the increasing noxiousness costs of oleaginous hydroxide mud produced in relatively high amount, this is becoming a more and more expensive one. The oleaginous mud occurring in relatively high amount needs to be dewatered after condensation. Dewatering can happen with filter process or cenrifugalization. The remaining mud depending on its oil concentration is undamaged with firing or deposition and with biological decomposition. Although you have to consider the fact that some new big stability emulsions can’t always be dissolved with this method. In case of mixed collected emulsions dissolution different characters of emulsions can be used favourably as different types of emulgator weaken stability of emulsions, which means that during storage big amount of emulsion can separate out swimming up to the surface of emulsion.

Naturally this procedure depends on other factors, too: first of all the proportion of insoluble and soluble pollution in the emulsion. You have to consider developing depot storage and motive processes of emulsions; what’s more you have to help emulsions dividing into water and emulsol. With developing technical equipments, using coalescences separator (fig.1.) and skimmer (fig.2.), as well as making use of gravitational force intensity of
separating oil and water can be increased. When at least two major quality of emulsion is not suitable for requirements it is considered to be incapacitated and replaced. The replaced emulsion is stored, and then it is decomposed locally or in a central decomposer.

*Figure 1. The coalescences separator*

*The operation of the coalescences separator:*
Emulsion is installed into the separator where a guide vane changes the direction of current of the material in the contrary direction with gravitation. The light part of oil phase granulates significantly and it is led out through a controllable skimmer. The dark phase is guided towards through a baffle, meanwhile crushing of the roughen grains starts. Again two phases separates gradually: a fine one and rough one. The fine phase can be guided towards with a skimmer again, the darker and darker black phase flows towards through a baffle, and then it leaves the system through a releaser. The emulsion collected this way, which contains about 15-20% water, mixing with emulsol can be used for setting in concentration, if it is clean enough and doesn’t contain foreign oil. This equipment needs to be often cleaned, yet it is easy to fulfil as built-in elements can be simply pulled out.

*Working of the skimmer:*
Skimmer is used for continuous removing of foreign oil or emulsion separating from emulsion floating on the liquid surface. On one hand the skimmer’s effect is based on oils and oleophilic materials, on the other hand different adhesion power in water. Disk and ligamental skimmers are spread in practise. (fig.2.). The material of disks and bands is oleophilic carrier, onto which oil grains lay on during moving. From skimmer disk a pulling-down, from skimmer band two pressing rollers send the stuck oil away before it dives into liquid again.
3. Environmental and health harm of emulsions

The 98/2001 (VI.15.) Governmental regulation and the 6/2001 (VII.18.) KöM order considers emulsions dangerous waste therefore they need special usage. The problem is that firms specialized for carrying and destroying refuses oil charges a very high price for this work. So we often have to face the fact that used emulsion is poured into sewage system illegally as the stronger influence of environmental protection an environmental technology has been started, with the help of this the amount of generated dangerous waste can be decreased.

Workers’ skin working with machine tools gets into contact with COL to a certain extent. COL doesn’t cause any rashes or illnesses on healthy uninjured skin. Workers often clean their hands with cloth polluted by steel wool or grinder dust, in these cases sharp metal particles harm cuticle of the skin where COL can get under the skin (subcutaneous injection), where it causes inflammation. The way of contact and possible harmful effects of COL and workers are introduced in the following. The way of contact can be:

- **through air:** in form of fog, mizzle, steam, and aerosol (harmful effect: eye irritation, respiratory irritation, allergy, chemical lung cancer, illness of the digestive system)
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- **direct contact:** With COL and/or solid surface covered with COL.
  (harmful effect: eye irritation, skin irritation, skin illness e.g. allergenic eczema, toxic degenerative contact eczema, skin-cancer, etc.)

  Healthcare of workers connected to COL can be totally solved by hygienic planning. In case of machine tools emulsion, as a two-phase disperse system, softens paint covering, which blisters as a result. The blistered paint covering becomes crackled, water phase penetrates through rifts and on the metal surface it calls a very intensive corrosion layer into being. As volume of oxidised metal is bigger sooner or later it forces the paint up. This phenomenon goes on still total paint covering disappears.

  In case of chip shaping –if not fog lubrication is applied- oil fog allowed above the permitted level doesn’t develop. In such chipping workshops where large amount of emulsion or diluted solution of COL is used you can count on emulsion-fog development. It’s derived from the fact that heat of water vaporization is more than ten times higher than oil’s and emulsions always contain some dissolvers as instant additive or carried in with emulgator. We can especially count on with large oil fog, if average temperature of emulsions exceeds 60-Celsius degrees, where vaporization of water becomes more intensive (development of secondary air polluting effect). Emulsion-fog is vapour, mixture of light hydrocarbon components and dissolvers inhaling, which can lead to mucous membrane injury, sickness and paint (chemical pneumonia).

  Oil drips smaller than 0,5 μm are less dangerous, as they aren’t able to stick to throat and lung surface, namely at exhalation they get back to atmosphere. Oil fog concentration of air MK is allowed to be (maximum work concentration) <5 mg/m³. (25/2000.(IX.30.) EüM-SZCSM order). Used emulsions are produced in about 93 000 km² in the whole country, often they are made to travel several times, therefore intensive soil pollution is inevitable. Because of water component water emulsions can get into soil very deeply, where they can accumulate.

4. Storage, transportation and demolition of emulsions

You have to take care of component storage. Let’s see e.g. water. Factories buy quality water for producing emulsions, they transport it in, use it, then emulsions are transported into a separator, where they are separated by some environmental-polluting acid technology, the received water, with the help of an adsorption coagulation technology, is freed from the finely dispersal oil and grease particles to make is equal to 28/2004.(XII.25.) KvVm order of wastewater release demand then it’s poured into channels. Hydroxide mud remaining in the last activity is extremely harmful and its undamaging cost is so high that’s just unpayable.

  In the country approximately 100000 tons of used emulsions are produced a year, which are carried several times on the country road, during usage quality changes are continuously checked with more and more expensive equipment, are
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Separated by some expensive and environmental polluting technology, use some extra technology to make water suitable to pour into drains.

Taking these facts as a starting point we have worked out energy-saving distillatory equipment for water-regaining in the place of emulsion utilization, with the help of which from used emulsion we can distil water locally, which as a pre-treated component could be reused for emulsion making. With this technology, 17% emulsion and handling costs of present component part price would decrease with a third, to about 6%.

5. Developing directions of COL usage technology

„Recycling” emulsion handling technology
The essence of new type emulsion handling technology (fig.4.) is, that with developing an emulsion supply system we can ensure emulsion stability without any special intervention. With this vulnerability of emulsion decreases yet keeping steady productivity. We have to redefine lifespan of emulsions, which isn’t from infusing them into machines to removing but continuous. So lifespan isn’t to be determined by producing technology but usage time calculable from material scales. This makes possible leaving the so far separately employed – in many instances distant from utilization place – mainly chemical separation and in the place with continuous, economical discharge of water expropriation we can get back 92-98% water of emulsion, as a valuable component. New technology ensures for materials not to go through the factory but circulate in it considering to possibilities.

Figure 3. „Recycling” technology conceptual picture
Elements of „RECYCLING” technology:
– accepting tank with 800-1000 μm and 100 μm sieve filter
– prehandling tank with coalescence separator
– clean tank
– serving daily tank, in which you have to ensure technical level identity of emulsion for decomposition...

Quality requirements of emulsions for separation are the following ones:
– emulsion has to be unified, its mechanical pollution is 0,2 %
– air inclusion free (air inclusions spoil heat utilization)
– quantity of mechanical polluters is under 1 g/cm³ and their size is bigger than 0,5 μm
– material composers and their components can’t be connected to water
– particles connected with secondary chemical bidentions have more or less continuous but decreasing repelling strength
– emulsion fed into the regainer to be an incoherent emulsion system, without exudation of disperse phase on its heat-changing wall.

Development of new sliver separating technology
Among developing directions going on at present MQL lubrication is a direction which introduction we can reach significant and instant results, but its real value is given by the fact that it’s one of the factors of quantum leap change in mechanical engineering technology we are facing in some year’s time. With MQL lubrication minimizing lubricators besides saving lubricator prices, caring time of work piece, implement, and machine tool can be decreased significantly. Generally speaking we can say that MQL lubrication can be used successfully at present, where producing technology can be optimized by ruled and local cooling, besides increased profitability and decreased environmental burden. Results of this new developing direction make creating new chipping technologies necessary. Target programme of my in hand PhD dissertation is getting up such chipping technology. The new chipping technology ensures simultaneously efficiency of chipping and minimizes harmful environmental effects. Tests are going on – Szent István University, Mechanical Engineer Faculty, Engineering Industry Technological Institution -, where special attention is given to MQL lubrication and reduction of environmental effects, which is realizable with combining the well chosen MQL lubricator.
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